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Address outlines 1984 goals

Appeal to Congress
draws mixed reaction

6
14

MHS BASKETBALL HOMECOMING — (From left) Connie Spann, daughter of Beverly Spann and Buddy
Spann; Caroline Schoenfeldt, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Roger Schoehfeldt; and Kim Wilham, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J.W, Wilham; are finalists for the 1984 Basketball Homecoming Queen at Murray High School. The new
queen will be crowned gy last year's queen, Jill Morris, prior to the start of the Murray High-F4Iton City game Friday night. Escorts for the finalists and Morris will be senior basketball players Mark Boggess, Roger Dunn, Andy
Parks and Tommy Wagner. Both varsity boys and girls will be in action Friday with the girls' game starting at 6:30
p.m.

Collins' budget address will
request income tax increase
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins may
ask for tax and corporate fee increases totaling just over $200
million a year in her budget address tonight.
She will recommend an increase in the personal income
tax, last raised in the early
1950s, according to two top administration officials quoted by
The Louisville Times.
They said she will propose
raising the maximum rate, now
6 percent, to 8 percent, with the
top rate applying only to income

exceeding $50,000 a year.
The officials,.who asked to remain anonymous, said the
governor will ask the
Legislature to raise by almost 75
percent the corporate license
fees paid by businessmen
operating in Kentucky.
Those fees, which brought in
$19.5 million last yea.'",- ,woold
produce another $15 million
under the plan.
The governor also may request an expansion of the 5 percent sales tax to include a variety Of services such as dry clean-

ing and cable television services. Professionals, including
doctors and attorneys, would be
exempt.
Most of the new money would
be directed to education, the officials said.
Mrs. Collins, who ran for office last year on a platform promising no new taxes, will announce her tax plans and her
proposed 1984.86 budget in an 8
p.m. speech broadcast live on
Kentucky Educational
Television.

For coroners' cases

,

House approves transplant bill
By SUSAN STEWART
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
bill that would allow coroners to
remove organs to be used for
transplants passed out of the
House, but not without some
objections.
The transplant bill was approved Wednesday in a 61-34
vote amid complaints from
some representatives that it
does not require consent from
survivors.

The bill allows organs to be
taken if the coroner knows of no
objection by survivors, and applies only to coroners' cases.
"This is emotionally difficult
for some people," said Rep.
Tom Rifler, D-Louisville.
Riner's motion to table the bill
for an amendment was
defeated.
Rep. Mae Street Kidd, DLouisville, argued that there are
time restraints on when an
organ can be used in

transplants.
"In waiting for consent, the
time element can expire," she
said.
In 1980, the General Assembly
approved a similar measure
which allowed corneas to be
removed for transplant
purposes.
The House also approved a bill
to increase license fees for
social workers from $10 to $30.
That bill was defeated Tuesday,
(Continued on Page 2)

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Reagan's appeal to Congress to join him in a down payment on trimming deficits is being met by skepticism from
Democrats and praise by
Republicans, but leaders of both
parties agreed his election-year
address offers few specifics for
stemming the flow of government red ink.
Reagan, delivering his third
State of the Union address to
Congress Wednesday night,
outlined his goals for 1984 and
took general credit for the nation's economic recovery,
claiming "we can report and be
proud of one of the best
recoveries in decades."
"America is back, standing
tall," Reagan declared in a
speech laden with patriotic
broad strokes and appeals to
traditional U.S. values that
could set the stage for his expected Sunday announcement of
re-election candidacy.
In a proposal that prompted
sharp partisan reaction, Reagan•
called for establishment of a
hiphrtisan White House Congress group to find ways to
start trimming federal deficits
soaring toward $200 billion.
Reagan called this a "down
payment" on cutting deficits

warmer
Highs in the upper 40s to
lower 50s. Southwest winds 5
to 15 mph. Tonight mostly
clear. Low in the mid 30s.
West winds 5 to 10 mph. Friday partly cloudy. Highs in
the mid 40s. Northwest winds
10 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.3
Kentucky Lake
354.7
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and said it would entail lesscontroversial budget cuts and
elimination of government
waste — hopefully trimming
deficits by as much as $100
billion over the next three years.
Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan said today that he envisioned cuts of $10 billion-$20
billion in fiscal 1985 and $50
billion-$60 billion in the following
year.
Reagan restated his opposition to chopping defense spending or cutting deficits with tax
increases, but said some savings
could be achieved through closing tax loopholes and simplifying the U.S. tax code.
Regan, asked on the NBC-TV
"Today" show whether defense
spending would be a subject for
iiscussion, said, "Everything is
iegotiable. ... Nothing is nonlegotiable."
But, in an interview broadcast
:oday on the "CBS Morning
News" program, Speaker of the
House Thomas O'Neill noting
that Reagan restated his opposition to defense spending cuts
and to tax increases, asked
"what's left?" for a bipartisan
commission to compromise on.
Skeptical of Reagan's commission proposal, O'Neill said:
"For 3 years he said there's
nothing wrong with the deficit.
... Suddenly he wants to have a

bipartisan commission.
Everytime he's had a bipartisan
commission, he hasn't been willing to give."
Meanwhile, Senate
Democratic leader Robert C.
Byrd of West Virginia said the
president is "the only man who
can provide leadership on the
deficit problem. He needs to
make some specifics known. He
needs to make some proposals
himself. If he wants'bipartisan
action, we need to all share in
the burden."
And House Republican Leader
Robert H. Michel of Illinois,
while warm in his praise for
Reagan's presentation, suggested achieving the $100 billion
in cuts , suggested by Reagan
would be difficult.
"You always have to do the
best you can," Michel said. "If
the president is willing to bend
on defense, maybe the
Democrats will talk turkey. The
Democrats lay the blame on the
president for the deficit, and
now he is saying to them: 'If yoli
have better ideas, let's hear it."
"It was more like an inaugural speech than a State of
the Union address — more mood
music than marching orders —
but he captured the country's
mood very effectively," said
Sen. Dave Durenburger, R(Continued on Page 2)
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Huddleston says farm
programs not helping
By The Associated Press
President Reagan's farm programs are doing little to help
farmers like Jack Hughes in
Hardin County, Ky., Sen. Walter
"Dee" Huddleston said in a
taped response to the president's State of the Union speech
Wednesday.
"America's family farmers
live with uncertainty and anxiety about their future," said Huddleston, a Democrat whose
home is in Hardin County.
The short segment with
Hughes was taped a week ago at
Hughes' 350-acre farm near
Vine Grove, where he raises
beef, pigs, tobacco, corn and
soybeans.
Chief among the problems facing American farmers are high
interest rates and heavy borrowing by the government, Huddleston and Hughes agreed.
Huddleston noted that Hughes
had avoided huge outlays for
equipment by properly maintaining his machinery. But he
asked, "How long now can you
continue without having to make
a major investment in
equipment?"
Hughes, who operates the
farm with his wife and two sons,

said he s worried about making
such a decision.
"You take with a combine 14
years old and a tractor 11 years
old that I really have to depend
on, the combine is the most expensive piece of equipment that
a farmer has to have," Hughes
said.

Calloway student
nominated for
military academy
Congress Carroll Hubbard has
today announced the nomination
of Anthony Wade Melton to the
United States Military Academy
at West Point. Each congressman is authorized to have
a maximum of five cadet attend
the academy at one time.
For each cadet vacancy that
occurs the congressman may
nominate a maximum of 10 candidates to be considered for
appointment.
Anthony is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwane N. Melton of 1712
Miller Ave., Murray. He is a
senior at Calloway County High
School where he will graduate in
May
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Offering charter, commuter and air freight service

Sunbird Airline gives Murray link to national airline system

•

•

By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
A couple,of brothers who several years ago had
not even heard of Murray are now responsible
for bringing several hundred visitors a year to
the area and are also making transporation for
local residents much more convenient.
Dudley and Maurice Bourne are owners of
Sunbird Airlines which operates at the MurrayCalloway County Airport and offers three daily
flights to and from Nashville. This service has
proven to be popular among local residents
meeting connecting flights in Nashville and also
to visitors to the Murray area.
Joint fares available through Sunbird and connecting airlines make it possible for flights to
and from Nashville to cost as little as $10 — much
less than it would take to drive the distance.
These fares are reduced on tickets that include
a Sunbird flight and a flight on either American,
Republic, U.S. Air, Delta, Piedmont or Eastern
Airlines.
Sunbird started in Murray in 4979 as an air
charter service and was granted authority to
become a commuter airline in 1980 at which time
the three daily-ilights to and from Nashville
began.
Dudley estimates that since the Nashville
flight service* was implemented, Sunbird has
flown over 5,000 scheduled flights and several
hundred charter flights to various locations
across the country.

Convenience is not the only benefit Murray
are receiving from Sunbird. Accordin
o
Dudley, about one-half of those who us
birds commuter service are visitors to t
urray area whose tickets were sold to them through
various other airline systems across the nation.
This is especially true of businessmen and
women who "come and go in a day." They can
catch a flight in Nashville at 9:40 a.m. and arrive
In Murray at 10:25. If they choose, they can be
back in Nashville by 5:45 p.m. the same day.
This has proven especially helpful to those coming into town for one-day meetings or special appearances, Dudley says.
This makes the local airport "the front door to
Murray" for many of its visitors and the Bournes
say they are proud to be a part of a growing and
improving airport.
"It's an exceptional airport. It is one of the few
of its size to have a full-time airport manager
RETURNING FROM NASHVILLE • Sunbird Airlines Pilot Victor Brisendine, Center, assists passengers with
their luggage after a returning flight from Nashville. Sunbird Airlines, based at the Murray-Calloway County Air- and the airbort's board of•ditectors has been successful in obtaining federal funding responsible
port, offers three flights daily to and from Nashville. One flight on Saturday and Sunday are also scheduled
regularly. Joint fares with airlines offering connecting flights in Nashville enable Sunbird to offer rates often as for many improvements to the facilities through
the years."
low as $10 for the Murray-Nashville route.
Johnny Parker, manager of Kyle-OakleiField
He reports that several area residents regu/arhe takes advantage -of Sunbiret's joint fares -eer•-----tor the--last- t0,-years, says Sunbtrd has been'a
ly take advantage of the Murray-to-Nashville
Nashville several times a month "because it's
tremendous asset to the airport because "they
service and that a local travel agency includes
more convenient than driving to Nashville or
provide further service to the local citizens. The
the service in many travel packages.
Paducah to catch a flight." He says his wife • airport has definitely .gotten better since they
Dave Kennedy, a Murray business consultant,
Jackie is also pleased with the local service
came here."
recently boarded a Nashville-bound Sunbird
because now she only has tojirive him to the
Some significant improvements the airport
flight enroute to Washington D.C. Kennedy says
local airport as opposed to Paducah or Nashville.
(Continued on 'Page 2)
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Sen. Moloney introduces trioof controversial measures
-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Mike Moloney, D•
Lexington, said the three bills he
introduced in the Legislature on
Wednesday probably aren't going to win him many friends.
One would discontinue the
automatic raises granted state
employees, another would
discontinue automatic raises
granted county elected officials
and statewide elected officials
and the third would lift the
restrictions on raising local property taxes.
"I thought they made a pretty
good package," Moloney
quipped

Reagan...
(Continued from Page 1)
Minn.
Reagan also told the joint session of Congress he is determined to keep American forces in
Lebanon because the United
States must never be turned
away by "state-sponsored
terrorism."
Democrats claimed Reagan
gave too little attention to the
Lebanon crisis.
"In a 10 page speech he
devoted only one paragraph,
buried on page eight, to this vital
subject," said House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill. "The president can try to bury the issue of
,Lebanon in his speech. But he
cannot bury it in the minds and
hearts of the American people.
If 'America is back' as the president says, then why are our boys
still stuck in the sands of
Lebanon?"
An undercurrent of
presidential-year politics ran
through Reagan's address
before a national radio and
televison audience, with
Democrats and Republicans at
one point engaging each other in
an applause duel.
When Reagan told Congress
"We must bring federal deficits
down," Democrats gave exag-

A law enacted in 1982 gives
state employees an automatic 5
percent raise every year.
Another law on the books
gives elected county and
statewide officials an automatic
raise every year tied to the Consumer Price Index, though the
raise cannot exceed 6 percent.
"I don't think the Legislature
ought to be setting a fixed increase," said Moloney, chairman of the Senate Appropria•
tions and Revenue Committee.
While those two items will not
make Moloney too popular
among public employees, the
third item may make him the

object of criticism from the rest
of the state.
Since a special session of the
Legislature in 1979, local taxing
authorities, such as school
districts, have not been able to
raise property taxes more than 4
percent without risking having
the matter go on the ballot as a
referendum.
Moloney, who voted for that
legislation, said times have
changed and so has the need for
property tax restrictions.

gerated, rowdy applause, interrupting him in mid-sentence.
When he finished the sentence
by saying, "but how we do that
makes all the difference,"
Republicans .cheered and applauded loudly while Democrats
lapsed into silence.
At another point, when
Reagan mentioned a recent
report highlighting waste in
Congress and other government
branches, some open jeering
was heard from the Democratic
side of the aisle.
Reagan's speech came amid
the heaviest security precautions in the history of the
Capitol. Buildings and streets
near the Capitol were sealed off
and those persons permitted inside were required to pass
through metal detectors. No incidents were reported.
Democrats formally challenged Reagan's assertions of progress in foreign and domestic affairs in a 30-minute rebuttal
aired immediately after the
State of the Union address.

fairs Committee and one of a
number of Democratic leaders
to appear on the Democratic
program — a mixture of live interviews and pretaped
segments.

"Because of nuclear escalation, we are perhaps in the most
dangerous situation we have
been in in 30 years," said Rep.
Dante Fascell, D-Fla., chairman of the House Foreign Af-

P,

irs•

"We still have a referendum
provision," Moloney said, "that
being the electoral process."

Murray High hosts
academic event
Murray High School
Academic Team was host to
Hopkinsville High School and
Christian County High School's
academic teams on Jan. 24 in
the library of Murray High
School.
Competition for both Junior
Varsity and Senior Varsity
teams was held between Murray
teams and each of the visiting
schools with Murray the higher
scorer in all rounds.
.Murray High School teams included the following students:
Charles Cella, Matt Harrington,
Ricky Rogers, Laura Cella,
Ricky Jobs, Luke Harrington,
Bill Maddox, Jenny j{ratzer,
Jackie Boltz and Billy Phillips.
Other academic tams
members who assisted in the
event were Shelly Howell, Kim
Greer and Shannon Wells.
Sponsors of the Murray High
School teams are Brenda Maddox and Peggy Brown.

BRASHEARS RETURNS TO CAMPUS — Brig. Gen, Bobby F. Brashears, a 1956 graduate of the ROTC program at Murray State University, talks with cadet Todd Harrison of Almo. Harrison is cadet battalion commander. Brashears held a similar position as an ROTC cadet. Brashears is the first graduate of the university
ROTC program to attain general officer rank.

First ROTC graduate to turn

general returns to campus
Brig. Gen. Bobby F. Brashears, the first
graduate of the ROTC program at Murray State
University to attain general officer Yank, returned to his alma mater this week.
Brashears, who was promoted to his present
rank in 1983, was a member of the first ROTC
graduate class at Murray State in 1956. He is currently deputy director for plans and policy, stationed at Camp Smith, Hawaii.
Brashears, a native of Frankfort and former
resident of the Trigg County area, briefed
members of the Department of Military Science
on current military affairs while on campus.
The general said the objectives of army
enlistees are currently very encouraging, and he
credited ROTC units and recruits with what he
said have been improvements in he attitude§pf
recruits.
"When I was a brigade commander in 1978, I
often asked soldiers-why they were in the army.
Their response almost always was, 'It's a job,—
Brashears said.
"Now when I ask that question," Brashears

Legislature...

Sunbird...

(Continued from Page 1)
but it's sponsor, Rep. Frank
Smith, D-Shepherdsville, requested reconsideration.
The Senate passed no bills
Wednesday.
Other bills approved by the
House include measures which
would establish guidelines for
appointing guardians, allow
wills to be considered in the
distribution of estates in cases of
wrongful death, and extend conflict of interest laws to include
mental health-mental retardation boards.
The House defeated bills to
establish the office of state
geographer, and to eliminate
mandatory licenses for several
out-dated services, including
tollbridge operators.
The license bill was defeated
because a private toll bridge
still exists in northern Kentucky. Lawmakers said if the
operation was not regulated, the
operator could raise the 20-cent
fee for motorists crossing the
Kentucky River between Covington and Newport.
That bill was later set aside
for an amendment, and will be
reconsidered Feb. 10.
• New bills introduced in the
House Wednesday would set up
a master teacher system in

(Continued from Page 1)
has seen in the last few years include runway extensions, new
lights, addition of two 10-unit
hangars, increased area for aircraft parking, terminal expansion and resurfacing of the runway. Parker feels these improvements can be related to
Sunbird's operations at the
airport.
A project currently being pursued is the addition of a parellel
taxiway. The project has been
approved and funding is
available for the taxiway that is
expected to decrease waiting
time for take-off and landing.
Kyle-Oakley Field also has a
supplemental aviation weather
reporting station. This enables
Parker to relay weather observations for landing time to
aircraft.
These improvements along
with the availability of jet fuel at
Kyle-Oakley Field enables the
airport to accept corporate jet
traffic. This affords the Murray
area advantages not available to
cities without these services.
The Bournes feel the facilities
at the airport can help Murray
attract more business and industry. "If you don't have a good
airport, companies won't consider you" as a possible
location.
Along with its commuter service, Sunbird offers a charter
service and also serves the entire Purchase area with air
freight service.
Sunbird normally flies about
ten air charter trips each month,
providing - flexibility for
customers whose travel plans
don't fit the airline system.
Typical air charter destinations
are Louisville, Frankfort,
Nashville, Atlanta and Detroit.
Occasionally, trips as far as
New York or Denver are made,
according to Dudley.
Sunbird's air freight service
operates through Emery Air
Freight, Burlington-Northern
Air Freight, C.F. Air Freight
and others. This service includes daily movement of
freight to and from Nashville as
well as pick-up and delivery
from the airport to most any
location in the Purchase area.
"Before we began this service, essentially all air freight to
the Purchase area was routed
through Louisville and then by
truck to Paducah for delivery.
We were able to obtain this

izelsitmadi by wring tha forwarders and their customers an
average of one day in their
shipments. Because of the
urgent priority of this freight for
the various industries and
Witnessed that we serve, we

continued, "the answer most otten is, 'I came in
to better myself and to serve my country."
Brashears said his observations about objectives of enlistees were recently confirmed in a
survey conducted by the army. He added that
many soldiers also respond that they enlisted to
prepare to go to college.
"This shows that the army's on a roll. We've
really turned the corner in iur recruiting activity," he said.
Brashears also had lunch with President Kala
M. Stroup and members of the administration.
He spoke to an assembly of cadets and met with
Todd HarriSon, a sophomore from Almo. Harrison, the sonof Mr. and Mrs. Dannie Harrison,
is cadet commander. Brashers held a similar
position, cadet brigade commander, at Murray
State in 1956.
Brashears was battalion commander, 2-501 Infantry, 102st Airborne Division, Vietnam, from
1969 to 1970. His decorations include the Legion of
Merit with Four Oak Leaf Clusters, the
Distinguished Flying Cross and the Bronze Star.

like to think that this is one area
where we have made a definite
contribution," Maurice says.
In addition to these Sunbird
services, Kyle-Oakley Field is
also the home base for Farmers
Aviation Service and Murray
Aviation.
Farmers Aviation Service is
owned by Bill Williamson and offers aerial agricultural spraying
and aircraft maintanance. Murray Aviation is owned by Parker
and offers flight instruction. He
frequently makes flights for the
Department for Fish and
Wildlife and has conducted
several duck surveys and eagle
counts for the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Kyle-Oakley Field is also
home to 24 private- and
corporate-owned aircraft.
Although Sunbird and the airport have grown and expanded
in the last few years, the full
potential has not been reached
for either of them, according to
the Bournes.
"We feel that all three aspects
of our business have significant
potential not yet realized or
achieved. We absolutely would
not continue if we didn't think
that. This is not an end result of
what we want," Dudley says.
Sunbird currently operates
two Piper PA-32 aircraft with a
passenger capacity of five.
Maurice reports the Piper PA-32
is a well-proven aircraft and one
of the most reliable ones in
general aviation.
Through Sunbird, the Bournes
have five employees — Pilot
Victor Brisenciine, air freight
specialists Jeff Dunn and
George Holland and Secretary
Jackie Lyles.
Lyles handles airline reservations and ticketing for the company. In addition to local travel
requests, she also receives bookings from other airlines and
travel agencies through a computer system.
According to Dudley, about 60
percent of all airline tickets are
sold through travel agencies and
Far Lands Travel Agency in
Murray provides this service at
no additional cost to the
traveler. He said that Sunbird
and Far Lands work together to
keep current on the complexities
of various airline fares and
schedules.
Both Dudley and Maurice
have ieveral years of flying ex_perAmccunder th_skr belts. Prior
to moving hire, ?•faurice's aviation background included being
it U.S. Air Force officer for five
years, serving as a navigator in
various aircraft and locations.
He then worked as a.commer-

FIRST STEP TO WASHINGTON D.C.—Murray business consultant
Dave Kennedy, left, recently took advantage of Sunbird Airlines joint
fare for a business trip to Washington D.C. Kennedy says the Sunbird
service has made his frequent travel more convenient. Victor Brisendine, left, is the Sunbird Airline pilot of the company's two Piper PA-32
aircraft which carry five passengers.
cial pilot, flight instructor and
aircraft mechanic in Texas.
Dudley was a U.S. Air Force
officer for nine years serving as
an aerospace engineer for four
years and as a pilot for five. He
has a bachelor's degree in
Aerospace engineering from
Texas A&M University. He and
his wife, Janet met while she
was an Air Force captain serving as a flight nurse in the
Phillippines. They have three
daughters, Valerie, Katie and
Andrea.
But starting a small, commuter airline is not one of the
easiest things the brother have
attempted. And the fact that
they began their endeavor during trying times for the entire
airline industry hasn't made
things any easier.
Deregulation of airlines was in
progress, air controllers were
striking, new aircraft were being designed and tested, competition was increasing, the
economy was bad and tkg cost of
al7g.
fuel was esial"We have weathered some
very rough times. The first feW
years for any new busineu are
difficult and there has been
tremendous turmoil in the

airline industry. But we are very
optimistic," Maurice says.
And Dudley reports, "It took
two years to obtain authorization to begin an airline. And
even though we're small, we live
with the same federal guidelines
as the big airlines."
When asked why they chose
Murray over several other small
towns in the U.S. as a base for a
new commuter airline, the
Bournes said they "realized the
potential of Murray as a growing community and its diversified areas of employment and
industry." They add that the
presence of Murray State
University was also an
incentive.
The future holds promise for
Sunbird at Murray and the
Bournes hope to add more
flights to their daily schedule
and also to ophate larger aircraft that would carry seven or
eight passengers. Eventually
they hopk to (lifer ,service to
other Wits,
Reflecting on their accompliahfnents and looking forward with hope, Dudley and
Maurice say they are proud to
offer "Murray's link to the
airline system."

Hopkinsville man
treated after
Hardin accident
A Hopkinsville man, 3'2-yearold Tony L. Boyd, has been
hospitalized in the Intensive
Care Unit of Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, following an accident
Wednesday afternoon at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Kentucky 80 in Marshall County.
According to Sheriff Brian
Roy, the accident occurred
around 2:15 p.m. when Douglas
F. Vaughn, 25, of Morganfield,
southbound on 641 in a 1978 Mack
truck, struck Boyd's eastbound
1978 Chevrolet. Boyd reportedly
had failed to negotiate a traffic
signal at the heavily traveled
intersection.
.,Roy stated _tilfit Vaughn, who
saw the light change, was
unable to stop his vehicle thus
striking the Boyd vehicle in the
left side.
Following the collision both
vehicles burst into flames causing motorists to be detoured
around the accident.
A passenger in the Boyd vehicle. _Tommy Meridath, 4.2,Hopkinaville, was treated and
released at the Marshall County
Hospital Emergency Room, a
spokeswoman for the facility
stated.
According to Roy, Vaughn
was not Injured in the incident.

public schools; restrict precinct
lodal option elections; require
out-of-state contractors bidding
on state projects to have permits; and add a second circuit
judge to the 41st Judicial Circuit
in Clay, Jackson and Leslie
counties.
Newly elected Rep. Don Gedling, a Democrat from
Breckinridge County, was sworn
in to occupy the seat vacated by
state Auditor Mary Ann Tobin.
The Legislative Research
Commission on Wednesday appointed a committee to make
recommendations to the two appropriations and revenue panels
on how much money is needed to
pay for the current legislative
session.

Local car dealers
being investigated
A 33-year-old Murray man,
Gary E. Ray, Route 7, was arrested by the Kentucky State
Police Friday after a Marshall
County grand jury indicted him
on 20 counts of criminal possession of a forged instrument in
the second degree.
According to Richard Wright,
KSP information officer, Ray's
arrest stems from allegations •
that he had falsified mileage
statements on automobile
registrations since the new title
law went into affect.
An investigation is still underway with the possibility of additional charges being filed.
Wright pointed out that other
car dealers in the western Kentucky area are also under
investigation.

Fire destroys
three motel units
A fire Wednesday night at the
Hardin Motel has destroyed
three rooms of the complex, according to Marshall County
Sheriff Brian Roy.
Glen Dale Henderson, owner
of the motel, notified authorities
at approximately 9 p.m. that
flames were seen in one of the
rooms. When he opened the door
to the unit he discovered the ceiling engulfed, Roy added.
Firefighter from the Hardin
and Fairdealing-Olive Fire
Departments resivnded to the
call, containing the blase to only
the three rooms..
According to Roy, Henderson
reported that as a moult-ofsome —
recent water damage, the
heater's in the rooms had been
turned or in an attempt to dry
the spoiled areas.
Marshall County Deputy
Jerry Malone investigated the
Incident.
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It's a great thrill to walk and play golf
where the game's greatest players have trod

An AP News Analysis
President Reagan promised so much Wednesday night he sounded like John Glenn's
caricature of Walter F. Mondale.
Four days from his announcement on whether
he will seek a second term, Reagan promised action on fair housing, on women's rights, on the
environment, on a space station. Will he trim the
federal budget deficit? No promises on that.
Glenn, the senator from Ohio and a candidate
for the Democratic presidential nomination, has
rply criticized Mondale, the former vice
pr1ent and another Democratic candidate,for
promising too much and offering too few details
on how he will meet his promises.
"America is nothing if it is not promises," said
Mondale, during the Democrats' debate in New
Hampshire.
"America is too great for small dreams," said
Reagan Wednesday night in his State of the
Union address.
Despite repeated references to bipartisanship,
Reagan's speech was a previeW of a re-election
campaign that will strive to stay the course on
the tough domestic and foreign policy issues.
In his speech to Congress and the nation, the
president was unmoving in his insistence that
neither tax increases nor cuts in his defense
budget are the way to deal with federal deficits.
Nor did he offer any hint that he was prepared
to yield to congressional pressure to pull U.S.
Marines out of Lebanon.
The president refrained from any sharp
political attacks in his 42-minute speech, preferring instead to wrap himself in the mantle of John
F. Kennedy with his call for a vast leap in the
space program, and in that of Dwight D.
Eisenhower, by recalling the former president
and general's statement that the essential struggle "is not merely man against man or nation
against nation. It isman against war."
The speech was intended to lay out the president's agenda for the coming year, not so much
to tell Congress what he expected of it as much
as to shape via television the voters' perceptions
of Ronald Reagan.
The speech was a compendium of Reagan optimism, as he dusted off the ideas of his 1980
presidential campaign for a new run in 1984 and
added a dosage of vintage Reagan cracks, such
as that about "the handwringers and doubting
Thomases" who questioned the wisdom of his
economic program.
Missing were any sharp partisan attacks,
replaced by a call for Democrats and
Republicans to work together for a stable
U.S.-Soviet relationship, reductions in nuclear
armaments, and progress in the Middle East,
Central America, and southern Africa.
Missing, too, were any specific promises about
bringing down the huge federal budget deficits.
Reagan, who promised during his 1980
presidential campaign to eliminate the gap between income and spending by 1983, called instead for help from Democrats and Republicans
alike in the Congress in reducing the red ink —
without tax increases.
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At the Pebble Beach course,
Richard and Clyde found their
teeoff time waiting for them. They
were paired with two young fellows
in sales work from Los Angeles. It
also was to be the first time for
them to play Pebble Beach, and
they were just as excited about the
opportunity as were Richard and
Clyde.
Now, local golfers, remember
what you pay.in green fees around
here. Since they were guests at the
lodge, Richara and Clyde's green
fees were $30 each. Their cart was
$40, or $20 each. They could have
had a caddy and walked the course
for the same price, had they so
chosen.
If you are not a guest at the lodge
and just dropping into play, the
green - fee is $75 per person,
although the cart and caddy
charges are the same.
"It's just a great, 'great golf
course," said Richard, who posted
a 99, including "a few pars." Clyde
shot a 92, and had one birdie.
A highpoint of Clyde's day was
realizing on the 17th hole that his
ball was nestled in the grass
alongside the green at almost the
exact Spot from which Tom Watson
chipped in for a birdie to win the
U.S. Open in 1982.
"It's just a great thrill to know
that you are playing where some of
golf's greatest players have
played," he smiled.
"And Clyde almost chipped in
from there, too!" Richard added.
"His ball rimmed the cup and stopped only inches away."
• • •
The two played the famous
course in three kinds of weather —
sunshine, driving rain arid
hurricane-like winds. "I would be
beautiful and sunny on one hole,"
Clyde said, "and then, barn, it
would change to a driving rain on
the next and a regular storm on the
next."
A number of golfers left the

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
sec6nd column in a two-part series
dealing with the experiences of two
Murrayans while playing the Pebble Beach golf course in California,
the scene next week of the pro
golfers' Bing Crosby Pro-Am
tournament.)
course because of the weather, he
said, "But we didn't. We had come
too far and that was probably our
only chance to ever play Pebble
Beach. We certainly weren't going
to walk off, although we did have to
wait for a while on a few holes for it
to clear."
Richard's thrill of the day came
on the 8th hole, whose green is
tucked behind a huge, rocky gorge
and strategically placed well out on
a finger of rocky terrain stuck
aganst the ocean. Many a pro
golfer has met his Waterloo there
In the major tournaments.
Most of the pros, though, so they
say, take an iron and place their
ball just short of the gorge and then
go over it to the green. Richard used a wood club and hit his ball to
within a few feet of its edge. Then
he-took a 6-iron and hit his ball just
beyond the pin on the green, twoputting for a par 4. "It was just
beautiful, that shot!" he smiled.
'1t strictly was a pro shot!"
• • •
The 9th and 10th holes lie right
alongside the bay, Richard recalled, and both are 430-yard, par-4
holes. "The wind comes right off
the water directly into your face on
both of them," he said "I hit two as
good wood shots as I have ever hit
on both of them and I still was 50
yards short of the green.
The 18th hole, the one you see so
much on television, is simply a
magnificant hole," he went on,
"with the rocky shore line of the
ocean on your left as you tee off and
out-of-bounds stakes on the right of
the narrow dogleg fairway.
"Since, in all probability, that

would be the only time we would
ever get to play Pebble Beach," he
went on, "Clyde and I decided we
would do something special to
cause us to remember for all time
the experience. We would just play
each other for $10 on the hole.
"The winner would have to take
the $10 bill, have it mounted and an
engraved plate put with it explaining how, where and when it was
won. Then we would put it up in our
home — whichever won."
It will be displayed, he added,
shaking his head, in Clyde and
Marilyn's home.
• • •
Pebble Beach is one of the most
heavily played courses in the
United States, they said, but you
don't experience long waits on the
tees. "You don't see any hackers
out there," Richard said, "or
beginners. Everybody playing that
course can hit the ball."
Richard and Clyde found the
course in excellent shape, although
they were surprised at the
smallness of the lightning-fast,
bent grass greens. "Why, they
weren't any bigger than the greens
at the Murray Country Club,"
Clyde said.
Following their unforgettable experience of playing the famous, old
course, the two Murrayans joined
their wives at the lodge. They not
only had an exciting day of it touring the shops in Carmel, but they
also had their hair cut by Sal
Greco.
Neither Richard or Clyde had
ever heard of Sal Greco until Annie
explained he not only was one of
the most famous hair stylists in the
world but one who does the hair of
many of the television and movie
personalities.
That evening, they had dinner at
the nearby Hog's Breath Inn, own
ed by TV and movie star Clint(Dirty Harry) Eastwood, who, as does
the Bing Crosby family, also has a
home near the golf course.

letter to the editor
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looking back

Cable commission's efforts updated
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The following
letter was sent by Murray Cable Commission Chairman Jim Garrison to
Mayor Holmes Ellis on Jan. 23, 1984,
as an informative report on the status
of negotiations for the new cablevision
system for the city of Murray.)
Dear Mayor Ellis:
Following our brief visit yesterday, I have decided to prepare for
you a more complete update on the
Murray Cable TV Commission's efforts to resolve the problems
brought on by A.T.C.'s perplexing
and surprising decision to scramble the T.V. signals on all Murray
channels.
This action, along with their initial responses to our protests,
represents it appears, an most
complete about-face in attitude and
position by A.T.C. after many months of amicable, if sometimes
spirited negotiationa resulting in
our present cable and T.V. agreement. This contract was, and still
is we think for most Murray
subscribers, a very good contract,
but the undue hardships and extra
costs experienced by a sizeable
number of subscribers with
cableready sets, V.C.R. recorders,
remote switches, and extra T.V.
sets is, we feel, unacceptable and
not in keeping with the terms of
this agreement.
The problem began as you know
only a few weeks ago (over a year
since negotiations were concluded)
by the introduction by A.T.C. of
what they termed a new and improved addressable converter that
would allow the franchisee to better serve Murray subscribers. The
Murray Cable Commission was
then asked to approve this change
in converters.
First, an A.T.C. representative
visited with cable commission
members, legal counsel and T.V.
consultant individually, explaining
the merits-of the converter, assuring each in turn that the new addreaksablie converter posed no
thrt,'Iroblems- or extra costs to
Murray subscribers and asked for
ammuctra two week extensionon the
initial phase of construction con- ••
tract.A The following week at our
regular November meeting,. he
again assured the Cable Commission in regular session that the new
converter would not work to the

• • •
The next morning it was time to
head back to San Francisco to
catch their flight back to Atlanta
and eventually to Nashville and
home. But they made a day of it,
driving back leisurely along U.S. 1.
Before leaving Monterey, they
visited Cannery Row, the setting
for John Steinbeck's awardwinning book and for the movie,
both of the same name.
I've never known anyone who
crowded so much into so little time.
Before they reached San Francisco
International Airport and boarded
their flight, they had visited Big
Sur Park, the Cliff House and Seal
Rock, driven across the Golden
Gate Bridge, taken a peep at San
Quinton prison, walked through
Chinatown and had a meal, which
they said wasn't the best in the
world, at an Italian place on
Fisherman's Wharf.
Except for an early morning
4-hour layover in the Atlanta terminal, they were soon back home,
tired but flushed with the excitement and memories of the whirlwind trip.
"California has got to be the
garden spot of the world!" Richard
said. "Yeah," echoed Clyde, "and
if there's a golf course in heaven,
it's got to be like Pebble Beach!"
Both felt they could play it much
better if they ever have another
opportunity.
• • •
The networks will be filming play
In the Crosby Pro-Am next week,
and you can rest assured that
Richard, Clyde, Annie and Marilyn
will be glued to their television sets
as they follow the pros along and
recall how they played this or that
particular hole.
they beat the two young
fellows from Los Angles?" ''Aw,
we didn't have any trouble with
them," Richard laughed. "But
they were a couple of nice, personable young men."

determent of a Murray subscriber.
About two weeks later, we .were
stunned to learn that A.T.C.'s,new
addressable • nikh tech conVerter
had the capability of scrambling
signals on all channels, and
moreover A.T.C. planned to do so.
This action, once completed,
renders inoperative and virtually
useless cable-ready T.V. sets,
V.C.R. tecorders, remote switches
and all TN. sets unless the user
leases special equipment available
only through A.T.C. We feel this
plan is contrary to both the spirit
and the letter of the contract for the
following reasons:
First, every known area of
subscriber costs and charges were
meticulously discussed,
negotiated, agreed upon and fully
detailed in the 61-page contract
signed by A.T.C. and the City of
Murray. Further, all future
subscriber rates and charges (except pay channels, excluded by
F.C.C.) are subject to review and
approval by the Murray Cable
Commission and the City Council,
for the life of this agreement. We
feel this plan to scramble all
signals adds significant and
unauthorized costs to Murray
subscribers, and in effect circumvents the Commission's and
the City Council's authority to participate in the review and
establishemtns of subscriber costs.
Tht plan also denies the
subscriber options we feel clearly
understood and accepted
throughout our discussions with
A.T.C. such as use of remote switches, cable ready sets, use of converters of subscribers choosing
and use of sets without converters.
At no time during our discussions
with A.T.C. over a period of many
months was the matter of scrambling of .all T.V. signals mentioned.
We understood this particular
technology was not available or
possible at that time.
Immediately following A.T.C.'s
declaration of its intent to scramble all signals, we instructed our
legal counsel.to Institute-any -and
all actions necessary to protect thd
rights of Murray subscribers and
to reverse the A.T.C. decision. He
went to work immediately and has
given considerabli time and
thought to the prielem.

It was the strong recommendation of our legal counsel, Don
Overbey, that we first make ever
effort to resolve our differences
with A.T.C. through negotiations.
We concur with this approach fully
aware that the seemingly low key
nature of this process may suggest
to some that the Commission is not
active or aware or sensitive to the
problems brought about by the addressable converter. We assure
you this is not the case.
While we still have a long way to
go and Don Overbey and the
negotiating committee are still optimistic, and we can report we feel
some progress has been made and
discussion with A.T.C. still ongoing. We will continue our efforts
and keep you advised.
Yours truly,
Jim Garrison, Chairman
Murray Cable Commission

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
"We and the Russians now have
the power," former president John
Kennedy said in a speech in 1959, "to
destroy with one blow one-quarter of
the earth's population -a feat not
accomplished since Cain slew Abel."
This sample of the Kennedy wit is
humorous. Like most jokes about
war,death,and destruction, it causes
a laughter that is nervous-and brief.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any„pack arid
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

Ten years ago
Johnny Reagan, baseball coach
at Murray State University, has
been elected to the Executive Committee of the American Association
of College BaSeball Coaches at the
national convention. of NCAA at
San Francisco, r--alif,
Trine Nicks was crowned as
basketball queen at Murray High
School. Her attendants were Mary
Lucille Arnold and Debbie Landolt.
Ken Owen spoke at a meeting of
the Murray Kiwanis Club, according to Joe Rose, president.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Haley on Jan.
12.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Culver of
Dexter were honored Dec. 25 on the
occasion of their 50th wedding
anniversary.
Twenty years ago
Soil surveys were made on 90,600
acres in Calloway County this past
year by Soil Scientists of U.S. Soil
Conservation Service, according to
Maurice E. Humphrey, local soil
scientist.
Baptist Men's Day will be Sunday at Memorial Baptist Church.
Harry Recker, president of
Brotherhood, will be the morning
speaker with the Rev. T.A.
Thacker, pastor, to speak at even:,_
ing hour.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry V ice.
Mrs. Walter Wilso led the program at the meeting of the WSCS of
the New Hope Methodist Church at
the home of Mrs. Allen Poole.
Thirty years ago
Physical therapy treatments
have been given to polio patients
during the past few weeks at the
Murray Hospital. The clinic begun
Dec. 7 and is being held through
funds from the Annual March of
Dimes Drive.
Dr. Frank M. Gaines, Commissioner, Department of Mental
Health, Louisville, was speaker at
a meeting of the Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club.
He was introduced by Dr. John
Quertermous.
Miss Mildred Hatcher has had
— one of her poems; `Wight"' -se.'
cepted by Board of National Poetry
Association to be published in National Anthology of Poetry.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Evans have
returned from a motor trip through
the state of Florida.
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Estes-Pierceall vows said, church

Mr. ana Mrs. Richard Murray Pierceall

Dancer Martha Graham performs at Parrs
PARIS (AP) — For
Martha Graham, the
grande dame of modern
dance, it was a dream
come true as she and
Rudolf Nureyev won a
standing ovation from
an audience at the Paris
Opera who had come to
see her most recent
creation, "Phaedra's
Dream."
"I must admit that all

Ends Tonits•7:10, 9:10
. D.C. CAB (RI

the time I choreographed 'Phaedra's Dream, I
had Nureyev in the back
of my mind," said the
89-year -old Miss
Graham. "I did not
think at the time it
would be possible that
his performance would
ever become a reality."
Nureyev, 45, the
Soviet dancer who fled
to Paris in 1961, was
featured in the gala
benefit Monday night.
Considered one of the
century's finest
dancers, he now director of the Paris Opera
Company.
Miss Graham, her
hair wrapped in puffy
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chignons, her full-length
silver gown glittering
under the stage lights,
leaned on Nureyev's
arm as she bowed to enthusastic applause from
an audience including
her costume designer,
Halston; Mrs. Pat Kennedy Lawford, and
other members of Parisian and international
hikh society„
Later, in a backstage
ceremony, French
Culture Minister Jack,
Lang awarded Miss
Graham the insignia of
the French Legion of
Honor. She had insisted
the investiture not be
held on the Opera stage.
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The writer who began
the "Hardy Boys"
adventure books, Leslie
MacFarlane, died in
1977.

2-PIECE
FISH DINNER
(Formerly The Chipper)

, 715,9 06
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LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT.
11:40 PM•ADM. $3.00
ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT
-18 Or Over Only-

1

Each dinner includes two
golden brown fish fillets,
natural cut french fries,
creamy cole slaw and two
Southern style hush puppies.
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The bride
The bride was given in
marriage by her father,
Don Gilbert, and her
stepfather, William
Daugherty.
She wore an ivory tealength semi-formal
gown. A double ruffle of
chantilly lace bordered
the off-the-shoulder
neckline while a wide
ruffle flowed to the
waistline. A wide ivory
satin ribbon enhanced
the waistline and tied in
a bow at the back. The
simple knit chiffon skirt
had a row of chantilly
lace bordering the
hemline.
Her hair was encircled with a wreath of
baby's breath and pink
spider mums.
She carried a bouquet
of white roses, pink
spider mums and white
cymbidium orchids.
Miss Deidre Daugherty, sister of the bride,
was the maid of honor.
The bridesmaid was
Mrs. Tipton Reed, Jr.,
sister7in-law of the
groom.
The attendants'
dresses were dusty

Mrs. Ralp' h Shannon Lee Heed
pink. Each carried a
nosegay of pink roses
and baby's breath with
wreaths of baby's
breath in their hair.
Serving as
groomsmen were
Thomas Reed and Tipton Reed, Jr., brothers
of the groom.
The mother of the
bride wore a dress of
lilac -chiffon. The
groom's mother was
dressed in beige knit.
Mrs. Dwain Baldridge
of Salem,Ill., aunt of the
bride, attended the
guest register.
Mrs. Ronnie Hutson,
also an aunt of the bride,
directed the wedding.
Reception
A reception followed

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 21, was 89 adults
and 10 in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Harrell,
parents, Jams. and Jeffrey, 521 South 11th St.;
Baby Girl French,

parents, Patricia and
George, Box 91,
Camden, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Teresa L. Jones,
1608 W. Main St.; Brent,
A. McBee, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Tracey A.
Graves, 1513
Canterbury;
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Captain D's
a great little seafood place
Murray, Ky.
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THE FINAL MARKDOWN
On
ALL FALL AND WINTER

Shoes
$10 and $20
at...

the ceremony in the
family dining room.
An array of hors
d'oeuvres and cakes
were served by Sue
Anne Hutson, Sheila
Baldridge, Carla West
and Thomas Edwards.
Rice bags were
distributed by Mary
Ann Gilbert, sister of
the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed
presently are residing in
Denver, Colo.
Rehearsal dinner
A rehearsal dinner
was served to the wedding party and
members of the families
at the home of Ms.
Willie Belle Waldrop.
Mrs. Charles Williams
was cohostess with Ms.

Waldrop.

Bridal events
Bridal events given in
honor of the couple
included:
A morning coffee at
the home of Mrs. Clara
Humphrey with Mrs.
Euva Alexander as
cohostess;
A shower at the
University Branch of
the Bank of Murray with
Mrs. Ann Gilbert and
Ms. Rosemary Thurman as hostesses;
A shower at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank with Mrs.
Sue Anne Hutson and
Mrs. Sheila Baldridge
as hostesses.

Newborns, dismissals released by hospital

HEARTWARMING

12th & Olive St.
chstsivt

Then Miss Graham attended lavish postperformance festivities
held in the ornately
decorated grand
ballroom of the Opera.
You are a knight —
may your knighthood
last forever," said U.S.
Ambassador Evan
Galbraith.
The Benefit proceeds
go to the Paris Opera
School of Dance and the
Martha Graham Cornsohnol to help teenage danc,ers.

Captain D's,

c•ntral cent•r 753-3314

Gilbert and Reed vows solemnized
Miss Denice Ann
Gilbert and Ralph Shannon Lee Reed were married in an early autumn
ceremony at the home
of the bride's parents.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Daugherty and of Don Gilbert.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John B:,Mratson,
Mr. and Mrs. Warden
Gilbert and Mrs.
Virginia Clayton, all of
Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. L.M.
Tipton Reed of
Mayfield. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Lexye
Waldrop and the late
H.C. Waldrop and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Murphy Reed, all of
Mayfield.
The double ring
ceremony, said at 4
p.m., was officiated by
the Rev. Greg Waldrop,
cousin of the groom.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Cynthia Scribner.

Miss Maryjane Estes
and Richard Murray
Pierceall were married
Thursday, Jan. 12, in the
chapel of the First Baptist Church.
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor of the church, officiated at the double
ring ceremony read at 9
a.m.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs..Patrick J. Estes of
Murray.
Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
T. Pierceall, also of
Murray.
Miss Samar Mafoud
served as bridesmaid
for the bride.
Best man for Mr.
Pierceall was his
brother, Joe Pierceall.
After the ceremony
the new Mr. and Mrs.
Pierceall left for a skiing trip at Gatlinburg,
Tenn.
They are residing in
College Courts on the
campus of Murray State
University where they
both are students.

,
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We're happy to announce
that
Tina
Housden bride-elect of
David
Ryan,
has
selected her decorating
accessories from our
bridal registry.
The cOuple will be wed
March 10.

Th e Treasure

ouse

Rufus W. Payne, 1015
Poplar, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Clara Paschall,
Hazel; Jason R. McDermott, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Stephen Lee Shankle, 36
Green Valley Rd.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Treasie Robinson, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Ella H. Boehm, Rt. 2,
Springville, Tenn.;
Brooks Windsor, Rt. 7;
Mrs. Irma B. Bucy, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Sunday,
Jan. 22, was 91 adults
and eight in nursery.
No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
William Max Miller,
710 Vine St.; Mrs. Annie

L. Tharpe, 217i Spruce
St.; Michael G. Merrick, 1413 Hillwood Dr.;
Miss Jessica A. Cunningham, No. 4, Scenic
Valley Dr., Hamlin;
Mrs. Evelyn C. Lofton, Rt. 7, Benton; Mrs.
Linda L. Fennell, Rt. 1,
Dexter; J.R. Hendon,
700 Poplar St.; Miss
Angela J. Woolfolk, Rt.
3, Benton;
Mrs. Tamra F. Cunningham and baby girl,
Rt. 8; Mrs. Nancy
Louise McDaniel and
baby girl, Rt. 8;
Truman Leo Jackson,
706 Story Ave.;
Carl E. Hoffman, Rt.
3, Cadiz; Mrs. Ora
Joyce, Hazel; Walter H.
Grant, Rt. 1, New Concord; Hollis Roberts,
623 North Fourth St.;
Mrs. Ruby Biffle, 1107
Vine St.

Special plates given
SACRAMENTO,
Calif. (AP) — Forty
Congressional Medal of
Honor winners from
California, including
Jimmy Doolittle, who
led America's first bombing raid on Tokyo in
World War H,have been
given special license
plates commemorating
their exploits.
"I like tlrese
ceremonies," said the

87-year-old Doolittle, a
retired general who
lives in Monterey. "We
like people, and that's
why my wife and I came
over here."
The ceremony, attended by more than
two dozen of the medal
winners and about 750
spectators, was conducted Monday on the
steps of the state

Continued on page 5

"We Love You Very Much"
Joe, Mike and Becky
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Special...
Continued from page 4
Capitol.
The license plates,
similar to those in use in
more than 30 other
states, contain a Medal
of Honor designation
and a one- or two-digit
number.
The California reci-

pients range in age from
96-year-old Phil Katz,
an Army sergeant who
braved machine gun
fire to assist a wounded
soldier in 1918, to
35-year-old Richard
Penry, an Army
sergeant in Vietnam
who "virtually

singlehandedly" stopped an attack by 30
enemy soldiers.
One recipient who did
not attend was Gregory
"Pappy" Boyington,
who shot down 26
Japanese aircraft during a five-month period
in the' colomon Islands

during World War II
Boyington, 71, oi
Fresno, headed the
squadron called the
"Black Sheep."
The older the recipient, the lower the
plate number. Katz has
No. 1.

We're
Cutting Prices!
FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Luther Hendon, Rt. 3, Murray, holds her great-great-grandson, Bradley
Allen
Myers, born Aug. 17, 1983, to James and Cheryl Myers of Crown Point, Ind. Also pictured, from left,
are Mrs.
Cheryl Myers, mother of Bradley and great-granddaughter of Mrs. Hendon; Mrs. Jeanetta Boggess, Crown
Point,
grandmother of Bradley, granddaughter of Mrs. Hendon and mother of Mrs. Myers; and Mrs. Rosa Turner,
Crown Point, great-grandmother of Bradley, daughter of Mrs. Hendon,grandmother of Mrs. Myers and
mother of
Mrs. Boggess.

50% to 75% off
Fall and Winter Merc
handise

•Stv eaters
*Blouses
•Tops
•Skirts
*Pants
*Jeans
*Blazers
*Suits
*Socks
•Scaries
•Jet$ elry
*Handbags
•Coordinated Sportswear
•Values to $50 are $5 and $10
All Missy- and Jr. Sizes

Students listed, honor roll
Bill Wells, principal, Holcomb, Hugh
Mark Brady, assistant Houston, Bill Maddox,
principal, and Wanda Kenneth Mikulcik,
Gough, guidance Elizabeth Oakley, Jodi
counselor, at Murray Schwan and Mark West.
High School have
released the honor roll
All As and Bs
for the first semester as
follows:
Seniors
Emily Apperson,
All As
Joseph Ashby, Julie
Baker, Steve Beyer,
Seniors
Lisa Bogard, Mark BogCharles Cella, Mat- gess, Amy Carman,
pew Harrington, John George Friebel,
M c F e r o n', Lisa
Andy Jobs, Rodney
Mikulcik, Tronda Par- Key, LuAnn Loberger,
rish and Jeremy White. Trevor Mathis, Robert
Juniors
Perrin, James William
Coral Chan, Kim Phillips II, Ricky
Greer, Shawn Parker Rogers, Amy Ross,
and Amy Roos.
Lee Ann Rushing,.
Sophomores
Alison Sears, Gretta
Angel Adams, Leslie Shepard, Robert Stout,
Adams, Jason Bill- Tim Wilcox, Kim
ington, Phil Billington, Wilham and Anastasia
Jacqueline Boltz, Leslie Willett.
Borge, Laura Cella,
David Dill, Heather
Juniors
Doyle, Luke HarrRebekah Brock, Ann
ington, Jill James, Jen- Harcourt, Shelly
nifer Kratzer, Christy Howell, Robert Lyons,
Moseley and Natascha Sherry Meadows,
Tubbs.
Suzanne Meeks, Alicia
Freshmen
Nunnally,
Kelly Bolls, Kenneth
Lillian Olazabal, Kari
Hainsworth, Lee Angela Olson, David Randolph,

Nixon waits for apartment
NEW YORK (AP) —
A veteran of many election campaigns, former
President Richard Nixon will be watching with
special interest the outcome of a vote to determine whether he and his
wife Pat will be moving
back to Manhattan.
The directors of a
cooperative apartment
building cleared the
way Tuesday for a vote
next week by residents
of an apartment co-op
on whether they want
Nixon as a neighbor.
Nixon, who has lived
in Upper Saddle River,
N.J., since 1981, has tentatively concluded a
deal to pay $1.8 million
for a 12-room apartment

on the Upper East Side.
The location, at Park
and 72nd Street, has
been identified by
sociologist William H.
Whyte as the
geographical center of
New Yorkers on the
Social Register.
The sale was blocked
last week by one co-op
director, Jacob Kaplan,
93, a millionaire philanthropist, who said in
court papers that
Nixon's presence "will
no doubt bring on a host
of sightseers, security
guards, newsmen and
others." But directors
voted Tuesday to allow
the deal, subject to the
co-op members' v,ote

Todd Ross, Kendra
Thurmond, Leila Umar,
Ernesto Valdez and
Mike Wilkins.
Sophomores
Amy Asbridge, Tammy Barlow, Kelly
Cathey, Shannon
Christopher, Tina
Cooper, Deidre
Daugherty, Huong
Dinh,-Melissa Duffy,
Lee Ellen Estes,
Michelle Garland, Anne
Marie Hale, Jon Mark
Hall, Carla Jackson,
Richard Jones, Sean
Kelly, liynne Koenecke,
Melanie McClain, Mitzi McDougal, Denise
Randolph, Joey Rexroat, Deborah Roos,

Lisa Shoemaker, Kelly
Steely, Megan Stroup
and Chrissy Wolf.
Freshmen
Mitzi Boggess, Shelia
Clendenon, Lori Cooper,
Marla Ford, Katherine
Friebel, Melissa Gray,
Ricky Jobs, Gail
Johnson, Amy Long,
Sean Moore, Tammie
Nance, Chris Padgett,
Mitchell Phillips,
Rachel Russell, Mary
Jo Simmons, Anthony
Wade, Terri Walker,
Charla Walston,
Kevin Warren, Shannon,
Wells, Christine West,
Lisa Whitaker, Jared
White, Rebecca 'Wolf
and Benn Yoo.

China, Crystal and Pottery 20% off

Pet cat alerts man 1
of fire in his home
Terry McCuiston of Doran Road is thankful for
his pet cat, "Sam," according to his mother,
Cozy McCuiston.
McCuiston works midnights at General Tire
and Rubber Co., Mayfield, and was sleeping in
an upstairs bedroom Tuesday afternoon.
His wife, Phyllis, had left the house to go to the
grocery store. Evidently she said she accidently
must have turned one of the stove eyes on under
a pan of grease.
The cat smelled the smoke and started scratching on the bedroom door where McCuiston was
sleeping. He tried to ignore the plea of the cat to
get into his room, but awoke enough to smell the
smoke and went downstairs to investigate the
source of the smoke.
When he started downstairs, the smoke hit him
in the face and he could hardly breath. He had to
go to the front door to get some air, before he
could check the source of the smoke.
Mrs. Phyllis McCuiston said when she arrived
home, the doors were all open, and by this time
their two children, Jerry and Ken, had arrived
home from school.
Damage was reported to the cabinets, stove
top and hood, with smoke damage throughout the
house.
McCuiston said he is grateful for the cat's coming to his door and feels that his life was saved by
the actions of the pet cat.

OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8 30

Pre-Inventory Clearance
We've :viarked Prices Down For Immediate Clearance
ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

COATS
Poplin Quilts, Wools, Qionas, Nylon Quilts, Furs
Regular 70.00 to 420.00 Values

) NOW

1/01TO

/
1 2 OFF

Fall & Winter
Entiri

Overweight?

FRIDAYS
F :10

SHOES & BOOTS

r t

NATURALIZER•DEXTER•NINA•9 WEST
CAPEZIO•LIFE STRIDE•AUDITIONS•CANDIE'S•CAPRI

Regular

)0 Values
You will find all your favorite styles
and colors from these Famous Brands
but hurry before your size is sold out
kola 32N Will Yates

Jul

• Piet 1

Regular

10 OFF

1/3
NOW

Aissy

1/2
TO

00 Values

OFF
L PKILt I I

Imports

Entire Winter Stock

Entire Winter Stock

SUITS

HANDBAGS

Regular 86 00 to 222 00 Values

Regular 7 00 to 76 00 Values

/L

Junior & Missy

• COORDINATES
Regular 20 00 to 90 00 Values

2/

1/I

L PRICE

2O%°
Storewide
Plus
Tables Full Of Items
Reduced

75%!

3 Days Only Jan. 26, 27 S:28
Murray
Bel Air Center
0
•••=111.

I LOST
90 POUNDS
IN JUST 30 WEEKS
AT DIET CENTER!
Believe me, I tried them all and
nothing worked 'fil Diet
Center' I went from 214 pounds
to 124' That's 3 pounds less
than I weighed in the 6th grade'
At last, I really feel good about
myself'

(CDIET
•
-CENTERr

FOUNDATIONS

DRESSES
Choose From All Winter Juniors Missys Petites 8. Half Sizes
Regular 38.00 to 100.00 Values

NOW

Entire Winter Stock

753-0020

Mon.-Frl. 7:30-1:00, 2:00-3:30 Set. 10-12

Warm Winter

1/
/3

Famous Name

TO

1/1
/L

OFF

Leotards & Tights

ROBES

SLEEPWEAR

LINGERIE

DANSKIN

Regular 22 00 to 75 00 Values

Regular BOO 1018 00 Values

Regular 4 50 to 26 00 Values

Regular 6 95 to 30 bo yawn

20% 50% oFr

TO1
/
2 OFF
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641 N. The Village

OFF

A Bright Selection of Famous Brand Nome Bros & Girdles
Regular 11 50 to 25 00 Values

Call Today,It Could Change Your Life!

VISA'

PRICE

Junior 8, Missy
— •

Rows

Regular 18 00 to 48 00 Valves

/ TO1/ 4.

13

OFF

TO

Junior & Missy
..—"—SKIRTS

Juniors it Missy

" PANTS -

Regular 21 00 10 37 00 Values
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North Fork News

Guests visit and have dinners in area homes
By MRS. R.D. KEY
Jenkins and Mr. and
Jan. 17, 1984
Mrs. Terry Orr were
Mr. and Mrs. Morris supper guests of Mrs.
Jenkins, Mrs: Bertie Hilda Orr on Jan. 7.
Jenkins, Mrs. Eva
Mrs. Jennie Sykes is
Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. recuperating at her
Tommy Jenkins and home after having
son, Adam, Mr. and undergone eye surgery.
Mrs. Charles Markuz,
Mrs. Sadie Cooper is
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin now at home after being

5
yr;

Famous Label
Spring Jacket
Dresses

28.00
Reg. 52.00
Fabulous collection of
jacket dresses in linens or
polyester fabrics. Many
styles and colors to choose
from Misses perites mrsses
and juniors sizes

a patient at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Memphis, Tenn., spent
a few days with her
sisters, Mrs. Jennie
Sykes and Mrs. Sadie
Cooper. Other visitors
with them were Myrtle
Rose Hill and Mr. and
Mrs. Bailie Cook.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
came to my home from
the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and
stayed until Thursday
when she returned to
her home. Her pipes
were thawed out and
everything was o.k.
Sure hope we don't have
any more zero weather.
Visitors in to see Mrs.
Ovie Wilson over the
wotekterld Av,art. Mr. and
Mrs. flowtati Moffitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Deering, Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson and Mr.
and Mrs. Mabern Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Holley recently visited
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Smith in Louisville.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
and Mrs. Dorothy Sykes
visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Friday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Nance and Nettie
Mathis surprised Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond
Hemphill on Friday
with a joint birthday
dinner at their home.
Marilyn Paschall was

a dinner guest of the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, on
Sunday. They visited
Mrs. Jewel Key and
Mrs. Jennie Sykes in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones Saturday
afternoon.
Mrs. Oyna Orr is
recuperating after being hospitalized at
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
with pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol
Boyd visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Hilda Orr visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Sunday. Afternoon
visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Morris Jenkins.

Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes were in Jackson,
Tenn., on Monday.
Mrs. Sadie Cooper
visited with me on
Sunday.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and Warren
Sykes are in Memphis,
Term., today.
Sam Lee visited the
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
Saturday afternoon.
Weatherman calling
for winter storm and
three inches of snow
coming in. Let's hope it
doesn't get as bad as
January 1951 snow when
it was so deep we
couldn't get the car out
of the driveway and the
mail could not run.
I hear Virginia
Paschall is not too well.
Get well wishes to all
the sick and shutins.
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COLLECTION TAKEN — A special collection was taken by Sinking Spring Baptist
Church for W.A.T.C.H. (Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped)
Building Fund. James Kuykendall, right, presents the money, $200, to Johnny
Phillips, a student at the center. Donations for the fund for the building now being
constructed on Main Street may be sent to W.A.T.C.H., 1200 Main St., Murray, Ky.
42071.

Vietnamese mother barred from living in post home
FORT CAMPBELL,
Ky.(AP) — Fort Campbell officials have barred a Vietnamese
woman from living on
the post with the soldier
who fathered her two
children.
Sgt. 1st Class Billy
Boles was reunited last
week with Nguyen Thi
Huong and the two
Amerasian children he
fathered while serving
In Vietnam, 17-year-old
Nguyen Thi MyNgoc
and 15-year-old Nguyen
Hoang Tung.

Army officials say the
two teen-agers can stay
with Boles and his wife,
Judy, because they are
legally dependents. But
the mother, known as
"Rose," is considered a
guest under base
regulations and may
stay at Boles' apartment for only 10 days.
Officials with Fort
Campbell's housing
division have told Boles
that Rose must move
out by Monday.
Boles had requested
an exemption from the

regulation to allow Rose said Maj. Steve Roy,
to live with them. But he Fort Campbell public
said Tuesday that the affairs officer. ''The
housing office had refus- housing office is doing
e d to grant an its job, and it's up to
exemption.
Boles to solve the
"I feel kind of poorly problem.
about it, really, I
"She (Rose) does not
guess," said Boles, who qualify as a dependent
had tried for 13 years to and she is not entitled to
bring the mother and live on post," Roy said.
children to Fort Camp- "She does not qualify
bell. "I know what the for entitlement status.
regulations say, but I The regulations say that
don't see that it's all and the Department of
that big a deal."
the Army says that."
"I don't know what
Mrs. Boles said that
the Boleses expect,- rather than put Rose out

Birth defects from medicine, food studied
Learn how to make
up your htee...free.

MERLE
noRmAry
The Mace fiw the(.torn Face
Central Shopping Center an
Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-7991

Bel Air Center
Murray

753-6926

Mon.-Sat.
9:30-5:30
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BOSTON (AP) — The
possibility that
medicine or food may
cause birth defects is
being investigated by
scientists who reported
today that even slight
disruptions in
metabolism during early pregnancy can be
disastrous to a growing
embryo.
The research shows
that in the first weeks
after conception, the
embryo is extremely
vulnerable to fluctuations in the energy it
needs to form major

organs.
Using unborn rats, the
scientists showed that
high levels of one form
of sugar could disrupt
glycolysis, the form of
energy production
employed at this stage
of life.
"This raises the
possibility," said Dr.
Norbert Freinkel, "that
perhaps a variety of environmental factors or
across-the -counter
drugs or other things
could impair glycolysis
at that very critical
period and perhaps be

implicated in some congenital lesions."
In the rats, they found
that damage occurred
when the embryos were
exposed to the sugar
during the ninth through
12th day of growth.
"The alarming thing
is that the analogous
stage in human
pregnancies is day 18 to
28 of pregnancy, a time
when many women
don't even know they're
pregnant," Freinkel
said.
Freinkel, who
directed the study at

•

Dresses

60%
Super values on new 25" diagonal
ColorTrak remote control consoles

*798
Coats

14
Skirts

in the cold — the
39-year-old woman
speaks no English — she
will take her, the two
Amerasian children and
the Boleses' American
children to live at her
mother's home on the
North Carolina coast.
Boles plans to visit his
families when he has
leave time.
"I think it's a crying
shame," said Mrs.
Boles. "We wanted the
kids in post schools to
learn English and so
forth."

Price

60% on

Pants60%off
Sweaters

Now's a 'great time to step up to superb
ColorTrak performance. Get remote
control plus many other deluxe features.
(Also available: GJR751R, GJR756R, not
shown). See this and other ColorTrak
values today at:

on

Reil

Gloves,
Belts & Scarfs
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Northwestern University, noted that the cause
of about 60 percent of all
birth defects in humans
is unknown.
He said his team has
begun using rat embryos to test the effects
on glycolysis of a variety of substances that
pregnant women come
into contact with.
The researchers noted
that the average woman
consumes about six
prescription drugs and
three over-the-counter
medicines during the
course of her
pregnancy.
Few of these have
been checked for their
effect on glycolysis, the
researchers reported in
an article in the New
England Journal of
Medicine. "Similarly,
few atmospheric
pollutants, components
of faddist diets or even
productS of our
microecology have been
evaluated for their
capacity to cause minor
pertubations of
glycolysis."
It's possible, they
wrote, that the effects
on this kind of
metabolism during
organ development
"could provide a common basis for the
teratogenic (malforming) actions of many
unrelated and as yet
unidentified agents."
The team found that
when rat embryos were
exposed to a sugar called mannose during the
second week of growth,
all of them developed
malformed neural
tubes. This leads to
defects of the spine or
brain.
"In practical terms,
neural tube defects occur in about 2 out of
every 1,000 births in the
United States,"
Freinkel said in an interview. "This is probably the most
devastating congenital
lesion."
He said there is little
chance that mannose
causes birth defects in
humans because it
never reaches high
enough levels in the
blood to be harmful. In
the experiments, mannose reduced the embryo's access to
glucose, the blood sugar
that serves as its chief
fuel.
The doctors dolled
their discovery the
honeybee syndrome,
because mannose has
long been 'known to be
poisonous to honeybees.
• am••••=•..
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President William
McKinley was shot Sept.
6, 1901, by an assassin in
Buffalo, N.Y. He died
bight days later.
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Coming community events
Thursday, Jan. 26
Murray State University Chess Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at Curris
Center. This is open to
the public.
Christian Men's
Fellowship of First
Christian Church will
meet at 6:30 p.m. in
church parlor.
Murray Business and
Professional Women
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Mac Frampton Trio
will appear at 8 p.m. in
Fine Arts Center,
Paducah Community
College, Paducah.
Zeta 'Department of
the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
Murray -Calloway
County Association for
Gifted Education will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library. This is open to
all interested persons.
The Single Connection
will have its weekly
discussion at 7 p.m. in
classroom on third
floor, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
information call
436-2174, 762-6856 or
759-4045.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
_Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.
Mayfield Christian
Singles Connection will
meet at 6:45 p.m. at St.
Martin's Episcopal
Church, Wilson Ave.,
Mayfield. For information call 1-247-9490 or
1-247-7958.
Compassionate
Parents will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Health Center.
For information call
753-3381.
Front Porch Swing
will meet at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
Legion Hall.

Friday, Jan. 27

Saturday, Jan. 28

7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.

midnight at
Moose Lodge.

Murray

Murray Ladies AuxThe Single Connection
iliary of Eagles will will have a skating parserve a barbecue supper ty from 2 to 4 p.m. at
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at Roller Skating of
club house on Highway Murray.
121 North. A Sock Hop
—7-will follow from g p.Tn.
Alcdholics
to midnight.
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
in western portion of
Saturday, Jan. 28
Livestock and ExposiAlpha Department of tion Center.
Murray Woman's Club'
will have a potluck lunSunday, Jan. 29
cheon at noon at the club
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie
house.
C. Barrow will be
honored on 50th wedding
Round and square anniversary with a
dancing will be from reception from 2 to 4
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn p.m. in Fellowship Hall
Grove Roller Rink.
of East End Baptist
Church, Paducah.
Murray Eagles will
have a dance featuring
The 1974 graduating
Silver Creek for class of Calloway Counmembers and their ty High School will meet
guests from 8 'p.m. to at 2 p.m. at University
midnight at the club
house on Highway 121
North.
Murray Squar-ANaders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.

McMillen new member

Sunday, Jan. 29
Branch of Bank of Marray to plan a reunion.

David H. McMillen, son of Ms. Sue
McMillen of
Murray, is a new member of Lambd
a Chi Alpha
social fraternity at Murray State
University. He
Alcoholics is a sophomore
accounting major and is a 1982
Anonymous will have a graduate of
Murray High School. Lambda
Chi
closed meeting in Alpha is one of
the largest college fraternities
western portion of with over 200
chapters and colonies in 45 states
Livestock and Exposi- and three provin
cies of Canada.
tion Center. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399 or 753-7764.
A program to help develop skills
and attitudes
After Church for personal and professional effectiveness,
Fellowship for Youth of "Adventures In'Attitudes," will be from 8 a.m. to
First Baptist Church 4 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 4, and from 8 a.m. to 3
will be after 7 p.m. ser- p.m. on Friday, Feb. 10, Saturd y, Feb. 18, and
vice at the Bells, 1709 Friday. March 2, in the Miss si i Room,Curris
Center, Murray State Unive
Miller.
y. The course
purpose will e to teach tec roues
of influencing
and
gaining recognition from people,
Murray State Univerbreaking
sity Choir will present a poor habits, gaining self confidence, ending tension
and anxiety, conquering moods of
free concert at 3:30 p.m.
depresIn main reading room of sion and doubt, gaining mastery over thoughts
and
finding inner depression.
Pogue Library, MSU.
Dr. George Cheponis, counselor and
assistant
Second day of AQHA professor of Rehabilitation Services at Murray
Horse Show will startat State, will be the instructor. A member of the
8 a.m. at Livestock and MSU faculty for six years, he has been active in
Exposition Center, Mur- seminars in Personal Dynamics for the past four
years. Information and a brochure about
ray State University.
the program can be obtained by calling
or writing Dr.
Cheponis at 762-3797, Department/P
rofessional
Studies at Murray State University.
Enrollment
will be limited.

Program scheduled

Film on child abuse
produced, directed
by school children

Keyboard Workshop
andString
MARIETTA, Ga. this topic and help out
Clinic/Workshop will be (AP) — Elementary with
the child abuse
by Department" of school pupils are the center
," said student
Music, Murray State producers and the stars Dawn
White, who
University.
of a 10-minute movie in- played a neighbor who
tended to show the pro- reports an abusive
An AQHA Horse Show blems of child abuse mother
to the police.
will start at 8 a.m. at from the viewpoint
of
Ten-year-old Kizmat
Livestock and Exposi- youngsters.
tion Center, College
"The kids wanted to Lester stars as a girl
abused by her mother.
Farm Road. There is no make this as realistic
as
admission.
possible," said Stan
The neighbor tells
Lynch, language arts in- police and an officer,
Day long business structor at Bayberry played by 10-year-old
seminar for Murray. Elementary Schoo
l. Michael Price, inCalloway Senior "They understand
the vestigates. The mother
Citizens will start at 9 seriousness of the pro- lists several excus
es to
a.m. at Ellis Center. blem and wanted to explain the daught
er's
This is by Delta Gamma make a contribution to injuries.
Chapter of Phi Beta the community through
Her story fails to conLambda, Murray State this production."
vince the officer, and
University. For
Pupils borrowed the children are
taken
transportation call videotape equip
ment to from the home to live in
753-9041 between 9 and produce "Child
Abuse a shelter. The videotape
9:30 a.m. Saturday.
from the Eyes of the ends with the
mother
—7-Student" and they play beginning a counse
ling
Purchase Area all the roles.
session with a social
Singles Society (PASS)
The production will be worker.
will meet at 7 p.m. at shown to students at
"We're just trying to
Bonanza Sirloin, Bayberry, with an
ad- help kids who are in this
Paducah, and later go mission_ fee of 3 cents.
situation," said the probowling.
Funds collected will go gram's
director,
toward a child abuse 10 -year
-old
Tim
Sadie Hawkins Dance, center proposed by state
Stevens. "Some of them
sponsored by Hi-Y Club, Judge Tom Cauthorn.
cannot get out of the
will be from 8 to 11 p.m. He hopes to raise about
grasp of parents who
at Murray High School. $350,000 to build a
abuse them, and we just
6,400 -square -foot want to show
them that
Dance featuring Dirt shelter.
there's somewhere to go
Road Special (variety)
"We wanted to do and other
kids who
will be from 8 p.m. to something serious about
care."

Events at First Baptist Church will be
Mothers Day Out at 9
KNOXVILLE, Term.
a.m., Exercise Class at
11 a.m., Senior Adults at (AP) — Making her
noon, Children's Bell movie debut, country
Choir at 3:15 p.m., and singer Barbara Mandrell will play a
Bowling at 7 p.m.
Washington geologist
Friday, Jan. 27
helping a small town
Golden Age Club will threatened by an
have a potluck luncheon underground coal mine
at 10:30 a.m. in the fire, state officials say.
social hall of First
The CBS-TV film,
United Methodist "Coal Fire," is to be
Church. Members note shot in Anderson and
change in date and time. Campbell counties in
east Tennessee starting
Kentucky Lake in mid-February, said
Chapter of National Pat Ledford, director of
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.

DATEBOOK

Workshops Saturday
A keyboard workshop for piano teachers and
church musicians and a string clinic/workshop
for high school seniors are scheduled Saturday,
Jan. 28, at Murray State University. For information or to register call the Department of
Music, 762-4288.

Horse show scheduled

the Tennessee State
Film Commission.
Miss Mandrel), 35, is
known for her country
hits, "I Was Country
When Country Wasn't
Cool," "Sleeping Single
In a Double Bed," and
"In Times Like These."

The two-hour movie is
to be directed by Gilbert
Cates, whose credits include "Oh God, Book 2,"
and "Summer Wishes,
Winter Dreams," which
received five Academy
Award nominations.

She also starred with
her sisters, Louise and
Irlene, in the NBC
television show, "Barbara Mandrel] and the
Mandrell Sisters," in
1981 and 1982.

Ms. Ledford said that
casting for the movie
has not been completed.
Local residents will be
hired as extras and as
members of the crew,
said Gov. Lamar
Alexander.

Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
Greater Paducah
Chapter of Parents
Without Panthers will
meet for square dancing
at 8 p.m. at American
Legion Hall, Paducah.
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be
games at 8 p.m. and live
entertainment from 8
p.m, to midnight.
Alcoholcs Anonymous
and Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
Chapter I Parent Advisory Council of
Call-Oway County
Schools will meet at
11:30 a.m. at _Western
Shialin Steak House.
Round and square
dancing will be fr6m

An American Diabetes Association meeting
will be Monday, Jan. 30, at 7 p.m. in Classroom
No. 1, ground floor, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Mary Lou McDonald from the Louisville affiliate
office will be the featured speaker. All diabetics
andotheir family members who are interested in
attending local, monthly ADA meetings are encouraged to attend. In case of snow, the meeting
will be cancelled and rescheduled.

Eagles plan supper
The Murray Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles
will
serve a barbecue supper from 6 to 7:30
p.m. on
Friday, Jan. 27, at the Eagle place on Highw
ay
121 North at the Fairgrounds. The cost
will be
$3.50 for adults and $1.75 for children under
12. A
Sock Hop with the admission being $1 will
follow
from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Standifer graduates
Airman James W. Standifer III, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Standifer, Jr., Mayfield, has
graduated from the U.S. Air Force electrician
course at Sheppard air Force Base, Texas. During the course students were taught the funaamentals of electricity with emphasis in the installation and maintenance of interior electrical
systems and equipment.
Standifer also earned credits toward an
associate degree through the Community College of the Air Force. His wife, Gina, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Sims, Rt. 3,
Mayfield. He is a 1979 graduate of Mayfield High
School.

The Fashion Institute of Design and Merch
andising (FIDM) is conducting its annual search
for the nation's most gifted young fashio
n
designer. The "Designer of Tomorrow" contes
t
Is open to all high school juniors, seniors(class
of
1984) and graduates who are interested in
a
career in fashion design. Closing date of the contest is May 31, 1984. Additional information may
be obtained by contacting Mary Donaldson
at
FIDM,818 West Seventh St., Los Angeles, Calif.,
90017.

Choir plans concert
The Murray State University Choir, under the
direction of Stephen Rosolack, will present a
concert that will include both serious works and
a
lighthearted suite from Rudolph Friml's "The
Firefly" on Sunday, Jan. 29, at 3:30 p.m.
in the
main reading room of the Pogue Library on
the
campus. The program is open to the public at
no
admission charge. Works by Byrd, Bach, Bernstein, Dvorak and Thompson will make up
the
first part of the program, followed by music
from Friml's popular 1912 operetta, includ
ing
such favorites as "Sympathy Waltz," "Gianrdna
Mia" and "Love is Like a Firefly."
Student soloists to be featured are Terri Taylor
and Susan Edwards of Paducah, Jennifer Beck
of Calvert City, Miki Lynn of Boaz, Greg Alpin
of
Murray, Scott Alexander of McKenzie,
Term.,
Keith Roberts of Madisonville and Keith
Myatt
of Owensboro. Warren Kennett of Madiso
nville is
the choir accompanist.

Conley named to list
Brenda Conley, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Harry Conley, 302 Oakdale Dr., Murray,
has
been named to the Dean's List at the Univer
sity
of Evansville, Evansville, Ind., for
the fall
quarter. To attain the:Dean's List, a studen
t
must have earnd a 3.5 or better grade point
average for the quarter while carrying 12
or
more hours of credit.
EMBLEMS ON CLOTHES
PARIS (AP) — Emblems, logotypes and
animal patches so prevalent in today's fashions
are only a revival of a trend that began about 50
years ago, say fashion industry leaders.
Couturier and perfume creator Jean Patou's embroidered JP initials distinctively marked the
sportswear he designed during the 1930s. He initialed swimsuits, riding habits and trim tennis
dresses for fashionable women. The famed
Wimbledon champion Suzanne Leglen was the
first celebrity to endorse a designer, wearing
Patou creations on and off the courts.

Patients dismissed

Singer Mandrell making movie

Diabetes group will meet

Contest planned

An American Quarter Horse Association Horse
Show will be held at the Livestock and Exposi
tion Center, Murray State University, on Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 28 and 29. The show, sponsored by the MSU Horsemanship Club, will begin
at 8 a.m. each day. There is no admission
charge.

Local persons recently dismissed
Paducah hospitals include Mrs. Charles
and baby boy, and Murl Robertson,
Western Baptist: and Velma Canon
Lourdes.

Students are named
Three local students have earned scholastic
honors for the last semester at Mid-Contine
nt
Baptist Bible College, Mayfield, by being
recognized academically and placed on
the
dean's list. They are Ricky Cunningham
,
Jerlyine Dick and Dewey Dick.
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from
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French government reports attack in Chad on French forces
•••

PARIS (AP)
France says an armored unit from rebelcontrolled northern
Chad shot down a
French warplane after
raiding government
positions — the first
reported attack on
French forces since
they arrived in Chad
last summer.
French Jaguar fighter
jets, retaliating for the
raid, were shot at by
ground missiles and
"answered in selfdefense, destroying
several vehicles" in the
armored column, the

French Foreign
Ministry said
Wednesday.
"One Jaguar was
downed. Its pilot, who
ejected, is dead," the
ministry said, describing the attack which it
said occurred Tuesday
afternoon.
France sent some
3,000 troops into Chad,
one of its former colonies, in August 1983 to
help the government of
President Hissene
Habre resist the Libyanbacked rebels loyal to
Goukouni Oueddei, the
insurgent leader.
After the intervention,

5recult
--Ercf-Lise Cr,4,,,/,4r
7-44

the estimated 3,500 Li- Chad.
A raiding column of
byan troops in northern
Chad stopped their ad- "about 20 armored
vance and the French vehicles" had attacked
made no move to push a government post near
the intruders back the village of Mao, 90
across the Libyan miles north of Chad's
capital, N'Djamena,
border.
The Libyan-controlled and captured 12 Chaterritory of Chad is dians, the Foreign
north of the French Ministry said.
The ministry said the
forces' defense line —
500 miles along the 15th raiders destroyed arparallel — and consists mored vehicles.
In Brussels, the
mostly of uninhabited
Belgian Foreign
desert.
The French Foreign Ministry said a Belgian
Ministry declined to doctor and nurse were
identify the raiders. It captured in the raid and
would only say they that the government
were based in northern protested the seizure to

Libya.
The captives were
identified as Christian
Delzenne, a physician,
and Marie-Chantal
Rouckens, a nurse. Both
work for Doctors
without Borders, an international
organization.
They were taken
hostage in the town of
Ziguei, 50 miles north of
Mao, said the Belgian
branch of the
organization.
Tuesday's raid came
after peace negotiations
fell apart earlier this
month in Ethiopia. The
Organization of African

Unity had sponsored the
peace effort.
The negotiations collapsed when Habre
refused to attend and
Goukouni refused to
deal with the delegation
sent by the president.
Last summer, when
the French forces were
dispatched to Chad, the
Communist coalition
partners of France's
governing Socialist party were among the most
vocal opponents of the
rain,e
Libyan leader Col.
Moammar Khadafy
denies he has any troops
in Chad at all. But the

Former US sailor in priesthood

C.Ar
„`tria4,0
7f3-2704

BECHTELSVILLE,
Pa. (AP — Saying he
tart., Fci
felt partly responsible
for the death of an
American flier in
• 1(012415 10 15 - Ii Op SC
Lebanon, a sailor on the
r 430.00
9s
, ,
USS John F. Kennedy
began refusing to eat or
/lism‘'r
• ti,tistr :_preg,
CckLarni orer
work. Now, discharged
la 15 - a oo
by the Navy, he is
becoming a "witness for
NivgA's ji,r 130 OC
peace" — by entering
•
.
/,
'
'
f,
7/4f4f ezerri.v cfass
kurze544
)2015 2L Ls. the priesthood.
Nicholas Patrick, 33,
wiedis
said he felt like he had
..VN4
"blood on my hands"
"lursdar 13-21 Y." d's.
when two U.S.
S g;le
.ea%
#3e,X
warplanes were shot
•-P05tz*irios nerrl.fe C[4.55
down by Syrian forces
Ct;rilf lour kui.y)
Dec. 4 after taking off
ao
from the aircraft carrier on which he was
5a6y..vrtinfi 4.1/44/44
(
e
stationed.
4f our iiiddiaatr .4140 ant
"I was partly responercise dess
sible for people getting
killed, even though I
didn't push the button,"

..kcrizer -

Patrick said in a recent
interview. ''I just
couldn't be part of that.
I had to get out.
"The Navy, I guess,
was glad to get rid of
me," he said. "They
said I was a detriment
to morale."
Patrick, who is from
the Scranton area but is
now living with trisects
in this southeast Pennsylvania town, is
reading the Bible and
preparing to enter a
Franciscan monastery
where he will take vows
of poverty, chastity, and
obedience while studying for the priesthood.
"Every night, I still
dream I'm on the ship
and back in the Navy. I
just wish it would finally
be over," he said.
Patrick said he knew

both Lt. Mark A. Lange,
who was killed when one
of the planes was shot
down over Lebanon during a bombing raid on
Syrian positions, and Lt.
Robert 0. Goodman Jr.,
who was held prisoner
of war by the Syrians for
30 days.
Dennis Klauer, a
Navy spokesman in
Washington, confirmed
the basic facts of
Patrick's account, but
said the Navy could not
"for now" provide
details.
Patrick said he has
chosen to tell his story
now because "I want to
be a witness for peace."
After four years in the
Air Force from 1969 to
1973, Patrick earned a
bachelor's degree at the
University of Scranton

and was already enrolled in a seminary when
he "got scared" of making the commitment. "I
didn't feel I was ready,"
he explained.
He dropped out, went
to work at a children's
home for a year and
then enrolled in another
seminary, from which
he also dropped out.
He couldn't find a
steady job and so, at age
30, he made what he now

calls "one of the worst,
non-thought-out decisions of my life" — to reenter the armed
services.
The Air Force • rejected him because of
his age, but the Navy
took him.
As a yeoman, he
worked as a clerk and
typist for an air
squadron, where he saw
flight crews preparing
for combat.

Man's death was suicide
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A coroner's jury
has ruled that a
Louisville man committed suicide two days
after he killed his
parents in their
Louisville home.

coroner's jury said
Wednesday that Albert
J. Bauer Jr. committed
first -degree
manslaughter when he
killed his parents,
Albert Bauer Sr. and
Mabel Bauer, last Dec.
10.
The Jefferson County
The jury also said the
•
younger Bauer's death
was a suicide. He had
jumped from a window
on the 20th floor of the
Galt House hotel here.
Louisville police had
charged the younger.
Bauer posthumously
with murdering his
Across from the
parents.
Murray Ledger 8 Times
Coroner Richard
Greathouse said the
jury unanimously
agreed after hearing 4%
hours of testimony that
the killings were
manslaugther and not
murder because the
younger Bauer was
emotionally distraught.
Under Kentucky law,
a person who causes the
death of another person
cannot be convicted of
murder if he acts under
the influence of "extreme emotional
disturbance."
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Chad, one of the
world's poorest nations,
has been torn IV civil
war almost without interruption for the past
19 years

U.S. Defense Department estimates that he
has 3,500 men and 90
combat planes in Chad's
northern desert — providing Goukouni's only
significant military

ty

By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: Ordinarily I find your advice to'be right
on target, but I must disagree with your reply to "Concerned Daughter," whose mother had a lot in assets, was
getting on in years and didn't have a will. The mother
had asked her attorney son-in-law repeatedly to please get
together with her to draft a will, but he kept telling her
there was no hurry, he was too busy right now, etc., while
the mother grew impatient.
You told "Concerned Daughter" to tell her mother to
inform the son-in-law (married to another daughter) that
if he didn't get together with her within two weeks, she
should find an attorney who would!
, Abby, I am not an attorney, but I have dealt with many
of them.
First, the son-in-law would have an obvious conflict of
interest in drafting his mother-in-law's will. Second, and
perhaps more important, any attorney who would minimize the importance of having a properly executed will
should be disbarred.
You should have told "Concerned Daughter" to tell her
mother to forget the son-in-law and find a good, unrelated
attorney who specializes in estate planning.
My wife and I both have our wills properly executed and
periodically updated as necessary. We have a good
attorney.
F. ANDRE WISE, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

pa
r
gc
n
te

DEAR F. ANDRE: Your wife is to be congratulated. She married a Wise man.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: I have this hang-up that is hard for me to
overcome. It's been 10 years and I still can't call my inlaws "Mother" and "Dad." They have known this for a
long time, so they asked me to call them by their first
tames. I have tried that a timell-ir .two, but I always
chicken out. (It doesn't sound very respectful.) I have
talked to people with the same problem, and they say they
call their in-laws "Hey."
There is no way I can call my in-laws "Hey," so I just
don't call them anything. What is the matter with me?
And how can I overcome this? I feel so foolish.
HUNG-UP IN FAIR OAKS, CALIF.
DEAR HUNG-UP: How about addressing them as
"Mother (her first name)" and "Father (his first
name)"? And if that seems too familiar or lacking in
respect, call them "Mother Smith" and -Father
Smith."
•• •

DEAR ABBY: Here's my problem. We got thanked for
the wrong wedding present and want to know what to do
about it. The note said, "We just loved the beautiful
wooden salad bowl and matching fork and spoon." But
Abby, we sent them a stainless steel ice bucket.
A friend who supposedly knows proper etiquette tells me
to say nothing. My husband tells me to let the bride and
groom know about the mix-up
What do you say?
WRONG
FT
DEAR WRONG: Right the error and inform the
bride of the mix-up.
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City, county goals reflect differences
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The leaders of
Louisville and Jefferson
County governments
share some common
ground in their closelyrelated jobs, but their
goals reflect their different political stakes.
After his second unsuccessful campaign for
governor, Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane is
finding much to do in city affairs.
Meanwhile, Jefferson
County Judge Mitch McConnell is looking ahead
to a statewide race for
the U.S. Senate that
could be one of the
costliest in state history.
Without the pressures
of running for office,
Sloane is directing his
energy toward
Louisville. During the
past two months, Sloane
reorganized city
government, initiated
new management
techniques, began the

phase -out of the
business inventory tax,
has proposed changes in
the city's landlord tenant act,and authorized work on an emergency 911 telephone number
for the city and the
county.
He is also working on
new economic development projects to help
the city's business
climate.
"My personal plans
are to run the city as
well as I can," he said.
"There's a lot going on.
It's a very exciting
time."
Jefferson County
Judge Mitch McConnell
hopes to be the
Republican nominee for
the Senate, and if so,
will face a tough tight,
possibly against incumbent Sen. Walter D.
Huddleston, a
Democrat. He recently
opened his campaign
with a series of ap-

pearances around the
state.
McConnell said the
campaign will take him
out of the county frequently this year. But he
said much of his work he
can do over the
telephone.
"I'm just as much in
control if I'm in
Shelbyville or Paintsvllle," he said.
McConnell's top
priority for 1984 is
passage of a legislative
package to finance programs for missing
children and prevent
child exploitation,
legislation that would
affect far more than Jefferson County.
He said the Jefferson
County Exploited and
Missing Child Unit he
started in 1982 is "the
model local law enforcement unit in the
country."
Closer to home, McConnell said the county

is moving toward a new
seven-digit emergency
telephone number for
county residents. He is
hoping to revive
development of a port
after the Jefferson
County Riverport was
recently shelved.
Two issues could bring the two leaders
together — the
emergency telephone
number and legislation
to limit Louisville's annexation rights.
City and county officials are negotiating to
use the 911 emergency
number countywide by
July 1985.
Both the city and the
county are supporting
legislation that would
require Louisville to put
an annexation plan to a
vote. McConnell said he
will continue to fight annexation efforts by the
city. Sloane said he does
not favor any more annexations this year.

The two government,
will be far apart oy4r
,
the issue of dividing 4ie
funding for city-county
agencies. The mayor
and the Board of
Aldermen will try again
to get the county to pay
more than half of the
costs of such agencies
as the library and the
health department.
McConnell said the
funding isn't unfair,
while at the same time
city residents use county services.

Natural increase —
the excess of births over
deaths — added 1.7
million persons to the
U.S. population in 1982.
The rate of increase was
7.4 persons per 1,000
population, a 3 percent
increase over the
previous year, data
from the National
Center for Health
Statistics show.
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4" Thick R-19 fiber glass insulation
per household.
2. Install now and save' on your winter fuel bills.
3. Your purchase may qualify for an energy tax credit.
Stop in for details.
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!
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BONUS SPECIAL
WITH 5 1500 ORDER
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What famous general said "An army marches on its
stomach?" Why, it was Napoleon. And what was
/Napoleon's favorite dish? Chicken!
In fact, he even took his personal chef along on all his
campaigns,to prepare chicken just the way he wanted it.
But there was a problem. What Oith the fighting and all,
there was no telling when Napoleon might want to eat.
So his chef came up with an extravagant but effective
solution. He simply saw to it that a chicken was put to
roast every twenty minutes. That way, whether Naopleon
got hungry at two in the afternoon or four in the morning,
a freshly roasted chicken always awaited him!
The chicken, by the way,is the oldest domesticated food
i creature on earth. And, in a way, it has followed the progress of civlization, the early explorers brought some with
them to America. So did the Pilgrims later. And as OUT settiers moved westward,they took along plenty of chickens.
Which is easy enough to understand when you consider
the advantages a chicken offers. After all, if you kill a hog,
you've got a couple hundred pounds of pork on your hands,
i and it will soon spoil unless refrigerated. But if you kill a
chicken, you can eat it all, right then and there!
By the way, don't worry if the meat around the bones
of some chickens looks reddish brown, even after cooking. It's safe to eat, say the U.S. Department of Agriculture i
pouhry inspectors.
BroNer-fryers tend to show this effect because they're I
marketed young, at 6 to 8 weeks. Their bone marrow has
not fully hardened, and red blood cells seeps into the surrounding meat, causing a deep red or brown color.
Now then. I'll close by promising always to offer you
the finest food values in Murray. And you can count on
1it. I'll never "chicken out" on that promise!
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2 Lb. Bag

Hyde Park Long Grain

RICE

2 Lb. Bag

SALT

26 oz.

25°

POTATOES...5%

Libby's Corned Beef

HASH

DETERGENT

1

French's Instant
Augratin or Scalloped

Hyde Park Plain or Iodized

Carnation Hot 12 pk.
12 oz.

COCOA MIX

Joy Dishwashing

79°
$/ 19

OZ.

32 oz.

Swifts Veg. Beef

SOUP STARTER

Giant Size

Pillsbury Quick All Flavors

BREAD MIX

15 oz $

TIDE
COCA-COLA or
PEPSI
49 oz

39

Green Giant Cut

GREEN BEANS

76 oz

2/89°
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Welch's Strawberry

JAM

32 oz $

••

89

Aurora 4 Roll Pkg.

Nabisco Honey

GRAHAMS

16 oz

$

39

8 oz. $

39

TOILET TISSUE

Combo's All Flavors

3 Lb. Can

CRISCO SHORTENING
Whole Chicken

GROUND
BEEF
,

Grade 'A'
Bama Apple or Grape

LEG
QUARTER

1 Lb P1;

$

With 15 00 Addituonal Mir..hase
Filch/arm: 0.Pity TOIMCCO Products

Economy

U S Choice

f, Li,
OR BOTH
WITH '30°° ORDER

'
,Hour's

89°
69°

CHEESE SNACKS

ROUND
STEAK

v

Hyde Park Great Northern

I

8Limit

tVitir S 15 00 Athistwov.it Plitrit.ist•
1104/1111

BEANS -

5 LB

Limit 2

1 79

JELLY 16 oz.
Hyde Park

9,°,)

Lb.

Boneless $1.89 lb

COFFEE 1 Lb. Bag
PRODUCE

U.S.Choice Sirloin

Owen's Best

TIP ROAST
U.S.
I Choice Sirloin

K.

P STEA

lb

$239

Owen's Best
lb

$259

'\Extra Lean Ground

)ROUND
E

B.B.Q. PORK

Golden Ripe

Owen's Best Deli
lb

$

8

tra Len) (,rO1111d

BAKED HAM

$349

Owen's Best Boneless Pit
$

6

Center Sliced Smoked

BAKED HAM

$349

Virginia
ib

Princess

B.B.Q. BEEF

$219

BAKED HAM

19 Emge American'
$2

CHEESE

$349

$239

BANANAS

fil

Frosh

BROCCOLI

Bunch

Florida 5 Lb. Bag
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sunday school lesson

A day of joy and gladness
would certainly sustain
Isaiah 35:1-6a,8-10
Isaiah 35 spoke to the them through all of their
needs of the Israelites at trying experiences, and
a time when they were that all who enjoyed the
experiencing numerous divine favor could rest
assured that the best
and great adversities.
This chapter remind- was yet to be.
Unfortunately the
ed them that they should
not despair because God fearful and impatient,
•

who had endured long
periods of suffering and
cruelty at the hands of
their oppressive
enemies, had begun to
doubt that God was
either able or willing to
come to their aid and
rescue them.

4011066.111165151111a,

The long periods of
waiting for deliverance
had taken the courage
out of many and filled
them with despair.
Knowing that those
whose hands were weak
and whose knees were
feeble could not right the

good fight of faith with
courage, the prophet
challenged his countrymen to strengthen
and encourage one
another.
Deeply concerned
about those from whom
courage had almost

vanished, Isaiah admonished them not to
fear their oppressors.
He also assured them
that God would make
things right for the
benefit of His faithful
people in His own time.
Knowing that their

•

FRIDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

•

seek out
the
savings!

Calvert Discount Carpet Center
Hwy. 95—Main Street—Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 395-5545
Store Hours (8 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.)
For 1-Week Only — Our Already Low Discount Everyday
Prices Are Going Lower!! Effective 26 Jan. Thru 1 Feb. 1984,
Our Entire Line Of In-Stock, First Quality, Elegant Plush
Carpeting Will Be Reduced An Additional 10%! During This
1 -Week Offer-Your Total Savings Can Exceed 30-50%!!
•
...and...
For A Minimum Deposit, We'll Hold The Floor,Coverin6 Of
Your Choice For Up To 30 Days At No Additional Cost To You.

025
Kenlake State
Resort Par

We Have Our Own Professidual Installers And Offer 100%
Guarantee On Our Merchandise And Installers.
Again. We Want To Express Our Sincere Appreciation For
Your Overwhelming Response And Continued Support!!

Hwy 94 Aurora

•
•

FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, 1984
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ONLY $ 1

/1/

We've Got It And We've Got It Good!
Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 12-6
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The Saving Place

THURS. THRU SAT. SALE

1410

COUPONS&MORE
•• •'COUPON

COUPON
Limit 2
Choice Of Scents

Limit 2 Jars

2.66sale
Eaprice

Sale
w Price
Each
WITH COUPON
Glade' Spin-fresh"'
Air freshener fits tissue holder. Save!

• Net re
Good Irwu Ion 26 1984

Coupon Good ;Nu Jon 28 1954

Limit 3

Limit 2

1,48

Our Reg 1.38

77

Sale Price

sale

C
w Price

Ea.
WITH COUPON
Super Glue' Pen
Nonclogging glue
pen, instant bond.

WITH COUPON
18-oz: Listerine•
Antiseptic mouthwash kills germs.
[i

COmpod Good !Nu on 28 19E4

Reg. 3.47

.77

7 AIR FILTER

4Sale
3.4
Our Reg. 3.97

Sale Price

m

Price

: WITH COUPON
A
Tall Kitchen Bags
I Pkg. of 100 bogs
' with ties. 13 gal.

Air
mFilters
For
7
mpo
rol
irna
5
rrC
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fu
nm
ao
sY
Siz
U.S.
cars. manutacturer qualify.

'1101
Coupon GoOierneu Jon 26 1954

Coup:81600d Ihru Jon 28.1984

allira•
,
••-5•
-•

COUPON

Limit 2 Pkgs.
4.28 Oz
Our Reg. 1.44
tt Sale
`r Price
Pkg
WITH COUPON
Tasty Meat Snacks
Package of 7 beef.
meat or pepperoni.

Sale Price

e

Between Stores

VARIABLE
POWER
LEVELS

• COUPON
Limit 3

COUPON

Our

$5

Coupon Good Ihru Ion 28 1954

Limit 2 Pkgs.

/MG .
, •• •• •

x

Our
Our
$911.96Reg.
12.96
7,96
T-shirts
Slacks V-neck
Polyester/cotton
Fashion Tunics Tailored
Polyester popMisses' polyespocket
lin. 5/6-17/18. with
Colors.
ter tops.

07

Amur,••

Amur.— - • COUPON

I.

Assorted
Colors

Sale
Price
Ea.

si oz

07Oz•

Kodel

• •'COUPON

alar.•••-•••- • • COUPON

1-0
k 4

no49"

Sale Price

WITH COUPON
Planters Peanuts
24-oz* jar tasty
dry-roasted nuts

GLUE PEN

What kind of day will tomorYou'll shop for odds and
row be? To find out what the ends now and may come up
stars say, read the forecast with some new ways to make
given for your birth sign.
money. Be affectionate.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES.
(Nov.22 to Dec. 211 )
e°
(Mar.21 to Apr. 191 417:
4
It's a good time to put novel
You'll receive helpful ideas across, but you may be
business advice as well as restless after dark. It's best
social invitations. Dine out not to make too many comwith friends or attend an mitments.
entertainment.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
1 Apr. 20 to May 201 tislia
'
Though some social life is
Feelings deepen in love. indicated, you favor low-key
You'll make important deci- activities. Someone's declarasions affecting your financial tion of affection surprises you.
future. Meet with bankers. AQUARIUS
Establish credit.
"4,4
•"
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181 •-41.0.
GEMINI
You do well in one to one
May 21 to June 201
relationships today. Social life
A hobby can be turned into a Es accented, but you're inclinprofit-making activity. You ed to be somewhat unconvenmay hear from a .distant tional.
relative. Accent collaboration. PISCES
CANCER
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 i
(June 21 to July 22) 4300
A party has business
You may spend money on ramifications. Travel leads to
the children. Save time for new friendships and possible
both work and play. A romance. You obtain some
business decision now pays off good advice.
to your benefit.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY may
(July 23to Aug. 221
A romantic surprise is in not be temperamentally
store for you. You may bring suited for a business career.
work home from the office, You're happiest in a field
but you'll still have time for where intellect is paramount.
Both literary and philosophic,
tertaining.
evnut
Go
you can succeed as a teacher,
(Aug.23 to Sept. 221 riP U11. writer or lecturer. You are an
A relative's decision takes independent thinker, but at
you by surprise, though times can be fixed in your
domestic interests are views. You must do your own
generally favored. Creative thing to stand out from the
crowd. You'll also find the arts
types are productive.
and professions quite appealLIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 4.1--rIL ing. Ambition works against
Good news comes through you, if it takes you into a field
familf*Pravel has romantic which you do hot especially
overtones. Evening accents care for. Birth date of:
original thinking. Do Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
composer; Lewis Carroll,
something different.
writer; and Jerome Kern,
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nio.et• songwriter.

99et

Our Reg 3.47
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Fran‘es Drake

SAVE During Our
One-Week Only SALE!!

•

StIPtIk

awaited those who had
mistreated God's people, and that they would
be recompensed for
what they had suffered
in His name.
Isaiah's heart thrilled
with joyous satisfaction
as he reminded his people that trying not
despair because God
would certainly sustain
them through all of their
trying experiences.
Knowing something
about what awaited
them, he was exceedingly anxious that they
should march forward
with great courage and
Continued on page 11

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frog Legs, Home Style Clam
Boiled Gulf Coast Shrimp,
Oysters on the Half-Shell, Breaded
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried.
to a golden brown, Shrimp Fried Rice,
Breaded Ocean Clam Strips, Select
Breaded Oysters, Breaded Fillet of Cod,
Assorted Hot Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:

/NKR

despair would render
the people incapable of
performing their Godgiven tasks, he did his
best to assure his people
that God had not forsaken them. He called
upon the strong to impart their strength to
the weak, and to share
their faith and courage
with the faint-hearted.
Recalling how the
wicked had opposed God
and caused his countrymen so much suffering and sorrow through
the years, the prophet
found much satisfaction
in reminding the people
that divine retribution

1.66
Stinger' Rimfire
mmunttion •
50 rpiinds per
box. .22 L. R
$04,3 SOonwp Ocean Dpi
pi
A voElotieWI
Most
4ew AIWO•V Wages

Jon 28 1954
158...55

Good DIN
COUPOE
,

DUAL WAVE'
MICROWAVE
SYSTEM
•
designed for
IIIn cesSin •

Model JET202
• Spacious 1.4 cu. ft. oven cavity.
• Time Cooking with 25-minute timer.
• Variable Power Level Control for added versatility in cooking and defrosting.
• Convenient Recipe Guide on control panel provides quick reference of cooking times and
rflo
eovel
dss of often prepared
• Double Duty- shelf.
• "Microwave Guide and
Cookbook" included.

$35900
WAS
NOW$278
SAVE$8

CF.. WE BRING GOOD THINGS TO LIFE.
The new shipment of Microwaves
is here so if you've been waiting
now's the time to purchase your
microwave.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
217 IASI MAIN SIPS II
Ho.ned Co• & 'oho Smtroons Ownet, 753 INEE.5

•
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KBA head says multi-bank holding bill has 50 percent chance

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The chairman
of the House subcommittee on banking
predicted that the
General Assembly
would pass a bill to
allow multi-bank
holding companies, but
the president of the
state's banking association isn't sure.
Rep. Jerry
Lundergan, D Lexington, said following a public hearing
Wednesday that pro-

spects are good that the
bill will pass.
But Clay Davis, president of the Kentucky
Bankers Association,
said the measure has
about a 50 percent
chance of passing this
session.
- The majority of the
100 people attending the
hearing Wednesday
were opposed to the
measure which would
allow banks to operate
in more than one

county.
Rep. Dan Seum, DLouisville, received a
standing ovation when
he declared his plans to
fight the legislation.
"I see p. monopoly
happening," Seum said.
"You'll get down to five
or six big banks in this
state, and they are going to be too powerful."
The question of multicounty banking is not
new to legislators. A
similar bill was
defeated during the 1982

Cabinet ends takeover
SOMERSET, Ky.
(AP) — The state
Finance Cabinet has
ended its five-month
takeover of Pulaski
County finances.
The state moved in
last August after the
county accumulated
more than $349,000 in
unpaid bills. That figure
ultimately reached
$400,000.
Since the bills were

from the previous fiscal
year, the county ended
fiscal 1983 with a deficit,
which is forbidden by
law, said Drex Davis
Jr., a field representative for the state's
local finance office.
The last of the unpaid
bills was paid this
month, Davis said. The
end of the takeover was
announced Wednesday.
Durtng the takeover,

4
'

it

the state ordered the
county to cut expenses
and road work and forbade it to take out loans,
hire additional
employees or increase
salaries without state
approval.
Davis said he plans to
attend many Fiscal
Court meetings "just to
monitor and make sure
they make it through the
fiscal year."

Sunday School lesson...
Continued from page 10
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high expectations, daily Moreover, all the pleasant way, with all
striving to do God's physical infirmities who are on it enjoying
precious will. He strong- shall be removed. What personal protection and
ly appealed to them to a day of joy and traveling mercies.
cast themselves upon gladness that will be!
All who travel this
the sufficienc3i of God
With reference to the highway to heaven will
under all cir- highway mentioned in arrive safely at their
cumstances, in all verse eight, it must be .destination and will
places and at all times. said that it is a way of dwell with the Lord in
This lesson directs our holiness -- clean in that blessed celestial
attention to the itself, and only the clean home in a joyful relationship that will never
eschatological age, and pure can travel it.
It is a safe way, be terminated.
which will be
This blessed
characterized by un- cleared of all enemies
precedented prosperity, who might have the assurance calls for our
absolute security and ability to harm those abiding gratitude and
who travel it. It is a genuine love.
perfect contentment.
The joyous anticipation of this glorious new
age should be a great incentive to live victoriously and to serve
faithfully in the present.
How comforting and
THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION
strengthening it is to
We
offer three daily flights each way
know that God still
between Murray and Nashville and moneylives, that He is with us,
saving joint fares with the major airlines.
that He is for us as is
Most of these joint fares ore priced only
evidenced by. His
$10.00 higher than the fore from Nashville!
presence, protection,
power and provisions,
We will work to find the best airline
and that He will never
connections and lowest fares for each
fail us or forsake us!
passenger that we serve.
It is good to know that
Let us save you time and money on your
with the appearance of
next airline trip. Call us at 09-2199 or see
the returning Christ
your travel agent.
there will be the bringSunbird Airlines - the sensible alternative to
ing about of remarkable
driving.
spiritual blessings.

SunhiticLAirtineJ

session of the General
Assembly. That
measure was opposed
by the Kentucky
Bankers Association.
The association,
however, has changed
its position, and no* officially supports the
multi-county legislation. But not all of the
association's members
concur. About 120
bankers have formed
the Independent Community Bankers
Association of
Kentucky.
C.D. Bennett of Hardinsburg, president of
the new group, told the
subcommittee that consumers will see increased service charges and
higher interest rates if
the bill is approved.
"We believe that the

bill is a special interest,
behind," said J. Glenn
or a 'big banker's bill,"
Babb, president of First
said Bennett.
City Bank & Trust Co, in
Ray Mackey, presi- Hopkinsvill
e. "It hurts
dent of the Kentucky me
to see our state fallFarm Bureau Federa- ing
behind, because our
tion, said the bill would people
deserve the
hamper competition in economi
c benefits
the banking business,
multi-county banking
and that local depositors
would "be held hostage
by the multi -bank
holding companies
located in some faraway city."
Mackey suggested
that voters should
decide the issue in a
referendum.
But proponents of the
bill claimed that it
would be in Kentucky's
best interest. Kentucky
is one of only five states
that do not allow banking across county lines.
"Kentucky is falling

can bring."
been allowed to come inDavis. who is also to the state since federal
president of Citizens Na- deregulation of the
tional Bank in Industry.
Somerset, said- the
The bill was posted for
legislation would help action in today's
Kentucky banks com- meeting of the House
pete with other financial Banking and Insurance
institutions that have Committee.

HOTPOINT
MICROWAVE
OVEN COOKS
FAST BY
TIME OR
TEMPERATURE
PLUS TIME OF
DAY CLOCK

"I take the same care with
animals that Block takes
with taxes."

$3

NOW ONLY

"I know I'm in good hands when Block
prepares my tax return. My preparer goes to
school every year to get special training. And
she does taxes hundreds of times. Training
and experience — that's
what'makes you good at
your job. I'll care for the
animals and let Block take
care of my taxes."

• Large 1.4 Cu. ft. capacity •
Electronic touch controls • 10
Power levels and defrost cycle
• Digital display for time, temperature, power levels • Timeof-day clock • Temperature
probe feature•Handsome simulated wood grain cabinet•Black
glass front.

The new shipment of microwaves is here so if you've
been waiting now's the time to purchase your microwave. '

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
People who know
their business.go to

•••/./..1

14811 BLOCK 3:

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray

903 Arcadia
Phone: 753-9204
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.

PoCOS gocK1 thfu January 30 r984

212 EAST MAIN STREET
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753-1586

Quantity rights reserved • Not responsive ior yypoicrapnicai
error

THE BEGLEY PHARMACIST
YOUR HEALTH CARE SPFCIALIST

• Alcolsol. Some medications in combination ontri even a Mlle
alconot can slcm breathog and bean rate and dui, reasoning
abiltty In larger amounts they may cause nausea coma of dean.
- Tobacco. Smoking reduces the effectiveness ot sorne
-neckcatIons Combined voth oral connaceptfves and related
nidcaMons. smoNng may increase Me risk ot heart attack stroke
and other circulatory diseases in skomen

Central Shopping Center Hwy 641 N. Murray
753-4025 Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6

Kenneth Tucker,
Pharmacist

COMPARE OUR LOW LOW

ore
Rich Cocoa Candy

Cocktail
Nuts

+Or,0trts

Buy I for

Pre-Season Close Out
On All 1983 Snappers

175 COura Bo

\Get One FREE

Think Begley s for Beauty Aids

11 M.P. 30" Cut Rider

Sally Hansen

Reg $1,422.95 (Elect Start)

-Exso
acetone I

Now Only

Spray Body
Deodorant

Ke11101Itf

free
gentle
nail color
remover i

9,295°°

Houbigant

Gentle
Hail Color

1879

Norher,

Acetone tree renxwer
sfatt moisture seae,aid
5 02

Professional •
Hair Dryer

Jergens

Aloe & Lanolin

8 H.P. 30' Cut Rider
(Elect. Start)
Reg. $1,301.95

, Now Only $

Think Begley s for Health Care

1 I/ 11 7
1 500

Pediatric
Cough
Syrup

4,1

21" Self Propelled
6 Forward Speeds
31/2 H.P. Briggs
Hivac Cutting
Action

Shower Up
Lickod shckver and Dein soap
Deodorant of Beauty soap

Head &
Shoulder
s
Regular Of Condevsning formulas

Sudafed Plus

4853

Kaz

Vaporizer

nnioren s
rrs so^ and st" "ose

Deconyesrt plus Arinhistamine
24 Tablets

2 Galion 24apos, Obierabon

99

11 oz

Reg $411 95

Reg $1499

CHARGE IT! IL%

1 95

Now Only $38

Bonn\
•

Save $30.00

1 2% A.P.R. Financing
7/
Available
During Month of Jan.
Come By & Register For Free Color
T.V. To Be Given Away Jan. 28th

fdliA9112

41=121013

Disposable Bottles

Perbk:t as en
Mt-purpose
nouseroNd
cleaner

Gadgets

Glass Cleaner
25.' RION Bole*
Nam Improved
formula to
cut grease
better

125 Count • 8 oz n,
e•Stenhzed Botftes
Lased rubber gloves 204.404 1r email
,0ergier. Or large

$4129

753-8201

All
Plumbing
Supplies

Reg SI 89

Buy Om.GINO*,FREE
SIC/areal°

color Enlargement

CENTER
200E. Main

Playtex

Begley Products

RENTAL SALES

.13uy One. Got Ono FREE -11

Photo Special

C0kwit•Print

Buy One
=:1111=1:c7"41111M Get One
MintsPrint
1 !Minima
FREE
Buy One. Get Ono FREE

aurairosiriim

WO Coupon
OsSoleil 2-211414

411. awn -41.

Kitchen

Windex
Lemon or Sudsy
U es.

kom stentlard fisze cow moakve

tOiSFC

r

aterimiainecift

'wercaeor'
Epee 2•211-414

Money saving coup
from Begley's

ir>

rr,,Amr
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-
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[OVC basketball tonight: Tennessee Tech hosts Murray Stat!
]
Tipoff 7:30 p.m. in Cookeville

sports
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Road trip:

Tar Heels whallop
Wake Forest, 100-63
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The North Carolina
basketball team learned
a lesson against
Virginia . . . and school
was, out for yake
Forest.
After nearly blowing a
21-point lead against
Virginia last week, the
Tar Heels made sure the
same thing wouldn't
happen again. So even
when they were up by 30
at one point over Wake
Forest Wednesday
night, the top-ranked
Tar Heels kept pouring
it on, and it resulted in a
100-63 embarrassment
of the No. 17 Demon
Deacons.
"We knew what
Virginia did to us, so we
just played hard each
possession," said North
Carolina forward Matt
Doherty, recalling a
69-66 escape over
Virginia after the Tar
Heels let the Cavaliers
get back into the game.

-•

Michael Jordan
scored 21 points and
Sam Perkins added 20 to
lead the undefeated Tar
Heels to their 15th
victory.
Jordan scored six
points in a 12-0 spurt
early in the first half
that put the Demon
Deacons in a hole from
which they could not
escape. Wake Forest
could not find an easy
inside shot as the Tar
Heel defense forced turnovers on the perimeter
and controlled the
backboards.
"We didn't expect it to
be like this," North
Carolina Coach Dean
Smith, said. "Our
defense held them to
four points in the first 10
minutes and that set the
tempo for the game."
DePaul also improved
its record to 15-0 with its
victory behind Tyrone
Cotbin and Jerry
McMillan, who scored
14 and 13 points, respectively. '
Wake Forest Coach
"Getting an early lead
Carl Tacy said his team was important," said
might as well have been DePaul Coach Ray
part of the crowd of Meyer. "If they had got10,000 at Chapel Hill.
ten ahead of us, I'm sure
"It looks like we came they would have let the
over to watch Carolina air out of the ball and
play." Tacy said. "This played in the center oi
can happen easily. The the court."
practices before the
Meyer, though, was
game had been good. I "disgusted" with his
can't explain what hap- team's free-throw
pened tonight."
shooting as DePaul hit
In other games involv- on only 10 of 21
ing the nation's ranked attempts.
teams, No. 2 DePaul
"We're going to hold a
beat Princeton 50-39, free-throw contest
No. 14 Louisville trimm- tomorrow," said Meyer.
ed Florida State 95-71 "I'm going to drop-kick
and 20th -ranked them in and they are goSyracuse stopped Pitt- ing to shoot and I'll beat
sburgh 62-58.
them."
45.

•

Racers face Tennessee twinbill
with Tech, MTSU back-to-back
Murray State hits the
road this week, traveling South for two conference games against
Tennessee opponents.
MSU visits Tennessee
Tech in Cookeville
tonight. Tipoff for the
Racer-Golden Eagle
contest is set for 7:30
p.m. at the Eblen
Center.
Murray State makes
its 1984 debut on the
Ohio Valley Conference's televised
"Friday Night Live"
series Friday, battling
Middle Tennessee State
in Murfreesboro. Tipoff
for the Racer-Blue
Raider tilt is slated for
RUNNERUP — Three Murray Police Boxing Club fighters placed second in their 10:30 p.m. in
the Murrespective weight divisions in the recent Coca Cola invitational Tournament in phy Athletic
Center.
Jackson, Tenn.(From left) Lannie Mize was runnerup in the 70-pound weight
class; ' Head coach Ron
Ricky Miller was runnerup in welterweight class(140-pound); and Jay Thomas was Greene's
Murray State
runnerup in novice class(80-pound). The Murray boxers fought Friday and Satur- squad brings
an 8-6
day for the titles.
overall record and a 1-3

Cards catch Seminoles napping
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP I — Florida State
coach Joe Williams said
it took his Seminoles
about 20 minutes. to settle down in their contest
with No. 14 Louisville.
But, unfortunately,
that 20 minutes was the
first half of Wednesday
night's Metro Conference college basketball contest.
"We were intidimated
by Louisville in the first
half," Williams said.
"Some of our players
had never been here
before.
"In the first half we

•II 00 •• •••• • alb

se •
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were going more one-onone and not taking the
shots out of our offense.
In the second half, we
calmed down and cut it
to 13, but then Louisville
was off again."
Guards Milt Wagner

orr
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Close-Out
On All 83
- Model John
Deere Equip.
Making Room
For 84

•

•

•

8-hp Riding Mower

•
The 68 Rider nas a covered engine tor a quiet ride;
shift-on-the-go 5-speed transmission. Triplesafety starting, color-coded controls, recoil or
electric start. Choose 30- or 94-inch cutting
.
width. Optional rear bagger for 30-inch mower.
Recoil Start Reg. Price $1449°°
a
N°W

ONLY

I

•

29900

Save $15000

14-hp Tractor

397800

Save $500°°

John Deere 21"

17 H.P. Twin Cyl. Hyd.
Reg. $4748"Save $400"

Self Propelled 4 H.P.

NOW

$4348°°

NOW

Beamer joins list
approving spring
football practice

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Add Murray State's Frank Bea-mer to the list
Louisville spurted out
of college football coaches in Kentucky who
to a 26-12 lead with 9:59
favor the reinstatement of spring football pracleft in the first half, but
tice at the high school level.
Florida State closed the
Beamer, who was away on a recruiting trip
gap to 28-20 at the 6:25
and could not be reached earlier, said today that,
mark.
yes, he did favor the proposal which would
The Cardinals then
reverse a policy by the Kentucky High School
outscored the Seminoles
Athletic Association banning spring practice for
15-2 to take a 43-22 lead
the past seven years.
with 2:59 left in the half.
"It would definitely improve the quality of
Wagner had eight of his
football in Kentucky and by allowing the players
points during the spree.
tiS work on techniques during the spring, it would
Florida State pulled
improve their chances of continuing their footwith 60-47 With 13:59 left
ball days after high school," Beamer said.
in the game, but the
The Murray State coach joined other Kentucky
Cardinals ran away
college coaches such as Jerry Claiborne of the
again, outscoring the
University of Kentucky, Louisville's Bob Weber,
Seminoles 19-6 to go up
East+rn Kentucky's Roy Kidd and Western Ken79-53 with 9:32 to go.
tueky's Dave Roberts.
"It's not often that Roy Kidd and I agree on
Louisville's biggest
anything," Beamer laughed, "but after looking
lead was 89-57 with 6:07/ at Kentucky films and those from Florida
and
left in game.
other states that do have spring practice — I've
Jeff Hall came off the
got to agree those athletes are better prepared to
bench to score 16 points
go on to play college football.
for Louisville. Charles
"I've visited with coaches from the different
Jones added 15 points
states and Kentucky has coaches just as good as
and 13 rebounds and
the other places but because of spring practice
Manual Forrest had 13
the players have got more of an opportunity to
points and a career-high
learn football techniques."
16 rebounds.
The proposal to reinstate spring practice in
Center Alton Lee GipKentucky was brought up recently by Calloway
son led Florida State
County High School Principal Jerry Ainley. The
with 17 points, while
proposal, calling for 15-to-20 days of practice betDean Shaffer added 14
ween Jan.1 and March 1, will be introduced,at
and Vince Martello 10.
the assembly of KHSAA delegates in April.
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John Deere Model 317

But Crum's fears
were soon erased.
"When they got on the
court they played hard,
and that's all you can
ask," Crum said.
Louisville improved
its record to 12-4 overall
and 5-0 in conference
play. Florida State fell
to 7-5 and 2-3.

following a heartbreaking 93-91 double overt im e loss to
Southwestern Louisiana
at Lafayette, La., in its
most recent outing Monday night. The Golden
Eagles' only conference
loss was a 79-72 setback
at Morehead State.
Middle Tennessee
State enters the week
with a 7-9 overall record
and 2-3 conference slate.
The Blue Raiders, who
host Austin Peay tonight
defeated Akron 52-50 in
overtime at Murfreesboio on Saturday'
(Continued on Pg.13)

Jan. 28

Hydrostatic drive and hydraulic lift nite the
14-hp 314 Tractor ideal for fobs other than just
mowing. Hydrostatic drive gives you one-lever
control of travel speed and direction. .no clutching, no shifting. Hydraulic lift lets you position
equipment exactly where you want it. The 314
also has built-in headlights, high -back seat and
color-coded controls. Mowers, front blade, tiller
and snow thrower are available
314 with 48" Mower Reg Retail $4478°°

NOW $
ONLY

and Lancaster Gordon
scored 20 points each to
lead Louisville to a 95-71
Victory, its eighth
straight win.
Louisville coach Denny Crum also worried
about his players' emotional state, but his fear
was of apathy.
"Before the game in
the dressing room, they
didn't seem excited, and
that worried me." Crum
said. "I was very concerned coming into the
game they would be a
little flat because when
you come off an emotional game like (Sunday's contest with)
UCLA, you have a
tendency, at least in
your mind, to letdown."

OVC mark into Thurday's action after splitting a pair of conference
games at home last
week. Senior guard Lamont Sleets netted 25
points and grabbed six
rebounds to lead the
Racers past Eastern
Kentucky 66-60 last
Thursday.
MSU dropped an 87-76
decision to Morehead
State Saturday night
despite a brilliant
career-high 37-point
performance by Sleets.
Tennessee Tech
stands at 9-7 overall and
4-1 in conference play

BUFFALO
BUFFET
NIGHT
AT

KENLAKE RESORT
DINING ROOM
ENTREE'S INCLUDE: Roast Round of Buffalo Carved On The Line,
B.B.Q. Buffalo, Buffalo Salisbury Steak, Fried Chicken.
VEGETABLES INCLUDE: County Fried Potatoes, Baked Beans,
Turnip Greens, Black Eyed Peas, 2 Large Salad Bars, Featuring Ky.
Made Cheeses, And Assorted Desserts. (Includes Drink)
ALL FOR ONLY

s460°°

Save $3000

John Deere Model 318
18 H.P. Twin Cyl.
Reg. $5558" Save $600"

58°°

RENTAVSALES

NOW $49

200 E. Main

Other Models At Closeout
Prices 74 A.P.R. Financing
During Month Of Janudryl

•

$7
9
5
Adult and $
4
95Children

CENTER
753-8201

•

COME BY AND REGISTER FOR FREE COLOR T.V.To Be Given Away
Jan. 28th
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KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
DIN
ING
ROOM
Hwy. 94
Aurora, Ky
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Mets losing Seaver may be more than 'innocent accident'
The Meta were caught
By WILL GRIMSLEY
with mustard all over
Associated Press
their faces. It helped
Special Correspondent
From "The Fran- hide the blush of embarchise" to "World Series rassment. Or did it?
Renown" to' Triple Cy Was this simply an acciYoung Winner" to dent, an oversight? Or
"Discard" to "Return- was it a ruse - as many
ing Prodigal Son" to baseball observers
"The Man the Club suspect - to unload an
aging piece of property
Forgot."
Baseball life has been with a $800,000-a-year
a dizzying roller coaster price tag and use the
ride and periodic disillu- money for a youth
sionment for Tom rebuilding job?
Frank Cashen, the
Seaver, the Connecticut
country squire whose Mets' executive vicepowerful right arm has president and general
made him a certainty manager, apologized
for election to the Hall of profusely, saying it was
Fame in Cooperstown', an innocent mistake.
"With their strong pitN.Y.
Today, the boyish, ching staff, we couldn't
39-year-old pitcher finds imagine the White Sox
himself at another taking him," the dapper
crossroads -object of a little boss with his
technical rhubarb which perennial bow tie said.
would force him to pull "We took a risk and it
up stakes again and backfired."
Nelson Doubleday,
move to a foreign league
and unfamiliar club for the team's board chairhis final innings which man with the historic
he had hoped to spend a name,called it a "tragic
short thruway ride from mistake."
Was it really? Or was
his New England home.
it a contrived ploy to
It's not the way this escape from a dilemma
story was supposed to without damaging the
turn out.
club's integrity and
Last week while arousing the ire of a
everybody was,enmesh- volatile public?
ed in the excitement of
How can anyone
Super Bowl XVIII, an overlook a man of
astonishing announce- Seaver's acment came out of complishments and
Chicago. The enterpris- stature? How can any
ing White Sox had notic- logical person leave
ed Seaver's name in such a property unbaseball's free-agent protected while harborcompensation pool - a ing 26 lesser players, a
sort of junkyard - and dozen of whom had
said, "We'll take that never'played in the maone."
jor leagues?
Oops!
Cashen is regarded as
Seaver was left with sharp operator. No one
the option of either go- ever accused him of being to the White Sox or ing stupid. If such be
retiring.
true, wouldn't it have

White Sox players
make deadline for
salary arbitration
NEW YORK (AP) Seven members of the
American League West
champion Chicago
White Sox, including Cy
Young Award winner
LaMarr Hoyt, are
among at least 73
players who filed for
baseball salary arbitration before the midnight
deadline.
Don Fehr, acting executive director of the
Players Association,
said Wednesday night
that more players could
be added to the list today if they-filed before
the deadline.
Hoyt joined Kevin
Hickey, Steve Mura,
Rudy Law, Rich Dotson,
Jerry Dybzinski and
Salome Barojas as
members of the White
Sox filing for arbitration. Under the binding
system, both a player
and his team submit a
salary figure and present their cases before
an arbitrator who picks
either number, with no
compromise allowed.
A player may sign
before his scheduled
hearing date, however.
The Boston Red Sox,
Seattle Mariners and
Montreal Expos followed the White Sox with
six players each filing
for arbitration.
The Expos had Tim
Raines, Gary Lucas,
Charlie Lea, Tim
Wallach, Jeff Reardon
and Bill Gullickson.
Seattle had Mike Stan(
ton, Pat Putnam,
Dave
Beard, Roy Thomas, Ed
Vande Berg and Ron
Roenicke, while Boston
had AL batting cham-

pion Wade Boggs, Glenn
Hoffman, Gary Allenson, Luis Aponte, Bruce
Hurst and Steve
Crawford.
Other big names on
the list include Rickey
Henderson of Oakland,
Johnny Ray of Pittsburgh, Kent Hrbek of
Minnesota, Lee Smith of
the Chicago Cubs, Jesse
Orosco of the New York
Mets, and Pedro Guerrero of the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
A surprising name on
the list was another
Dodger, relief pitcher
Steve Howe, who was
banned by Commissioner Bowie Kuhn from
playing in 1984 for his
admitted involvement
with drugs. Howe lost
his arbitration case in
1983, asking for $450,000
but receiving $325,000.

been better for Cashen
to confess that the highpriced Seaver was expendable under the
Meta' restructuring
plan.
For all his glittering
credentials, Seaver will

Stage Farm Ole Insurance Company
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College Basketball
College Basketball
Wednesday's Scores
EAST
Bucknell 64. Lafayette 58
Connecticut 67, New Hampshire

45
Drexel 71, Vermont 86
Fordham 72, Holy Cross 62
Long Island U 88. Wagner 73
Loyola, Md. 59, Towson St 51
Navy 78. American 71
Rides 68. Lehigh 54
Syracuse 62, Pittsburgh 58
Yale 66, Brown 60
SOUTH
Alabama St. 74. Tennessee St 66
Dayton 71, W Kentucky 68
E Carolina 44. NC Wilmington

HELPING HAND - Baseball pitcher Tom Seaver has many outside interests,
which included the duties as honorary chairman for National Hunting and fishing
Day last September. Above, Seaver gives tips to a young shooter. The three-time
Cy Young Award winner may have more time to pursue his outside interests if he
decides to retire instead of playing for the White Sox who recently picked him in the
free agent compensation draft.

Racers ...

(Continued from Pg.12)

week.
A 5-10 sharpshooter from Eminence,
Ky., Sleets is averaging
20.5 points per game second best in the OVC
- while hitting 51.7 percent of his shots from
the field.
Tennessee Tech,
directed by head coach
Tom Deaton, relies
heavily on the one-two
punch of forwards
Stephen Kite and Lonnie
Boone.
Kite, a 6-6
sophomore, tops the
team in both scoring
and rebounding,
averaging 16.9 points
and 6.9 rebounds a contests. Boone is collecting 11.0 points and 4.9
rebounds each time out.
Head coach Stan
Simpson's Middle Tennessee squad is paced

by sophomore guard
LaRae Davis, who
scores at a 12.8 points
per game clip, and 6-6
senior forward Doug
Lipscomb, t#ho contributes 12.3 points and
a team-high 8.3 rebounds a game.
Friday's Murray
State-Middle Tennessee
State game marks the
Racers fourth appearance on the OVC's
"Friday Night Live"
television series. MSU
has not lost in three
previous appearances
on the late -night
production.
Last season in front of
the FNL cameras, the
Racers downed Tennessee Tech 92-88 in
Cookeville and Middle
Tennessee State twice.
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Furman 96. Citadel 70
Louisville 96. Florida St. 71
N Carolina 100, Wake Forest 83
N Carolina A&T 78. Winston<alem St. 60
Niagara 77. Cornell 50
Stetson 103. Armstrong 72
William & Mary 91, George
Mason 79
.
MIDWEST
Ball St. 68, N Illinois 66
(' Michigan 86. Bowling Green
,
4 OT
DePaul 50, Princeton 39
Kansas 77, Nebraska 61
Miami, Ohio 54. Kent St. 47
Minnesota 75, Wisconsin 62

N. Iowa 68. Cleveland St Oty
Notre Dame 59. Davidson 56 OT
Ohio 65. E. Michigan 47
Toledo 69, W Michigan 55
W Illinois 78. E Illinois 85
SOUTHWEST
Texas A&M 68. Texas 52
Texas Tech 85, Baylor 57
Texas-San Antonio Ill. Prairie
View 66
FAR WEST
Colorado 74, Kansas St 66
FLORIDA STATE(71)
litartello 4.8 2-2 10. Allen 4-11 0-1 8,
Gipson 8.18 1-4 17. William 0-2 0-0 0.
124
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Pro Basketball
National Basketbafl Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L. Pct
GB
Etoaton
34 9
791 Philadelphia
29 14
674
5
New York
11.22 ).j.
561 10
New Jersey gisi--. 1
512 12
Washington
19 24
442 15
Central Division
Milwaukee
24 19
558 Detroit
23 19
548
i-a
Atlanta
24 20
545
le
Chicago
16 23
410
134.
Indiana
12 29
293 114
Cleveland
12 30 .286 12

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Farrar 0-2 0-0 0, Miles 1-1 0-.0 2.
Utah
26 16
619 Speights 2.2 0-0 4_ Totals 32-74 7.13
Dallas
25 19
568
2
71.
San Antonio
19 24
442
74
LOUISVILLE (95)
Denver
18 25
419 84
Forrest 5.9 3-3 13. Thompson 1-2
Houston
18 25
419 84
0-02. C. Jones 6-9 3-6 15. Gordon 9-19
Kansas City
17 21
415
Ste
2-2 30, Wagner 9-15 2-2 20, Hall 8.14
Pacific Division
0-0 16, McSwain 2-7 2-2 6, Sumpter
1-1 0-0 2. Mitchell 0-3 1-3 1. K. Jones '
l cls Angeles
26 16
610 Portland
27 18 .600 0-1 0-00. Totals 41-80 13-1895
Seattle
21 19
525
34
Halftime score - Louisville 51.
Golden State
20 24
455 64
Florida St. 28, Fouled out - SumpPhoenix
.452
19
23
6'5
ter Rebounds - Florida St. 31.
San Diego
14 28
333 llit
i Martell° 81. Louisville 59 IForrest
Wednesday's Games
161, Assists - Florida St. 14 iShafBoston
Philadelphia
102,
98
fer 41, Louisville 26 I Gordon 81.
Indiana 117. Denver 112
Total fouls - Florida St
16.
Atlanta 109. Milwaukee 105
LoulsvIle 15 A - 16.318.
Dallas 112. Golden State 110. OT
Thursday's Games
New York at Washington
Denver at ehlrago
Golden State at San Antonio
lee at K;
:
S
T eawttj
ntst
a
;
s City
time state amateur wintah
arsey
ner, said the roughs at Houston at Los Angeles
Phoenix at SanF Olego
s
Paducah weren't as
Games
good as they should be
No games scheduled
Games
and the course needed
Saturday's
No games scheduled
another growing season
Sunday's Game
All-Star Game in Denver
before it was ready.

Amateur Golf
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The Kentucky
Golf Association State
Amateur championship
will be played this summer at Bowling Green
Country Club.
The Country Club of
Paducah was to host the
72-hole tournament
June 26-29, but officals
asked that the association board move the
tournament because the
Paducah course would
not be ready. The championship will be in
Paducah in 1985.
Jim Brown, an
association board
member and a three-

e
t 524 Main

309 N.
16th

High School Basketball
High School Basketball
Wednesday's Games
Gwls
Lou. Inv* Tourny.(First Round)
Belfry 49, Lou Angela Merici 30
Lou. Male 61. Mason Co. 43
Sacred Heart 47. Shelby Co 45
Southern 56, Whitesburg 51
Regular Season
Bracken Co. 68. Lewis Co. 39
Campbell Co 44. Holy Cross 40
Fleming-Neon 53, Jenkins 31

Notre Dame 62, Coy Bishop
Brossart 48
Somerset 66. Jessamine Co 37
BOYS
Lloyd Invt. Trny
First Round
Highlands 84. Dixie Heights 48
Newport Catholic 73, Maysville 65
Regular Season
Belfry 67, Matewon W Va 55
Dilce Combs 60, Hazard 55
Lee County 40. Knott Central 32

Larry Krouse Insurance

Granny s

759-9888

A

7533149

Murray's Newest Restaurant!
Daily Lunch And Dinner Specials
*TUESDAY
Dinner
Lunch
'Pork Steak
'Chicken Pot Pie •Chicken & Rice
•Sausage Casserole

No matter which you choose, you'll win the split decision when it
comes to log splitting jobs.
The New Case J31 log splitter- designed to operate in one direction
with power supplied by Case hydraulic drive tractors.
The J31 is tractor mounted to move with the log splitting job - anytime
and anyplace and adjustable to 9 working heights for the convenience
and comfort of the operator.
The New Case J32log splitter- splits "comm n' and goin" to make
short work of log splitting jobs.
A moving wedge splits logs on the outward stroke and the inward
stroke using powerful hydraulic power right from the Case tractor
hydraulic system.
Case Quality Sold only by Quality Case Dealers
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CASE

753-0045

He won three Cy
Young Awards and five
times won 20 or more
games. But M. Donald
Grant, the Meta' president, soured on him
because of a contract
hassle and traded him to
the Cincinnati Reds in
1977.
Irate fans 'wrote letters, tore up tickets and
staged boycotts.
Under new Doubleday
management, the Mets
brought Seaver home
again last year, put him
the cover of their press
guide and indicated it
was a reunion made in
Heaven and would last
forever.
But in baseball, such
romance doesn't exist.

Check with ,
, (-----)
a. •
State Farm - .":•_:._"-.
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of 300 victories, just 27
away.
But the great righthander certainly
deserves a chance to
leave the Meta under
most auspicious
circumstances.
More than any other
single person, he
typified the Amazin'
Mets. A Southern
California graduate, he
moved to the Mets after
one year in the minors,
became the first ever to
win Rookie of the Year
honors for a last place
club, two years later
helped project them to
the first of two National
League pennants and a
World Series
championship.
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Spacial Good Jan. 27 thru Fob. 2
Convoniont DrIvo Through Windowr

probably doesn't fit into
the Mets' scheme of
things with young Darryl Strawberry, the National League's Rookie
of the Year in 1983, as
the "New Franchise"
and a lot of good-looking
young arms to back him
up.
Seaver would be a
valuable asset to the
White Sox, a sound club
with immediate World
Series potential. Except
that it disrupts Seaver's
homelife - proximity to
his Greenwich, Conn.,
digs - it's probably not
a bad move for both
clubs.
It's certainly a better
chance for Seaver to
reach that coveted goal

SCOREBOARD

in their last game.
"With three conference losses already, I
feel like our backs are
really against the wall
as far as the OVC race is
concerned," Greene
said. "Our two games
this week at Tennessee
Tech and Middle Tennessee will certainly
test our mettle.
"Tech is an excellent
team with veteran performers who play well
together. Middle Tennessee proved how
capable they are by
beating a strong
Morehead State team on
the road."
Leading the Murray
State charge is the
veteran Sleets, who colBefore the midnight lected 62 points in the
deadline for filing, pit- Racers two outings last
cher Fernando Valenzuela, who was eligible
for arbitration, signed
another one-year contract with the Dodgers.
Tecins were not disclosed, but it was believed
that the 1981 Cy Young
Award winner received
an increase from the
record $1 million an arbitrator awaride-d the
23-year-old left-hander
In 1983.
Hoyt, who compiled a
Case J31
24-10 record, and Dotson, 22-7, were the two
lowest-paid members of
Chicago's starting rotation last season. Hoyt
made, a reported
$275,000 in base salary,
while Dotson earned
$340,000.

,efticiksot44itity42.„
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Chestnut St.

be 40 in November. His as Jim Kaat, Gaylord
fastball has lost some of Perry and Steve
its zip. He is prone to the Carlton.
aches and pains of an
Tom Terrific is still a
aging man. He never valuable pitcher -, as
developed the exotic pit- his 9-14 record last
ches that extended the season with a losing
careers of such hurlers club attests - but he

*SATURDAY
Lunch
'Homemade'
sad
Soups
&

*WEDNESDAY
•Sauage Casserole
•Chicken Liver
*All You Can
Dinner
'Chicken Cacciaton
Eat Pork Ribs
'Chicken Curry
'Shrimp
*THURSDAY
'Chicken Pot Pie
Casserole
'Corn Beef & Cabbage *Chicken
Casserole
'Chicken & Rice
*SUNDAY
*FRIDAY
Dinner
Lunch
'Beef Short Ribs •Cumberland Country
Ham (The Real Thing)
'Beef Liver 'Chicken & Rice
*Pork Steak
•Chicken Casserole
Try These Homemade Soups:
Split Pea, Potato, Carrot, Lentil

Tues.Thurs.
11 am.p.m.
- Sat.
11 am.10 p.m.

Sun.
11-3
Closed
Monday
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Race Illustrated
Tonight
Murray State
Visits
Tennessee Tech

Saturday Night
Murray State
Visits
Middle Tennessee

Racer guard Lamont Sleets is
the second leading scorer in the
Ohio Valley Conference with a
20.5 scoring average. Last week
against Morehead State, he
scored a career high 37 points.

Starting time for the Ten•
neessee Tech game is 7:30 p.m.
Tip-off for the "Friday Night
Live" contest at Middle Tennessee is 10:30 p.m. The game
will be shown locally on WSPDTV Channel 6 in Paducah. Listen
to both games on the Racer
Sports Network, WNBS•AM
(1340) and WAAF-FM (103.7)

Craig Talley

Vada Martin

Last year Murray State was 3-0
in "Friday Night Live" contest.
Two of those victories were over
Middle Tennessee State.

Mike Lahm

Watch the Ron Greene Show
Sunday at 10:30 p.m. on WPSDTV Channel 6 In Paducah.

Lamont Sleets

Coach Ron Greene

Brian Stewart

The Lady Racers play Tennessee Tech on Thursday starting
at 5 p.m. and Middle Tennessee
on Friday beg-inning at 7:30 p.m.
•

Probable Starters

Tennessee Tech (9-7, 4-1)
No. Name
Year Ht. Avg. Pos.
23' Stephen Kite
So.
6-6 16.9 F
22
Lonnie Boone
Jr.
6-4 11.0 F
44
Ricky Cantrell
Jr.
6-9 1.3 C
25
Jimmy Elliott
Jr.
6-2 12.1 G
14
Danny Schultz
Sr.
6-3 8.5 G
Head Coach: Tom Deaton (Tusculum College,
1970)

•

Go Racers!

Thorobred Computers
Olympic Plaza
Featuring:
Franklin Ace Computers
The Apple Compatible with more features
than Apple.

DEC Rainbow by Digital The IBM Compatible that out performs
IBM.
NEC Portable

,A1

The Computer that weight 3.5 lbs. but
performs a ton of work.
Franklin Ace,
DEC, IBM & Apple
are Register
Trademarks

111141.0

CI I li),S1111

Murray
Datsun
Chrysler
Dodge

Dodge

Twin Lakes is Proud To Annouce
Our appointment as an Authorized
Sales Agent for Xerox in Murray, KY.
We're pleased to announce that we have been
selected as an Authorized Sales Agent for the popular
line of Xerox desk top copiers, portable copiers and supplies. Our customers are assured of quality service
directly from Xerox.
Call for a free demonstration and see just how much
a Xerox copier can do for you.
Authorized
Xerox Salm
ASP.1

Ronnie Ross
Danny Ross
Jamis Ross
Billy Miller

You
Mui

AGENT

Auto
Homeowners
Commercial
Fire
Farmowners
Lite
Health

210 East Main St.
Murray, KY
753-0489

Best of Luck
Racers!
Hwy. 641 North
Central Center

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

S. 12th
753-7114
114

Ross Insurance
Agency

Middle Tennessee (7-9, 2-3)
No. Name
Year Ht. Avg. Pos.
, 34
Doug Lipscomb
Sr.
6-6 12.3 F
50
Russell Smith
Jr.
6-7 10.6 F
42
Raleigh Choice
So.
6-108.5 C
24 - Maury Mapes
Sr.
6-2 6.1 G
30
LaRae Davis
So.
6-3 12.8 G
Head Coach: Stanley Simpson (Georgia Southern,
1961)

Murray State (8-6, 1-3)
No. Name
Year Ht. Avg. Pos.
21
Craig Talley
6-4 8.9 F
. Jr.
Vada Martin
35
Jr.
6-7 10.1 F
Mike Lahm
50
Jr.
6-108.1 C
Lamont Sleets
10
5-1020.5 G
Sr.
Brian Stewart
22
Sr.
6-2 8.5 G
Head Coach: Ron Greene (Murray State, 1962)

T WIN
24 HOURS
2 TRUCKS TO SERVE

Main Street

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

753-0123

When you qualify as a preferred risk for State Auto
Companies special Medalist Auto Policy, your
rata won't go up with your first accident,
Unlike similar policies that require three years of
policy ownership. the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately

The Medalist recognizes the older safer driver with substantial rate
reductions and broader coverage Rate reductions begin as early usage 5and
are particularly attractive for the 45 to 6.4 year old.

YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Tint
Batteries
Accessories

McCLARD

753-9132
N ights
753 1234 753 130

SHELL

If you have a safe driving record, see lust how low your car insurance
premium can be with the Medalist Auto Policy from State Auto Insurance
Companies
Call us about this car insurance break-through for safe drivers

PURDOM & THURMAN
INSURANCE State Auto Insurer:
Industrial Rd.

D&W AUTO INC.
We Have A
Complete Glass Shop
And A
Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
Murray, KY
512 S. 12th
753-4563

Friday Nights
Seafood Buffet

Go Get'Em Racers
_AP
'
%•<

Saturday Night
Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffe

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hwy. 94

Aurora

753-1319

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5321

474-2211

belcher oil co. e
lo
MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

Quality Petroleum
Products
403 So. L. P. Miller St.
Murray, KY 42071
-

753-0212

• 753-2321

WES1
1075
V101
•5
•A)

INC.

605 Maple Street
Phon* 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky

Caulthg Ctioutead6
- AU Ydu Can Eat Fish Dtnners
HWY 80
HARDIN. KY

Don't Foript Our(*mph%
Machin* 4 Radiator Shops

PHONE
502-437-4871
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HEALTH

Reagan's first campaign outing today

WASHINGTON (Ma)
"I don't think he in that Reagan would
tour and on which he is Amway sales personnel.
— With Wall Street jit- any way,shape or form,
retire from office at the expected to base his re- He also was
to speak to
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. tery over a rumor that if he had chosen months end of his
term.
election campaign. •
the
Southern
he
not
semay
seek
a
ago
not to run for reWhen asked about the
DEAR DR. LAMB — I man's constant search for into their component parts,
In Atlanta, the presi- Republican Leadership
read your column on too eternal youth. SOD is an the amino acids. It's these cond term, President election, would have let rumor, deputy White dent scheduled an adConference before
was
Reagan
off
kicking
the
charade go on this House press secretary
many laxatives, which used enzyme in vital tissue which amino acids that are passed
dress to a "Spirit of returning to the nation's
to be my problem. I was tak- has an anti-aging effect on through the intestinal wall his '84 campaign today long. This committee is Marlin Fitzwa.ter America
— A Salute to capital in the evening to
into the circulation. The at a star-spangled set up. We've gone out replied: "...We fully exing one-third cup of Milk of cells.
Free
Enterprise"
rally attend a Republican
amino acids in SOD are no, forum in Atlanta, the and raised over $4 pect him to
Magnesia every other day. It
run again. consisting largely of fund-raiser.
I hasten to add, however, different from the
,
got so that my kidneys
same first in a series of events million. No other can- There's no substance to
would get me up almost eve- that the SOD enzyme in cells basic amino acids in many building to Sunday's ap- didate can (legally)
the rumor."
ry hour during the night. I must be manufactured by of our protein foods. After peal for four more have this money.
No
Rollins, former White
would wake up more tired your body. Swallowing SOD digestion it's no longer SOD, years.
other candidate can House political director,
than when I went to bed and will not help your cells. It's but simply the amino-acid
With the State of the have this campaign."
said both he and the
remained sleepy during the an enzyme, which means it's building blocks for SOD.
Union message behind
a
Isn't there one chance president have studied
protein.
All
proteins,
day.
SOD has been evaluated
I went to the hospital and whether in round steak, fish recently in mice. The SOD him, the president's in a million that the the draft of the rethey said it was the laxa- or ,SOD. are digested. First content of tissues was mea- Georgia trip is his first 72-year-old president, election announcement.
tives and to take tap-water the protein is attacked by sured before and after giv- official political outing soon to be 73, will back
"I've read the speech
enemas. In three days I felt stomach acids and then ing SOD orally, and in ani- of the campaign season. out at the last moment about three times," he
attacked
by
all
the
enzymes mals that didn't receive
But for all those doub- to retire to the splendor
Like a new person.
said. "It hits about three
Now I have prunes every in the same intestine, includ- SOD. Giving the animal SOD ting Thomases who and solitude of his
ing
those
of
the
pancreas.
had no effect whatsoever on won't believe it until mountaintop ranch in or four key points about
morning and prune juice
what he's accomplished
They break proteins down the SOD level in their cells.
every night, but I still have
they hear Reagan California?
in the first three years
problems. I'm all right for
himself say he is runn"No, not one in a and that there's still an
three or four days, but then I
ing for a second term, million," Rollins replied
awful lot to do."
have to use an enema. I take
the main event occurs at 'evenly. "We'd just have
Metamucil every other day.
In reply to specific
10:55
p.m.
EST Sunday such utter chaos that questions,
I'm 73 and walk two miles
Rollins said it
in a five-minute paid you'd almost be handing
a day.
was safe to assume that
broadcast
from the Oval the presidency to the the
DEAR READER — Conspeech will point to
Office.
stant use of salt laxatives is
Democrats."
an economy recovering
—The major thing he's
hard on the bowel system. A
Despite Rollins' from a recession, greatsmall amount of prunes and
going to say is that he's assertions, the Dow
ly increased military
LEXINGTON,
Ky. dation, a private going to run again," Edprune juice is probably all
Jones average of 30 in- spending, and Reagan's
right, but you should know (AP) — Construction of organization that is ward J. Rollins, the dustrials
CAN SAVE
dropped near- fondness for traditional
WATER/ENERGY
they contain a substance a new cancer research building the laboratory director of Reagan.ly 11 points to close at values. Those are the
that behaves as a chemical laboratory has been vir- and a 28-bed in-patient Bush '84, said
in a re- 1,231.89 Wednesday themes that
have guided
laxative. This works fine for tually assured because cancer care center at
cent interview.
after rumors spread his first White House
many people, but again a trust foundation the university.
ADJUST WATER
On this point, Rollins
excess gets you back into the esta,blighed by the late
LEVEL TO
The in-pitient clinic is was adamant.
LOAD SIZE
excess cycle.
owner of Calumet Farm under construction and
•
Tap-water enemas are
gave $4.8 million to the Wednesday's gift
useful for many people. You
might find you would get University of Kentucky. assures construction of
UK President Otis the research center,
Has A Price You Can Live With.
along better if you included
more bulk in your diet or Singletary and Dr. Stone said.
DANVILLE, Ky.
UK will give the $4.8
increased your bulk former. Peter Bosomworth,
Metamucil is a good bulk chancellor of the univer- million to the McDowell (AP) — The Danvilleformer. You may need to sity's medical center, foundation, which will Boyle County Chamber
take it on a daily basis, even accepted the gift from turn over the operation of Commerce has sent
twice a day. You can judge the Lucille Parker of the facilities to the legislators copies of a
this on the basis of your Markey Charitable university when con- three-page position
response. The bulk formers Foundation
on struction is completed, paper asking them to
don't contain chemicals or
he said.
declare the Northpoint
salt,- so eliminate the same Wednesday.
The complex will be Training Center a temproblems.
Mrs. Markey began
To give you more infor- contributing to the named the Lucille porary facility and to reWASHER
mation. about laxatives, I'm university's cancer Parker Markey Cancer ject any proposal to exM.octel WWA 7050B
pand it beyond its curCenter.
sending you The Health Let- research
DRYER
efforts a few
BUICK
1977
ELECTRA
3 cycles including
ter 12-8, Laxatives, Enemas
Also at the ceremony rent capacity of 715.
Model DDE5300B
permanent press
years
and
ago
directed
4-Dr,
V-8,
Automatic
P.S.,
and Suppositories. Others
• Two washispon speeds—
• Four cycles
was Dr. Ben Roach,
The paper claims Norgiving
that
the
continue
regular and gentle
• Rust-resistant porcelain
who want this issue can send
chairman of the thpoint, a medium tarsaa:ou- NOW $3,150.00
• Three wash/rinse temperenamel finished drum
75 cents with a long, after her death through McDowell foundation. security prison, has
ature combinations
• Up to 130 minute timed
stamped, self-addressed the trust. Her total Mrs. Markey's practice caused real and potencycle
• Soak cycle
envelope for it to me, in care donations to the proONLY
ONLY
of matching money rais- tial damage to the comPRICES
SLASHED ON ALL
of this newspaper, P.O. Box gram jumped to $10.7
munity's
ed
economic,
by
foundation
the
1551, Radio City Station, million with WednesGMC TRADE-INS
gave fund-raising ef- recreational, cultural
New York, NY 10019.
day's gift, said Pat
and educatonal
DEAR DR. LAMB — A Stone, chief spokesman forts a big boost.
Among the $4.8 character, and it says.
group of women in our club for the medical center.
Our Best Pair!
million raised in- expansion of the prison
take superoxide dismutase.
"This
the
largest
is
Cl-.. WE BRING G(X)D THINGS "R)LIFE.
Do you recommend these
dependently by the foun- would result in more
3 Wes South
pills? What do they do for single cash gift the dation was a $2 million harm.
university has receivjgpu?
MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
on Hwy. 641
Chamber Board of
contribution by
DEAA 'READER
— ed," he said.
Brownell Combs, who Directors member
MURRAY,
KY.
GIKAC
The money will be usSuperoxide' dismutase —
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
operates Spendthrift Mark Dexter said he
502-753-1372
better known as SOD — is a ed to match funds raised
Farm, which, like hopes the document
:12 i•ST MAIN 515E1 ,
popular pill usually sold in by the Danville-based
Howard co.,8 loll. S.n.rnons
753 I 586
health-food stores. They're Ephraim McDowell Calumet, is known "will appeal ot the
Just another example of Cancer Research Foun- worldwide for its cham- legislator's sense of
•
pionship thoroughbred fairness and will make
them understand 'bow
race horses.
William Sutter, a (the state Corrections
BOBBY WOLFF
Chicago lawyer, and Cabinet) forced this
Margaret Glass, a prison on us."
longtime aide to Mrs.
The chamber actively
"The future is not a gift South holds: 1-26-B
Markey, presented the fought a 1982 proposal to
— it is an achievement." —
$4.8 million to turn a juvenile treatHarry Lauder.
+93
Singletary. Both are ment center into the
K Q92
trustees of Mrs. prison, but then-Gov.
J 67 62
+92
Markey's. charitable John Y. Brown Jr. ap•
flfl dir
foundation.
No •
proved the idea in early
V
South must look into the North Sesta
If the McDowell 1983.
111
I
future to make today's 1+
r
C.
center is able to raise an
"We have a new
tempting game. If he rolls 341
additional $200,000, governor and a new sesthe dice at trick one and
so* 7111(
Motile,
wins, he breaks even. If the ANSWER: Pass. A rock-bot- Stone said, Mrs. sion of the Legislature,
tom
minimum
with
poor
dice come up snake eyes,
and
feel
Markey's
we
we
might
trust
will
give
the defenders get the plus chances to produce a game.
an equal amount, have a chance to prescore.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
boosting the value of its sent our case for at least
West's club king wins and P.O. Box 11362, Dallas, Tuns 711126.
he continues with his 10. A with self-addressed, stamped envelope latest single contribu- putting a lid on NorthClock/Electrical
point," Dexter said.
tion to $5 million.
third high club comes next for reply.
Cartouretor!Fuei Pump
Sw.tchesNotors
and South is at the cross4
Ally,nab'Starter
SprongsfShock AbsOrberS.
roads. Should he ruff with
Electron.c Ign,t,on
Ball Jomts
dummy's eight of trumps?
RadiatorVYater Pump
If he does, East overruffs
Headltghts and
and exits with the heart
Other Bulbs
king. With no quick entry to
draw the trumps, South
plays high diamonds, hoping
Now You Can Plan, Forecast & Analyze Your
tur CondotIoner,
to discard two hearts. West
Heat,ng System
Rainbow
With
Activities
The
Business
100.
ruffs and leads a heart and
Transmtsson Case
South achieves an unworthy
Wheel BeanngsrBrake
Features:
and Internal Parts
Complete ExhauSISystern
Rotors and Drums
down two.
256K Ram Memory
To assure the game,South
Engine Conoer Block
Onveshatt'Unnersal
IBM Compatible
should resist the tempting
and Meads
JoIntsiAxles
ruff with dummy's spade
132 Column Display
eight. Instead, he discards a
CP/M Operating System
small red card from
Training Is Available
dummy. Now he can win
any shift and dummy's
And more with our free
• the repairing dealer will fix it
trump eight provides the
Lifetime
Service
Guarantee.
- free. Free parts. Free labor. For
vital entry to South's
trumps. Trumps are drawn
got
We've
covered
you
on
as long as you own your vehicle.
safely and the defenders are
thousands of parts for,as long as
held to only the first three
No matter when or where you
club tricks.
vehicle.
own
our
you
It's
your
bought it. The Lifetime Senice
Is it unlucky to get the
third club overruffed when
Lifetime
Service
Guaraotee.
Guarantee.
We've got you
there's only one higher
Here's how it works. If you ever
trump
outstanding?
covered on thousands of parts.
Perhaps, but bad hick or
Lincoln,
Ford,
your
need
have
to
Come in today for details!
BahlI1)aVi
NORTH
I-U-A
Personal Computer
•8
Mercury or Ford Light Truck

Too manly laxatives

2-SPEED
WASHER

PERMANENT PRESS

Cancer research
lab in future for
UK medical center

DRYER

Chamber
sends paper

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC.

s408°°

'308°°

TRUCKS-TRAILERS- USES,INC.

PARKER FORD SAYS:

THE ACES®

Instead ofjust this...

We cover all these for life...

Business People:

•A 7 5
OAKQ109 3
+64

fixed, you pay once, and we'll
guarantee that, if the covered
part ever has to be fixed again,

WEST
EAST
+7542
*if 3
•10
•K
2
5
• *J8762
OAKQJI0 6 +92

,1

This limited warranty covers vehicles in
normal use. And excludes routine maintenance parts. belts, hoses, sheet metal and
upholstery.
4"
t
.
•- •

rro,

We fix carsfor keeps.

J 106

•J 43
*4
+753

Vulnerable: Both.
North. The bidding:
Nsttli East
Saab
l•
Pus 1*
2•
Pass S•
4.
Pass. .

•

Dealer

c
,

that
Pan
ems

Opening lead:Club king
.1
,

not, why not choose the play
Mist best aspens the game?
Bid with The Aces

•

Thorobred Computer
And Software Systems 753-7733
0
Olympic Plaza
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Florida death row prisoner executed Christian Co. adopts laws
TAMPA, Fla.(AP)Anthony Antone, executed in Florida this
morning, was convicted
of arranging the contract slaying of a former
vice detective who had
angered mobsters by his

At•it tAr Sr• wok
Ow WA*.limdwase

drug investigations.
Antone, at 66 the
oldest inmate on
Florida's death row,
was electrocuted for arranging the murder of a
private eye. He was the
first person executed

•

BEST
BUYM

VAKAILf AT
PARTICIPATING ACE
KAIIDVIARA STOWS

since reinstatement of
the death penalty who
did not kill the victim
himself.
Antone was strapped
into the chair and
received 2,000 volts
shortly after 7 a.m.
EST.
He was the third
prisoner executed in the
state and the 12th in the
nation since the
Supreme Court
reinstated capital

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

DOWN
Answer to Prey boos Puzzle

WHILE
StiPAUES
LAST I

DELUXE
60 MINUTE TIMER
• S:A p%.,e0

punishment in 1976.
Antone was convicted
In 1976 of first-degree
murder for being a middleman in the Oct. 23,
1975, contract shooting
death of Richard Cloud,
a private investigator
who testified before
grand juries probing the
underworld. He provided the gun and money
for the slaying.
He had been scheduled to be put to death two

r•-oderi- aeccia•o•

• ,Jrge easy •o-reocl • ,
_ e,
OIS and
A,A„te mark ,ngs

aes.gn
• Fi•cus•ve 5 year guarantee
- high
diameter
• 71:iiXoot counter base •Aot• watt •Sae:
• For bait ng, •oosting, boil•ng
moi.ini•ng
eggs cann•ng music lessons, sun
Impoc. marer•als
•:
,, able
lamps pholoprocessing 8 more
• ribreokable

WHIAS

SUPI'LleS
LAST!

WOOD
TOILET SEAT
• Top-tightening hinge

• Easy to install & remove
from obpve the bowl

• Multi-coat gloss white
enamel finish.
•Cleans irt a Jiffy!

208 E. MAIN

753-3361

1 Beg
6 Keen
11 Fold
12 Spanish
priests
14 Warmth
15 Country of
Asia
17 Man s
nickname
18 Organ of
hearing
19 Inclination
20 Greek letter
21 Alternating
current
abbr
22 Rows
23 Escaped
24 Piayn-epie
26 Lying fae
down
27 Is ill
28 Developed
29 King of
birds
31 Intimates
34 Imitates
35 Avarice
36 Article
37 Title of
respect
38 Entreaties
39 Compass

1 Sermonize

0
2 ShakespearA
ean king
3 Dine
4 Conjunction
5 Edicts
6 Twirls
0
7 Workman
8 Girl s name
9 Railtoad
abbr
10 Peacock s
mate
11 Swindle
13 Skid
16 German title
19 Name
lever
20 Circus •
28 Lutricates
performer
29 Mouthed
22 Caudal
30 Place where
appendages'
bees are kept
23 Liberated
31 Part Of violin
25 Ardent
32 Peril
26 Lifts with
33 Scoff
2

11

J12

4

6

7

35 Dr re•-.7.
vesse•
38 EoJa
39 Great Lake
41 Rpscrt
42 Erncic.,
44 D'Ohtt- O"'g
46 Near
8

15

10

17

2
24

point
40 Babylonian
deity
41 Chairs
42 Force
onward
43- Afranges in
folds
45 Simpler
47 Periods of
time
48 Guide

3

I/ 1
11

A

27
32 33
36
37

40

1

.
14
13

145

47

46

days ago, but won a
temporary stay of execution while his
lawyers appealed to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
The appeal was turned
down.
Dressing in black
pants and a white dress
shirt, Antone haa to
have his head and lower
right leg shaved to accommodate the death
chair's electrodes.
Prison officials
described Antone as
"calm but not communicative" after he
was told the Supreme
Court on Wednesday
night had turned down
his lawyer's arguments,
ruling they had been
weighed and rejected
before.
Small groups of death
penalty protesters
gathered in a muddy
field across from the
prison in a steady drizzle of rain. One carried
a sign that read, "Gov.
Graham guilty of first
degree murder."
Protests against the
Tuesday execution,
which was blocked just
six hours before it was
to take place, did. no(l
draw the large numbers
of those surrounding the
previous two executions
in Florida.
Gov. Bob Graham has
signed 68 death warrants since taking office
In 1979, including one for
Antone that expired during appeals in 1982.
Graham said Tuesday,
"I believe the time has
come to carry out
justice."
Antone did not request
a special last meal, but
he was offered steak
and eggs between 4 and
4:30 a.m.

YES MA'AM

,
, no
it
I.- toTare fakt

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The Christian
County Fiscal Court has
adopted ordinances banning nude or nearly
nude dancing and the
advertising of well activities after a new
nightclub began offering such entertainment.
County Attorney Mike
Foster said the ordinances were not aimed at a particular
establishment, but
county officials had said
they planned to take
such action should the
Cat West nightclub in
Oak Grove continue to
offer the entertainment.
The city of Oak Grove,
a small incorporated
town across US 41A
from Fort Campbell,
has adopted ordinances
identical to those approved by the Fiscal
Court Tuesday night.
Both the county and city
ordinances are up for

final passage Feb. 1, businesses, among
which officials termed a other things.
formality.
Fines and a jail
The county ordinance sentence accompany
says it will help the first two convitdecrease the incidence tions, and because the
of crime and disorderly ordinances are tied to liconduct and promote a quor permits, convicclimate conducive to the tions could lead to
establishment or return suspension or cancellao f legitimate tion of the license.

Donor group forms

L

e 'g

a

I

1 .Legal

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will accept bids for pick-up
trucks to be used by the Municipal Utilities Division.
Specifications are available at the office of the City
Clerk, So. 5th & Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. _
Bids are to be delivered to the City Clerk's office by
4:00 p.m., C.S.T., Wednesday, February 8, 1984.
The Murray City Council reserves the right to accept
the lowest or best bid Of to reject any Of all bids _
submitted.

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray, Kentucky, for Murray
Municipal Utilities, Water & Wastewater Division, will
accept quotation on the following chemicals:
Bulk Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic Soda Liquid) 50%.
Chlorine Cylinders, Ferric Chloride Anhydrous, Line
Hydrated (Rotary KilnI, Hexametaphosphate (91%
as PO.), ZifIC Sulfate Monohydrate (90% as Zinc
Sulfate).
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's office, So. 5th & Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids
are to be delivered to the City Clerk's office no later
than 4:00 p.m., C.S.T., Wednesday, February 8,
1984. The City of Murray reserves the right to accept the lowest or best bid or to reject any or all bids
submitted.
2 .Notice

2.Notice
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YES,SIR-WE'RE
SORRY THAT WE
TRIED TO FOOL THE
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER

I GUESS THAT 'TELLING
HER 11-115 WAS
"ICE CREAM DM" WAS
A DUMB THING TO CO

IF I HAD TOLD
HER THAT IT WAS
"HOT DOG
SHE MIGHT
HAVE BOUGHT IT !

HAPPY
90TH
BIRTHDAY
You don't
look a day
over 49.
Love, Janie

▪

Happy
Birthday,

LET'S GET YOU INTO
TROUBLE,NERMA1

LOOK IN THE
COOKIE JAR:
LOOK IN THE
COOKIE JAR!

NO,YOU CAN'T
THANKS FOR
HAVE. A COOKIE., THE OQOKIE5
GARFIELD. YOU'LL
SPOIL DINNER

JEFF WOULD
HAVE KNOWN
WHAT LASSIE
WAS TALKING
ABOUT

:A*
CAN
f•26

DAV‘,A5

Love

cog A

5IN.&

i

z.

GOoo

CALI- SALLY

55-3093

The 1974 graduating
class of Calloway
County High School
will hold. meeting at
the University Branch
Bank of Murray.
Sunday, Jon. 29, 1994
200 p.m.
This Is concerning the
planning of the 10
year reunion. All 1974
graduates are urged
to attend.

6. Help Wanted
ASSEMBLY WORK,
choose your own hours,
work from home at your
own pace.• Excellent income. No sales required.
Must call immediately
312-989-8688 Ext 9735, also
cpen evenings.
FREE 6 week old
Labrador puppies to
good home. Call 753-0290
r
after
me
.Contact Lake Haven Health
Care Center, P.O. Box
203, Benton, Ky. 5273298.
OWNER OPERATOR.
Regal Express needs
operator with tandem
axle tractor. Company
pays health insurance.
Pension and other extras. Call collect
808-371-8515.
TAKING applications
part time dishwasher.
Hours 10 til 2. Call
753-3149 between 2-4.
TELEPHONE SURVEY WORKERS
needed part time to
update the Murray city
directory. Work at
home. Send name, address and telephone
number in your own
hand writing' to P.O:
Box 1010 C, Murray.

po'

You,
Ao'
Kathy, Robin
and Krystal

SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup•and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms - $12.50
for both. Call 438-5574.

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont,-Cad.-Buick

frnington, Ky. from
Dallas. 25 yrs. experience. Purchasing,
manufacturing and
supervisory positions.
Experienced in MRP
systems and related
systems. Will consider
any position related or
unrelated to my experience.
Knowledgeable-lumber,
steel, metal fabrication.
manufacturing.
Unrelated-will be interested in established
route sales. Resume
furnished. Salary open.
502-343-2038.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babyslt your
baby or small child.
Experienced. 759-1892.
gH-G, Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7530406.
RXPERIENCE
'housekeeper now has a
c e . T6.3
...-309
baby.iTIVro sitting
day or night in my
home. Call 759-4803,

sitting

© 1981 United Feature Syndicate Inc
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There are thousands
of transplants done
every year and yet
many people who need
organs still do not
receive them, said Dr.
Gary Friedlaender of
Yale University School
of Medicine, the council's interim president.
' We are trying to
create a system that is
so good that it will
benefit everybody in
order of the priority of
their needs," he said.

9. Situation Wanted
MOVED to Far•

WeMom.

• r▪ ow v°
PAY less than less.
Clearance sale through
January. Ladies Duck
Shoes, now $9. Payless
Shoe Source, 828 Central Shopping Center,
Murray.

WAsesii
FOR A GOop
-rime cA LL SAL
555-3046 LY

I%
A
•

-CALL 555-3043
1 DIP
Ai.„117 &07 Ai•J
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54
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R6ACA
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I
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6 LLY
555-30
5553q3
Afki1469wIegGit.JOGT A4cHip

s et2 CALL

U5E9 1'0 DATE

Ao6LAJER,,,IG
-NE
mACHIPJE
OCCASIONALLY YOU
LUCK OUT BY
THROWING
YOURSELF AT
,THE MERCY
OF THE
COURT

M&G Complete Glass
has moved to Building
No. 18, Dhdeland Center. For a complete line
of glass and glass work,
call 753-0180.

Dance To
Silver Creek
Saturday
-, Jan. 21st
8-12
Murray Eagles
For members
and their
guests.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment anytime. 4362524.

J.W. JONES
TAX SERVICE
Coll 492.4662
eit•r 5 PM
for appointment.
HAVE quilt left a(
accident scene on Hwy.
783, 1/21/84. Call 733E902.
•

1976 Chevrolet
Monza, 2 door
hard -top, V-8
strromstk with
air cond.. Call
753-8500 or
783-8268
evenings

15.
war

Tout
2708.
gSfr.
comp
33x7I
and t

20. !

r517
753-23
22

WASHINGTON (AP)
- A national organization is being formed to
help organ donors
match up with people in
need of transplants
across the country.
The new organization,
to be known as the
American Council on
Transplantation, was
announced at the end of
a two-day conference of
more than 400 officials
o f medical and
charitable groups.

WRITADS
1
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TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.
BIG MONEY IN SPORTS!
Own your own sporting
goods business! Sport Circle will show you the way,
Be affiliated with a National
Franchise! Earn big profits.
full or part timel $2900
pets you started! Cell collect to BM Woods 1717)
4214910 or write Sport
Circle, Inc., S. 9th St..
Stroudsburg, PA 18360

S. Lost and Found
wsT
e, looxa
miniature Collie, dark
brown will\ white throat
and feet. Lost near
Moose Lodge on
01-14-84. Call 753-0071 or
753-8900.

6.
A

H i!antedty

with firiendr home
parties.wliell the largest
line of gifts, toys and
home decor in party
plan. Openings for
managers and dealers.
Earn high dealer rebate
plus win free trips and
cash. Party plan experience helpful. Car
and phone necessary.
Call collect 518-489-8305
or 518-489-4429.
APPLICATIONS will be
accepted kr a full Jima
office employee in
Murray. Typing,
general office work and
some bookkeeping experience helpful. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040
.1, Murray.

or night in my home. Call
759-4803,
WILL do house keeping.
Have references. 7532708.
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10. Business Opportunity
JUST listed. Ideal rental property, close to the
University. Upstairs
rents for $175/month
and downstairs for
$250/month. Central
gas heat and appliances
are included. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

1 1 . Instruction
011ITAir, piano ana
voice lessons. Certified
teacher with masters in
music. Enroll now for
one month of free
lessons. $30 monthly
after than no contract.
Call 753-3728.

1•••••••11
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13. For Sale or Trade

DuRat tolacco base,
for trade for dark fired
base. 492-8790.

14. Want to Buy
A EMITS
At. all

A

759-107.

RAW Furs. Raccoon,
Mink. muskrat, red and
gray fox. opossum, beaver, 'coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, Ill, 1112-6$16.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9106.
CTITT uaed chain aw
engine and very used
Horlzonal shaft 3 to 5
h.p. engioe. Call 753or 759-8311.
WANT TO BUY:
Pickup truck belt. 1971
Chevrolet SWB, Fleetside. Gad condition.
Phone 753-1916 between
8a.m.-1p.m. Ask for
Greg.
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15. Articles for Sale
BOY'S size 10 regular
Tough Skins jeans. 7532708.
SMITH Corona TP-1,
computer printer, $395.
39x75 darkroom sink
and table. 753-5206.
20. Sports Equipment
FOR sale, golf carts.
753-2869 after 6 p.m.
22. Musical
1FALDWIN Pianos,
organs. Player pianos.
Used piano and organs.
Your complete music
store. Lonardo Piano
Co. next to Penney's,
Paris, Tenn.
CAKAMINE Co. Guitar
and case. Worth $500,
will sell for $350 or best
offer. Call 753-2259 or
753-11311.
24. Miscellaneous

V

18
r.
11

ALL types of body and
fender tools. 502-9653021.
COAL for sale. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545
or 753-6763.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Call 436-2197.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free esllmates.
753-5476.
FOR SALE: Commercial equipment including 3 compartment.
stainless steel sink;
restaurant size gas
stove; drink cooler; 4
pot coffee maker; gas
heating stove; 500 gal.
gas tank; etc. Call
753-1651 days, 753-2477
NW Air Compressors.
Commercial 5 h.p. 60
gal. tanks, 15.3 CFM per
minute. Retail $1,295.
Special $695. We deliver. 901-749-0091 night
or day.
OAK firewood, $25 rick.
Ask for Billy Duncan.
489-2104.
OSBORNE2 Portable
Computer with carrying
case. Programs: Wor•
dstar, Su.percalc
Supercalc 2, CP/M
MBasic, CP/M
System, CP/M Utility.
Call 527-8157.
PALLETS for sale. 50
cents, 75 cents, $1. Call
753-6450. Can be seen at
Rickman & Norsworthy, 500 S. 4th St.,
Murray.
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS. 11 ft. dish,
Drake receivers. $2.19,
Installed. 436-2836. 25. Business Services'
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns.
Low rates & hundreds of
satisfied clients. Now
preparing returns. Day
or night call 759-1425
for appointment.
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24. Miscellaneous
SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks, Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x70 BRENTWOOD
Custom Built mobile
home, completely furnished. washer and
dryer, 2 BR, 2 complete
baths. Call 901-232-8256
or inquire at Hickory
Hill Grocery.
1971 NEW Yorker,
12x64, with 8x22 ft.
rollout, $7,500 firm.
Banjo Alveraz, silver
bell with case. Sears
console humidifier, $95.
Excaliber food de
hydrator, $80 Call 7536930.
1978 CITATION 14x70
mobile home, 3 bedroom, 2 bath. Leaving
town, must sell. Reasonable. 759-9620
nights and weekends.
24x64 MOBILE home.
Owner willing to take a
loss. This is a top of the
line home. Central
heat/air, kitchen fully
equipted. 3 BR, 2 full
baths, fireplace.
901-247-3352 after 5p.m.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent

30. Business Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753.1492
32. Apts for

11
f,

Id
In

t.

37. Livestock-Supplies
RIDGEVVOOD STABLES
Now renting, Stalls or
posture space available.
Convenient to Campus
and Veterinara.n. $20
Month. 753-3010 after
5 p.m.
38. Pets-Supplies
1 POODLE, 4 months
old, $20. Part poodles,
$10 each. 474-2254.
2 REGISTERED male
Yorkshire Terriers.
House broke. $60 each.
753-15R3.
ARC Registered
Keeshond puppies. 7
wks. old. Shots and
wormed After 4p m ,
753-7989.
DOG Obedience.
Owes or private. Indoor facilities. Boarding. VPF dog food.
Mary Adelman.
436-2858.
PEG'S Parlor. All
breed dog grooming.
753-2915, 9-4p.m. Peggy
Gardner.

33.

Yard
Sale
1406 Sycamore
9.?
Friday
Jan. 27th

Rooms for Rent

ROOM for rent. $50 plus
utilities. 753-8165 or
436-2411.

NOTICE
1983 City Of Murray Unpaid Property Taxes Became Delinquent On
January 1, 1984. Payment Will Not Be
Accepted Without The 10% Penalty
Incurred On November A 1983 And
The 6% Interest Due From January
1, 1984 To Date Of Payment.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

The Patients of Dr. Donald
Hughes may pick up their medical
records at his office, Medical Arts
Bldg-Suite 203, 300 S. 8th St.
Hours: Mon., Tues. & Wed. 8-5
Thursday
8-1
Friday
8-5

Deadline: 01-31-84
No Phone Calls, Please.

43. Real Estate
STROUT
REALTY

Lou Ann Phipot 753-6843
Wayne Wison 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(5021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded
DUPLEX, Northwood
Subd. 4 yrs. old.
753-7853

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Appointments made
for your convenience. Full time sale
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty...753-2249
Theresa Knight...753-7778
Joyce Betsivortb _753-9380
Aims Requerth. _753-2477
Louise Bakst
753-2409
Prentice Dunn
753-5725
Bob
489-2266
45. Farms for Sale

HELP WANTED
Director of Murray Calloway County
Hospital Home Health Care Program.
BS degree in nursing and prior experience in
home health care required. Competitive
salary with excellent benefits.
Send resume to:
Personnel Director
Murray Calloway Hospital,
803 Poplar,
Murray, Ky 42071

28 ACRES with nice,
large house, pole barn,
double garage, storage
building. Approximately 12 acres
tillable, 12 ac. cross
fenced perm. pastures.
l'2 ac. garden spot,
many extras. $42,000.
House presently rented
and tenants will remain
if purchased for investment. South Graves
Co. Ky. Call 502-247-7307
or 7308 for Mr. and Mrs.
Wyrick.

48. Auto Services

2 LBVEL, 3 BR, 3%
bath home on a 3 acre
wooded lot, near Almo.
Lots o extras. $78,900.
753-773 days, 753-7628
6p.m.
3 R house, natural gas
heat, central air, additional living space or
efficiency apt. with
separate entrance. New
storage building, 12x16
many extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
neighborhood. Sale by
owner. 753-3949.
7 ROOM house in town,
1% story, full basement,
glassed in front porch,
gas heat, 1% bath. Good
location, close to town
and hospital, corner lot,
close to park. Assumable loan to qualified
buyer at less than
current interest rate.
Priced in 20's. Century
21, Loretta Jobs, Realtor, 753-1492.

ThirORT Auto Salvage.
New and used parts for
most imports at reasonable prices. 4742325.
WHILE they last. 12
Volt Auto Batteries, $15
Exchange. Call
753-3711.

1,

I.

5

ADDITIONAL INCOME
We are looking for a

honest dedicated person to
represent an outstanding
company in your area. No
experience required. We
train you! Life insurancehospitalization-pension
plan-stock purchase planmanagement
program
training. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1111, Union City,
Tenn. 38261

49. Used Cars
1967 CORVAIR, black
hardtop, newly upholstered, rebuilt engine. Sharp! Call 7537863 afternoons or
evenings.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN,
rebuilt motor, new
brakes, tires and battery, $1,050 or best offer.
Call 753-3010.
1973 BUICK Riveria
with V-shaped body
style. Classic car. 7591602
1974 PINTO, excellent
condition, 48,xxx actual
miles, white, automatic, factory AM-FM
cassette, wire wheel
covers. Call 753-7516
after 5p.m.
1975 FORD LTD
Laudou, 4 dr., Pillard
hard top. Loaded, good
condition, extra clean,
one owner. Call 753-9517
after 5p.m.
1975 PONTIAC Astre,
automatic, with air,
11,050. 762-3863.
1975 VW Rabbit, air,
cassette player, excellent condition. 753-3908.
1977 CUTLASS
Brougham, 4 dr., excellent condition. 753-8731
after 5p.m.
1977 PORD Granada, 2
Dr., 6 cylinder, air, very
low mileage, extra
sharp. 753-0445 8 til 5
753-1580 after 6p.m
1978 HONDA Civic,
silver with silver vinyl
top. 76,xxx miles, 35
MPG, $1,500. After
6p.m. 901-247-5104.
1979 T-BIRD, good
condition, $3,500. Call
7594513.
1100 CHEVROLET
Citation. 4 dr., radio,
heater, front whee)
drive. Call 753-3857.
1980 LTD, all the extras,
35,xxx miles. $3,500.
753-9400.
1980 Z28, black and
silver, 350, 4 speed.
t-tops, loaded, $6,500.
Before 4p.m. 354-8416.
After 4p.m. 354-6275.
1981 CHEVROLET
Chevette, a/c, 4 speed,
23,000 miles, 35 MPG,
excellent condition, one
owner. 753-0211.

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

WIgninn-husidenbal
CAMPBELL WELL
OAKUM
McKanzle, Tn
Coll•ct
Call
Of
001 3123571

WI haul whits rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary send, cool.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545
Or

901-362-5704

753-8763

Free Estimates

RICK'S Custom Wood
Design. All types.
custom wood working,
kitchen and bath
cabinets, counters tops,
furniture and furniture
refinishing, mill work.
Quality work at reasonable prices. Rick
West or Joe Miller. Call
435-4125.

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siting. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

TNSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References
Free Estimates
759-1983
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completelyguaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-,
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box.
409A. Paducah, Ky.42001 or call 1-442-7026. ,
57 :Wanted
cANTS. 4x6. Buy year
round. Call days,.
901-584-4540. Nights, 901584-4300.

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westi.nghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-8888
(home).
Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
APPLIANCE repair
work all brands.
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
Earl Lovett.
ELECTRICAN. 20 years
experience, jobs large or
small, Free Estimates,
Call 753-5156 after 1 FM.
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glover

753-1873
FAYE'S Monograms.
Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753-7743.
Sweaters, shirts, purses, linen, custom patches. Fast service.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.

know your planting

Have your
Planter Monitor
Checked and Serviced

Place A Valentine's Message
For Valentine's Day In This
Newspaper And Become Eligible
For A Valentine Dinner
For Two At

ed=ti ts
•

Think how happy your "special someone" will be when she (or
he)reads the personal measage from you on Valentine's Day.
Build a memory, campose your message and mail or phone
it to the Classified Advertising Department. The cost is low.
Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love Lines
featured in the Classified Section of this newspaper on
February 14, and will automatically register you for the Valentine Dinner drawing. A steak dinner for two at DeVanti's on
Valentine's Day for you and your sweetheart.

Send tin coupon below or dial 753-1916

Our love is
the kind that
lasts forever,
Your Wife

Dave: I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only!
I'm rours forever!
Love, Arnie

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines

NOW AND BE READY
WHEN SPRING ARRIVES

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Work Guaranteed
WcorrIcil cof Scasjrid
222 S. 12th St.
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 371.50
Opened
Today
387%50
4.00
Down

53. Services Offered

1976 FORD Van, tinted FENCE sales at sears
glass, clean. Call 753- now. Call Sears 763,2810
1266 days, 753-3493 for free estimate for
nights.
your needs.
1477 DATSUN, w/•
camper, ac., Pioneer
PAINTING
stereo system, 40
channel CB, new paint,
$2,400 or best offer. Call
INTERIOR
753-2259 or 753-8311.
EXTERIOR
1978 CHEVROLET 4
Wheel Drive, extra
PAINTING
sharp. 436-5403 or 4892570.
WALLPAPERING
1979 FORD Courier
truck, 42,xxx miles,
JIM DAY
black, new tires, excelPainting
lent condition. $3,050.
435-4294.
753-3716
1982 CHEV. truck
*WINTER RATES*
Silver4do, p.s., p.b.. tilt,
a.c..r.ICM-FM stereo,
NEED work on your
automatic, sliding rear
window, one owner. trees?
Topping, pruning,'shapPhone 489-2706 after 5.
1983 S10 Pickup, white, ing, complete remoyal
and more. Call ROVER'S
ac., $7,450. 753-4449.
TREE SERVICE for
Professional tree care.
51 . Campers
753-0338.
1976 GMC Coachman tiOB'S Horn"! ImJimmy Van Motor provement and General
Home, sleeps 4, good Contracting. 20 years
condition, $4,750. 753- experience, additions,
3234 day, 753-0114 carpentry, painting,
evening.
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
52. Boats-Motors
trailer -skirting. Call
14 FT. Fiberglass boat, 753-4501
motor and trailer. Call
436-2289.
OLDER 33 ft. house
boat, good condition,
steel hull,'50 h.p. Mercury, economical 4,500
firm. Call 753-3149
between 2-4p.m.

NICE brick 3 BR home
In Panorama Shores
features scenic wooded
view of lake and large
raised deck. Ideal for
those wanting year 50. Used Trucks
around home at lake. 1972 CJ5 Jeep, blue with
Family room -kitchen white spokes, good
area enhanced by condition. 753-0620.
fireplace. Only $57,900. 1974 CHEVY Cheyenne
MURRAY CALLOWAY 4 Wheel Drive, autoCOUNTY REALTY, matic, p.s., p.b., air.
753-8146.
See at 1803 College
ON Kentucky Lake, Farm Rd.
water rights in Sher- 1974 DODGE Mini Bus,
Carter Studio or
wood Shores, five good condition. See at
fers
Phot
minutes from Moor's 1200 Math St. or call
Inventories
Be
Marina. waterview lot, 759-1965 or 753-9235.
prepared for theft of
2 bedroom house, bath
disaster
and a half, dining room 1976 FORD Courier, 4
speed with air. 753-8124.
CARTER STUDIO
with built-ins, re
frigerator, washer and BLUE' 1967 Chevy
300 MAIN 753 8298
dryer hook-up, electric Pickup, short wheel
heat with woodburning base, 350 engine, auto- GUTTERING by Sears.
matic, AM/FM stereo.
stove, carport and sun
Sears continuous gutdeck. Perfect for star- $1,500. 753-0633.
ters installed for your
ter home, retirement 1978 JEEP CJ5. 1969 specifications.
Call
home or vacation home. Ford Pickup, both in Sears 753-2310 for
free
Call (502) 362-4769 or good condition. 753-8729.
estimate.
437-4971 after 5p.m. for
appointment. $22,500.
PRICED to sell. 4 BR
Gambrel brick home, 2
bath, great room with
fireplace, heat pump,
large outside shop all on
2 large wooded lots. By
owner. $49,995. 753-1380
%.
after 6p.m.
SOAK in your Jacuzzi;
bask in the warmth of
your fireplace, enjoy
01111 DICKEY-John
your 2% acre wooded
homesite from the large
secluded patio. Entertain in your spacious
beamed ceiling family
room. Only minutes
from town and just
reduced $6,000. Call
Murray Calloway Co.
Realty for an appointment to see this lovely
Home. 753-8146.
NICE 3 BR brick, 1%
•DICKEY-John
•John Deere
baths, fireplace .insert,
low utilities, 1% acres in
•International
*Allis-Chalmers
Lynn Grove. Call 762•White
6330/work;
4354559/home.

I,

FT'

for Sale

46. Homes for Sale

BEAUTIFUL lakefront
home in Panorama
Shores, recently reduced to $79,500. Large
spacious rooms, family
room with fireplace and
much more. Ideal for
year around living or
summer enjoyment.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
FORMAL OR INFORMAL... This is a
great entertainment
home. You can get in on
the fun with this four
bedroom, two bath, 1%
story home.. Fenced
back patio.. Truly a
marvelous home for entertaining and comfortable family living. Let's
see this one today. CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors...753-1492.
IMMACULATE CONDITION! The results of
hours of hard work by the
owners are evident in this
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
bath. All new carpet, new
drapes and freshly painted inside kid out. Nice
patio on track... large
storage area plus 2 car
carport. For your personal tour, call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492.
INVEBTMENT Opportunity. 2 BR house
located on corner lot.
Newly redecorated inside. Rented last 4 years
for $200 per month.
$17,500. Call 436-2875.

Rent

ALMOST new 2 Bff
duplex, N•rthwood,
wall to wall carpet,
central vacuum, all
appliances furnished.
$275 per month.
759-4406.
EFFICIENCY apartment
just off campus. 4928225.
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray. Call 7534109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.

46. Homes

LESS than $350 an acre JUST listed. Large, well
is this $0 acre farm in constructed home with
the southwest section of swimming pool, and
Calloway County. Ap- located on three beautiproximately 500 feet of ful acres. 3 or 4 beroad frontage Well and drooms, storage galore,
electricity on property. central gas heat and
A real buy! $15,000. quality throughout. Call
Roberts Realty, KOPPERUD REALTY,
753 - 1222 for an
753-1651.
appointment.

29. Heating and Cooling

Ii

?.11

45. Farms tior Sale

34. Houses for Rent
2 Bh, 2 haths. Located
at Jonathan Creek.
S200 /month. References and deposit
required. 898-8322.
BR brick, newly
decorated, central h/a,
county, garden spot.
COLEMAN REAL ESTATE. 753-9898.
3 BR, 2 bath, central
h/a, garage, city.
Available 1st. COLEMAN REAL ESTATE,
753-9868
NICE furnished 2 BR
a-frame, waterfront Ky.
Lake. COLEMAN
REAL ESTATE, 7539898.

1 OR 2 BR mobile home,
nicely furnished, electric or natural gas
heating. Shady Oaks.
753-5209.
2 YEAR old, 2 BR in
excellent condition in
country. Complete with
patio on lg. lot.
$185/month. 753-1238.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.
SMALL 2 br trailer, $100
month, $100 deposit. 1
mile north of Almo
Heights, old 641. 753
5618.
4 1 . Public Sales
40,000 BTU Kerosene
heater, used very little,
$170. Call 489-2122 or
759-1559.

M3IE 31EsIE

7534865
SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
8.20
Opened
Today
8.11
nnwn
-OR

Compliments of.
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold. Solver & Diamonds
Hours 10-S Daily. 12 S Sunday

SPECIAL ONE DAY CHECK OUT
AND SERVICE FOR MONITOR
CONSOLE AND SENSORS
ONLY $15.00!

Factory Representatives will be in our store to
offer this Special Service to farmers in our
area for one day only-so circle the date on
your calendar NOW!

.

Feb. 1, 1984
9 AM-4 PM
502/247-4747

I

FORD RICHARDSON, INC.
Hwy 121 South
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

Mail so that it reaches us no later than Feb. 13.
Your message will appear on Feb. 14. Mail coupon
and check or money order to:

Ilm ledrer'S Rates
limas/Advortisarg Departmost
P.O. Sex 1040
Mirrey, Katt.* 42071
Yew Num
Address
thy
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OBITUARIES
Guy Beane
dies; funeral
to be Friday

8, I
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Ambassador Quainton will leave Nicaraguan post
MANAGUA,
Nicaragua (AP - Except for an occasional
cartoon in the progovernment media, U.S.
Ambassador Anthony
Quainton has earned the
respect of' Nicaraguan
supporters as well as
critics of the revolutionary government.

But he will be leaving
his post this spring,
sources here and in
Washington say, after
serving for two years as
the pivotal link between
the Reagan administration, which sends covert
aid to Nicaraguan insurgents, and the leftist
Sandinistas.

Guy Beane, 83, Rt. 7,
Murray, died Wednesday at 3:55 p.m. at the
Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
His wife, Mrs. Elbie
Spann Beane, died in
1967. He was a member
of the Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 25. 1900, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
FRANKFORT. Ky. face have the least to
Jesse L. Beane and
(AP) - Rep. Greg say (about how their
Susie Bailey Beane.
Mr. Beane is survived Stumbo says every land is used)."
by three sisters, Mrs. General Assembly in
"This bill is designed
Flora Ford, Murray the last 30 years has to correct some of the
Manor, Mrs. Jennie wrangled over broad- abuses of the past and
Baucum. Kirksey, and form deeds, always kill- some that are still being
Mrs. Lucille Beaman, ing attempts to control committed today," said
Rt. 1, Kirksey; two or outlaw the notorious Stumbo, who introduced
brothers, Roy Beane, documents.
similar bills in the 1980
But that might change and 1982 sessions.
Rt. 7, and Troy Beane,
Kirksey ; several nieces this year, the
The 1980 measure
Prestonsburg Democrat passed the House, but
and nephews.
said Wednesday. He and died in a Senate comThe funeral will be
Friday at 1 p.m. in the two other Democratic mittee. The 1982 bill was
chapel of Max Churchill representatives from approved by the
Funeral Home. John eastern Kentucky - judiciary committee,
Clayton Little bf Virgie but never reached a
Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be and Chris Perkins of vote on the House floor.
H.L. Ford, Teddie Hindman - sponsored a Instead, it was referred
Beane, Lennis Beane, bill to limit coal mining to the House Agriculture
James Beane, Herbert under the deeds.
and Small Business
"If it gets to the floor Committee, where it,
Calhoun and Halford
(of the House and too, died.
Beane.
Burial will follow in Senate), it will pass, in
Those speiaking in
Chapel Hill Cemetery in my opinion," Stumbo favor of the bill Wednessaid.
Graves County.
day included represenThe bill got tatives of the League of
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4 unanimous approval Women Voters, the Kenp.m. today (Thursday). Wednesday from the tucky Conservation
House Judiciary Com- Committee, the Apmittee for civil matters palachian Research and
after an emotional hear- Defense Fund and the
ing in which Little call- Kentucky Fair' Tax
ed broad-form deeds "a Coalition.
wound" on eastern
But the most poignant
Kentucky.
testimony came from
Other witnesses used Richard Wooten, a
Services for Joe Ed' even stronger language
Perry County native
Puckett were Wednes- and three committee
who now is an Army
day at 11 a.m. in the members aimed verbal
recruiter in Bourbon
chapel of Roth Funeral barbs at the "unknown
County.
Home, Paducah. Alonzo forces" that likely will
Wooten said his elderWilliams officiated.
try to defeat the bill.
ly, widowed mother,
Burial was in the
The measuce, House Elizabeth Wooten, is beBrooks Chapel Bill 32, would effectively
ing sued in Perry CirCemetery in Calloway prohibit strip mining of
cuit Court for her proCounty.
coal without the lan- perty by Marandco Coal
Mr. Puckett, 58, downer's consent if the
Co. of Buland, near
Paducah. died Monday mineral rights were
Hazard. The company
at 2:05 p.m. at Lourdes purchased with a broadholds a broad-form deed
Hospital there.
form deed.
obtained March 25, 1910
He was a veteran of
Otherwise, coal would from a previous owner
World War II and a have .to be mined "by
of his family
member of the the method or methods
homestead, Wooten
American Legion, the commonly known to be
said.
Veterans of Foreign in use in Kentucky ... at
He claimed the comWars and the Church of the time the legal instrupany has begun strip
Christ.
ment was executed," mining, which has
The deceased was a according to the bill.
damaged his mother's
retired truck driver of
Thousands of the house and destroyed her
Teamsters Union Local deeds were executed
well.
No. 236 and was a from 1890 to 1940, when
"What hurts me most
graduate of Murray all coal was mined
is these companies can
State University.
underground. Under do what they want with
He was preceded in terms of the deeds,
us and laugh at us and
death by his father. mineral rights usually
we have no relief
Laymon Puckett.
were purchased for $1 or through the judicial
Survivors include his less per acre, often from
system," Wooten said.
mother, Mrs. Ora Mae unsuspecting or ilAbout 60 people packPuckett. Paducah; two literate landowners.
ed the meeting room,
sisters, Mrs. Mary Jane
Many of the deeds but no one spoke against
Sanderson, Gilbert- were held by coal comthe bill, which did not go
svWe, and Mrs. Nancy panies for decades and
unnoticed.
Puckett Thomas, were put to use only
"I am very resentful
Jenkins; one brother, after the development of
that the opponents of
Jim Puckett, Calvert Ci- strip mining in the
this bill are not here toty; one nephew and mid-1940s.
day," said Rep. Fred
three nieces.
The deeds have Cowan, D-Louisville. He
spawned a flurry of added he knew the bill
lawsuits over the years, could be killed in the
but Kentucky courts Senate by "unknown
have consistently ruled forces who do not come
LONDON (API- that mineral rights took here to state their
Sorry, no cats, the BBC precedence over sur- case."
Rep. Mae Street Kidd,
told royal feline fancier face rights, Stumbo and
Princess Michael, who Little said. Even today, D-Louisville, disagreed.
"I believe they are
chose a kitty companion landowners are losing
aS the one "luxury" their homes because of here," she said, "but
she'd want if she were deeds signed decades don't believe they have
the courage to testify
stranded on a desert ago, they said.
"The broad-form deed against these people."
Island.
Rep. Dottie Priddy, DThe princess was par- Is basically a wound
ticipating in the popular that's been eating at the Louisville, said she
radio program Desert heart of the people in the wanted a statement
Island Discs, in which coalfields since the turn entered in the record
celebrities are asked to of the century," Little "to let the Senate know
name the eight records said. "The people who how we feel" if the bill
and one luxury they pay the taxes on the sur- reaches a vote there.
would want if marooned. But host Roy
GUAUTY
Gm
That area
•
Plomley laid down the
r4 i
ll
MIMI Pmr15
' 'MOIL
PIaq
law Wednesday, exI
plaining that the rules
prohibit selection of
In% 4. I
humans, animals or
_j:I
anything of practical
use.
Princess Michael wife of Prince Michael
of Kent, first cousin of
Queen Elizabeth II made headlines in
1980 Ford Fairmont
August when she offered
4 dr. Yellow P.S. P.B. AC 34xxx miles.
a reward after losing
her favorite siamese
cat, Kitty, which often
:.
accompanied her on
shopping trips around
London.

Broad-form deeds
may be outlawed

Joe Puckett's
funeral rites
Wednesday

Princess says
wants kitty
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KU STUMP
REMOVAL
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to 21 Woo the ground
115 114.1. 435.43

' DWAIN TAYLOR
•fl . - CHEVR °LET
753-2617

641 S. Murray
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1
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of the Nicaraguan has attended regularly ple, including high- ing at a time when the
Development Institute, diplomatic receptions ranking government of- Sandinistas have made
a private business Ind government func- ficials, showed up for gestures toward reconorganization that is not tions. He kept the chan- the embassy's official ciliation with the
aligned with the govern- nels to private reception last July 4.
Reagan administration
ment, called Quainton Nicaraguan groups
"He has kept his and their domestic
"a right man for the open even at a time last government well in- critics by offering
right circumstances year when the govern- formed and he has amnesty for rebels,
ment tried to reduce -relayed and defended lightening press censorduring the right time."
Opposition labor those contacts by put- his government's posi- ship, reducing the
union leader Jose ting pressure on tion," a non-American number gf Cubans here
Espinoza praised Quain- Nicaraguan xitizens.
and promising elections
diplomat said.
More than 1,000 peoton's diplomatic tact by
Quainton will be leav- for February 1985.
joking that he got along
"with Moors and
Christians."
Quainton was vilified
in cartoons by the pro.
government press
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
which used his Roman
Catholicism to portray
him as the man who enI.B.M.
114% -%
couraged the loc41 Prices furnished by First of
Jerrico
15% + 1/8
Roman Catholic Church Michigan
-2.83
J.C. Penney
53
to be more vocal in its Industrial Average
44% -%
Kmart
31% unc
criticism of the Air Products
Apple Computer
27% + %
Mary Kay Cosm
137
/8 -14
government.
65% -%
Penwalt
38 -14
It is normal for an am- American Telephone
30% unc
Quaker Oats
61% unc
bassador to be reassign- Chrysler
51 + 114
Sears
35% + 1,43
ed after two years in a Dupont
42% -1
/
2
Stuart Hall
6% unc
job with visibility and Ford
16% + %
Texaco
37% unc
tension as high as it is G.A.F
U.S Tobacco
41% +%
757/8 + 14
Nicaragua, but sources General Motors
35 -1
Wal-Mart
34%
close to the U.S. Em- General Tire
34% unc
Wendy's
19% + 1,14
bassy here said Quain- Goodrich
11
8
Wetterau
27/8 4- .
18% unc
ton could have stayed in Goodyear
Oil
Gulf
50%
-%
Williams
A.L.
11% unc
Nicaragua longer if the
Reagan adminittralgn Home Health
Care America
C.E.F. Yield
9 13
7% -14
wanted.
Some Nicaraguan officials said they believe
Quainton will be
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
reassigned to bring in
MEMBER
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
an ambassador closer to
Reagan's views.
A Western source,
with access to top levels
at the embassy and
among the Sandinistas,
said the United States
and Nicaragua have
reached a stage where
negotiations could start
"about specific bilateral
issues" instead of
general discussions
about their -ideological
positions.
50 Pr. Values to 35.00... \ow
Per P
He predicted that the
next six months will be a
critical period for deter100 Pr. Reg. 30.00 to 71.00
ow 75% Of
mining the future of
U.S.-Nicaraguan
150 Pr. Reg. 37.00 to 75.00
Now 1
/
2 Pric
relations.
Quainton, in the
foreign service since
All Fall & Winter
1959, has kept silent on
reports that he will be
1
/
2 Price
Suits & Sport Coats
reassigned. The Seattle
One Rack Of
native's first post as an
ambassador was to the
Suits & Sportcoats
Now
i
Central African,
Republic, and he was
named director of the
All Sweaters
Now 1
72 Price
Office for Combating
Dress
Shirts
Sport
&
Now /2 Price
Terrorism in 1978 with
the rank of an
ambassador.
In Managua, Quainton
Large Group Of

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

_

,

Be in the know
and you'll get Up
tO a $50
REBATE
Let a Bearcat Scanner
be part of your crime
prevenbon program 11-11
help you know what's going
on in the nevighborhood
And. through March 31.
1984. we II help by offermg
$5 to $50 rebates on a wvde
range of Bearcat Scanners

-

-••••••mapp.....

500 Pair Pants
Must Go
Super Savings

$20.00 to $50.00

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
Thursday. January 24. 1984
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act. 523 Est. 450 Barrows
/1. Gilts .50-1.00 lower Sows under 500
lbs. 1.00 lower over 500 lbs 2.00 lower
US 1.2 210-240 lbs.
$49_00-49.50
few 49.75 some down 48.50
US 2 200-210 lbs.
$48.00-49.00
US 2 210.250 lbs.
$48.50-49.00
US 23 250-270 lbs.
$47.50-48.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
937.50-39.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
.$38.50-41.50
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
$41.50-44.50
US 1-3 500.850 lb..,
$44.50-47.50
US 2.3 300.500 lbs.
$37.50-18.50
Boars $31-33

Shoes

Now 1
/
2 Price

One Group Of
1
2 Price
Now /
Outer Wear
ALL SALES CASH & FINAL, ALTERATIONS EXTRA

GRAHAM Et JACKSON
For Men & Young Men
2:
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING l'INITH

Mens
500 Pairs Pants Must Go
Super Saving
:11111'.. I 11 To :ChM

2(4) 1 t I

Now Only *MOO
Now 1
/
2 Price

Dress and Sport Shirts

/
2 Price
Now 1

Sweaters

Now /
1
2 Price

Suits and Sportcoats

/
2 Price
Now 1

Outerwear

2 Price
Now 1/

Women
Large Group of Blouses

Now Only $10.00

Dresses

Now Reduced To 60%

Skirts & Slacks

Now Reduced To 60%

Suits & Blazers

Now Reduced From 60%

Blouses

2 Price
Now 1/

Sweaters..(One Group Now 7.00) Reduced Now To 60%
1+

Boys

One Group of Sweaters
Pants

leo C
4116•19

MURRAY
SUPPLY
CO. INC.
208 E. MAIN
753-3361

Now $10.00
Now

One Group of Shirts
EjeCta

10

$10.00

300

with a

Bearcat Scanner.
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Know who's
in the
neighborhood
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,

Aims Nos Sado Joff's
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Miguel Blandon,
director of the
government-run Radio
Sandino, said Quainton
is seen here as a
"reasonable" man who
avoided confrontation
and "at times expressed
he was in favor of a
dialogue between
Nicaragua and the
United States."
''He has shown great
interest in getting to
know the Nicaraguan
reality,' said Maria
Azucena Ferrey, vice
president of the opposition Social Christian
Party. "His opinions are
adjusted to reality. He
recognized some things
that the revolution has
done that were good. We
recognized them too."
The boyish looking
Quainton arrived in
Managua in March 1982
just as the Sandinistas
declared a state of
emergency because of
what they said was the
threat of a U.S. invasion. That state of
emergency is still in
effect.
It was during Quainton's tour here that CIA
support for Nicaraguan
insurgents fighting the
Sandinistas became
known.
At high government
levels, the ambassador
kept a good relationship
going although he continued to walk out of
state functions or refuse
to stand whenever the
Sandinista anthem was
played because it has a
reference to the
"Yankee, enemy of
humanity."
The- 50-year -old
Quainton, a graduate of
Princeton and Oxford
uniyersities, often can
be seen wearing a
tropical "guayabera"
shirt. He appears to go
about his business effortlessly, whether it is
diplomacy, tennis or
participation in a local
theater group.
There have been recent reports out of
Washington, later
denied, that Quainton
had angered State
Department officials by
making statements that
could have been interpreted as praise for the
leftist-led revolution.
The U.S. Embassy
here had rebutted a
report presented by
President Reagan in
Washington that charged Nicaraguan Jews
were suffering from
anti-Semitism among
the Sandinistas.
Blandon, who has had
Quainton as a guest on
radio debates, said, "To
say that he favors the
revolution is sheer
madness. The ambassador has maintained his position. There
has been a confrontation
of ideas, but the ambassador has defended
his position."
William Baez, leader

$8.50
$7.50

One Rack of Blazers & Suits
60% to 75% off
ALL SALES CASH & FINAL, ALTERATIONS EXTRA

Nuckingilava Rag KO
Traditional Clothing For Man, Woman & Boys
Dix ioland Cantor, Murray
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Bridal Section

Colorful sheets, paint equals color-wonderful bedroom
Searching for a decorating idea that is high in style,
yet low in price? The answer could be as close as the

sheets on your bed.
Today's pretty, coordinated bed linens are loaded
with colors that look as

!RI IA VS
CHOICE for a spring wedding, created ki Raffinati Formal, a member of the American Formalwear Association. The black 100 percent
worsted wool tuxedo is approximately $225. It has notched
lapels and features a red lining with upper and lower satin
broom pockets. It is shown with a wing-tollared shirt and
black bow tie to complete the look.

good on your walls as they
do on your bed. The best
part is that, when blended
by a qualified paint dealer,
paints can be mixed to
match any shade of color
desired.
Designing your bedroom
to showcase bed linen
means using paint to complement the colors and enhance the motif of the
sheets.
The room pictured features sheets on which misty
green forms the background
for cream-colored flowers.
Each flower contains a dab
of peach in its center.
The walls of the room are
painted peach: the ceiling,
window frame.s and floor
molding are painted cream;
and the floor is diagonally
striped with each color.
To help you capture the
colorful mood of your favorite linen, the National
Runt and Coatings Association offers the following
design ideas for several different types of patterns:
• Themed sheets — Red
lacquer colored sheets with
a gold bamboo shoot pattern and a bright American
Indian design — these designs revolve around a
theme that can be amplified
with paint.
(Jo dramatic with the oriental pattern by painting the
door and all the molding
with red high gloss acrylic.
Then, stencil golden bamboo shoots around the ceiling, mirror,and door frame.
Try choosing a subtle

colorfrom the American Indian design and use it to
paint the wall behind the
bed. Use textured paint for
a "Santa Fe" look. Then.
select a portion of the design and stencil it around the
wall to frame the bed.
• Solids— Light blue,
red, and white; peach and
brown; red, yellow and
brown. Mixing and matching solid colored sheets and
comforters yields a plentiful
supply of painting ideas!

Whichever pattern
strikes your fancy, remember, sheets do more than

dress up your bed, they
dress up the entire room as
well!
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• Florals — Each floral
design presents several decorating opportunities, depending on the intensity of
the background color and
the number of shades used.
Bring out the colors of the
flowers by painting the
walls to match.
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A SPARKLING SLENDER COCKTAIL DRESS to sizzle
your honeymoon evenings. .-. Morton Myles glitters the
surface ofthis back-baring snoWy crepe chemise with scores
of miniature rhinestones, creating a soft romantic glow. . .
for a private dinner for two — or two hundred!

•We have Peau de Soil pumps or sandals for the bride and all of her
attendants.

•We have the shoes and bags to add
an extra special touch to your
• special day. •

We have a house full of
beautiful gifts. Our bridal
registry has a large selection of kitchen and
decorating accessories.
THE HAPPINESS PLACE
1104 Story Ave.

the
shoe tree
SOUTHSIOE MANOR
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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The Shoe Tree
Is Blooming For Brides

•We're the only place in town that
will dye your wedding party's
shoes, to match any color.
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Create your own ceiling
molding with thin, closely
spaced strips of each sheet
color. Or, combine the colors into a painted headboard
or chest of drawers. Another idea is to paint either
the ceiling or the floor with
one of the colors.

With deeply shaded
multi-colored sheets you
can create a romantic hideaway by echoing the dark
background color on the
walls, stencilling the flower
over the bed or in the center
of the ceiling, and using the
other colors for accents
around the room. Or, you
might want to choose one of
the subtler colors on the
walls and the deep colors on
molding and triin. •
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Bridal Section

Tips on watching
the wedding costs
• Know what the average
wedding costs in your area
are —if your friends will tell
you. Though we can give a
national figure, prices vary
tremendously.
• Talk openly about the
possibility of both families
sharing expenses. Then,get
everyone's idea of how
much they think the wedding should cost.

Wedding
beverage
Champagne. the world's
most glorious wine, is the
traditional beverage for
weddings. honeymoons.
pre-nuptial celebrations and
gift-giving.
This Sparkling. efferveS.cent wine.
Champagne)
produced only in a small region Chuorpogileljust outside. Paris. creates a mood
of gaiety at a shower or engagement party.
• It adds brilliance to a
wedding reception, makes
an elegant toast to the bride
and groom. and fosters a
.mood of festivity at a bon
voyage party en route to a
honeymoon hideaway.

• If cash is limited and
your guest list enormous,
scale down visions of prime
ribs and an open bar, rent a
hall big enough for everyone
and serve cake and punch
instead.(The punch can still
be spiked!).
• Consider wedding packages that may save time as
well as money — packages
where flowers, cake, liquor,
etc. are included.
• Do work with a budget,
but leave a portion of
money unmarked to deal
with all the little things that
come up(cake boxes for the
groom's cake?).
• If you must pare the
guest list, agree on a formula that's arbitrary. For
instance, no first cousins;
no business clients. Apply
the rule to both families.
• When working with
the bridal shop or salon
owner, the florist, the photographer, etc., be very
clear about what you want
and don't want.
• Don't forget things like
tips for the banquet manager, the minister's fee, any
church or temple rental,etc.
"Nice guys" expect to be
paid for their work too!

FOR THE SPECIAL
'WEDDING — The
elegance of the Victorian
era is captured in this
magnificent creation of
Wedgewood lace, Venise
lace, satin ribbon and coindotted English net. The
high collar and yoke are
trimmed with Venise lace.
The Victorian sleeves can
be worn full length or trimmed above the elbow for
short ballgown sleeves.
The detailed full skirt and
cathedral train are dotted
English net trimmed with
lace medallions.
Wedgewood lace ruffles
and satin ribbons. By
Michelle Piccione for
Alfred Angelo Bridals.
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happen when you
visit.,.
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121 By Pass
Murray, Ky.
Open 10-5:30
Mon.-Sat.
753-4541
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High-speed film for wedding photos

THE ULTRA-HIGH SPEED of Kodacolor VR 1000 film
means you can take color 35 mm wedding pictures even
when candles provide the only light.

Weddings are a very romaMic time, and the candles used in many ceremonies do much to add to the
romantic atmosphere. Unfortunately, without special, sophisticated equipment, most photographs
taken by flash will lose the
romantic air of candlelight.
The bright flash tends to
overwhelm virtually any
other light source. What's
more, many couples and
clergy don't allow the use of
flash during the actual ceremonies. They feel the bursts
of light disrupt the solemnity of the ceremony.
Attractive alternative
But there is a way out of
the flash dilemma. With
Kodacolor VR 1000 film in
your 35 mm camera, you
can take pictures without
flash in nearly every situation. The film, which has an
ISO(ASA)rating of MOO,is
so sensitive to light it can
take a picture by the light of
a single candle.
If you're taking photos at
a wedding, use that film to
retain the warm glow ofcandlelight by taking pictures
by available light. You may
also be able to take pictures
during the ceremony since
there II be no distracting
flash. It's a good idea, how-

ever, to check with the
bridal couple and/or clergyperson first.
Hold camera steady
To take good availablelight wedding pictures, say

Kodak photo experts, keep
your camera as steady as
possible. Even with an ultra-high-speed film, you're
liable to use slow shutter
speeds and that means you
can blur your pictures by

moving the camera.
To avoid moving your
camera during a picture-.
brace it on top of a pew or
railing, or along a wall or
column. You'll be pleased
with the difference.

Create living memories
How do yot go about
making a videotape of your
wedding? Bride's Magazine
offers these suggestions.
• Speak to your clergy
first. Some churches do not
permit photography of any
kind during the ceremony:
others, only from the back.
To ensure that the wedding movie doesn't become
more important than the
wedding itself, you may
want to tape pre-wedding
and reception events only.
Hire the best. It's a good
idea to avoid an untested
amateur — or even a pro
without wedding experience.
• Select the package you
want. Most companies offer
several, with the difference
lying in the quality of the
equipment they'll use, as
well as in the look and
sound of the finished prod-

uct.
In the higLies..}wieefarige
($500 and up"), your wedding
takes on the appearance ofa
real "movie," complete
with titles and special effects. Whatever you contract for, you're smart to get
it all in writing.
• Plan the "script" with
your cameraman. A pro will
know how to cover the basics(the bride and groom
cutting the cake), but will
appreciate help in identifying not-to-miss scenes

involving relatives and
friends.
• Arrange for playback.
A video cassette recorder is
the machine you'll need to
run the tape on your own
television set.
' • If you already own
home movie equipment.
consider having film made
instead of a videotape.
For a 30-minute film, expect to pay about$500for silent, $1000 for sound film.
Shop carefully in your area
for the best price.

Steppint in style
On your wedding day,
you should take into consideration two very important
items — your feet. Since
you'll be on them most of
the day, comfortable shoes
are a must. Tired aching feet
will only make for an uncomfortable bride.
But wanting comfort
doesn't have to mean forsaking style. Your shoes
shduld be the finishing
touch on the beauty of your
dress.
For.stylish comfort,
think pumps. "Classic
white pumps give the allure
of simple elegance and
gracefulness yet give sturdy
support," says Steve Cassidy, women's dress shoe

--

buyer for Kinney Shoes.
From the newer lowheeled versions to the traditional high, there is a pump
suitable for everyone. And
a pair of white pumps will be
a staple in your wardrobe on
your honeymoon and all
through spring and summer.
If you don't wear high
heels everyday, don't wear
them on your wedding day.
There are many low-heeled
and flat styles that can complete your look. If you do
opt for high heels, make
sure the fit is right. Here are
some guidelines to follow
when shopping for those
special shoes:
• Have both feet mea(Continued on Page 5)
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Brides-To-Be join in the
fun!! Pier 1 Imports' Bridal
Registry for Decorative Accessories offers you a change
to odd those extra decorative
touches to your new home.

Professional Wedding Photography...
For your most valuable moments.
Free Black & White Engagement Picture
With Full Coverage Wedding.

WELLS STUDIO
216E. North
Mayfield; Ky
247-1851
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Come in & let the Pier 1 staff
help you with your selections &
present you with a free gift.
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Cultured pearls give bride look of beauty, enchantment
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That magical moment . .
when all eyes gaze upon the
bride as-she seems to float
down the aisle, is perhaps
the most-dreamt-about moment in a woman's life.
Throughout the ages. the
image of the bride has been
of a woman glorified, and
her wedding day an occasion when her beauty appears transcendent.
A strand of glowing cultured pearls lends an air of
enchantment to any bridal
look,their soft, pure beauty
a natural complement to
smooth satin and delicate
lace. '
The luminous pearl has
cast its spell for centuries as a
woman's most precious
adornment, its unearthly
beauty ever apparent in the
magical myths of the ancients.
The goddess of beauty
and love, Aphrodite, was
believed by the Greeks to
have been born like a pearl
from a shell carried ashore
by the sea.
Roma,n myth tells that
Venus,the goddess of love,
was born in similiarly mystical fashion. And, according to the Roman historian,
Suetonius, Julius Caesar invaded Britain so that he
might capture a treasure of
pearls. Later, he was to
present a breast plate, set
with pink pearls from the
Conway River in Wales, to
the goddess Venus Genetrix
in her Roman temple.
Royal women have ever
sought to enhance their
beauty with the creamy
richness of cultured pearls.
The Egyptian queen
Nephretete was nearly covered with pearls for her
wedding, and Elizabeth I
entwined pearls throughout
her hair, wore them about
her neck,and had them embroidered into her robes.
The bride of the present
can have the enchanting allure of the renowned beauties of the past by wearing a
radiant strand of cultured
pearls on her wedding day.
When choosing the appropriate style, the bride
should take into consideration the neckline of her
gown:
Multiple strand "dog collars" or the classic single
strand choker look best with

high, round necklines,
A matinee or opera

length necklace, the most
formal of looks, is best

suited to either a high standing collar or a scooped neckline.
A luxurious bib ofseveral
strands of cultured pearls,
falling from the base of the
throat to the top of a deeper.

scooped neckline, is most
alluring. With the addition
of a delicate pair of cultured
pearl earrings or. if sleeves
permit. a single or double
strand cultured pearl bracelet, a look of delicate ele-

gance is complete.
Prized gems of eternal
beauty, cultured pearls lend
their magic to enhance an
aura of loveliness, their everlasting glow a celebration
of eternal love.
I.

cif

Murray Home & Auto
Bridal Registry
•Brass
*Small Appliances
*Cookware
*Glassware
*Kitchen Accessories
*Wilton Cake Decorating
*Stoneware
*Cutlery
*Flatware
Chestnut Sr.
Murray

MAGICALLY BEAUTIFUL, cultured pearl jewelry enhance.every bridal look. From the Cultured Pearl Associations of America and Japan, the lovely princess length
necklace consists of lInun cuhured pearls. Paired with 8/
1
2
nun cultured pearl stud earrings, the cultured pearl jewelry
adds an air of elegance to the scoop neck gown and headpiece by Priscilla of Boston.

753-25-1

gRIOITS
We Have Everything
For Your Trousseau
Including A Bridal Registry
If you're soon to be married, you'll want to start collecting
those special personal items for your trousseau. Bright's carries
the areas most complete selection of lingerie from such nationally
known names as Val Mode. You may also want to register your favorite
colognes and bath powders. Bright's staff looks forward to making
your wedding a memorable day and as always your things will be
beautifully wrapped at no additional cost.

Stepping...
(Continued from Page 4)
sured; the two are not identical.
• Accommodate the
larger foot and, if necessary,alter the fit of the other
shoe.
• Shop after you've
been on your feet awhile,
not early in the morning.
• Wear hosiery similar to
what you'll wear on your
wedding day.
• After boil,. shoes Ate
on, wale your toes, walk
on tiptoe and arch your feet.
St down. Wak again.
• Use a full length mirror
to see how shoes will look to
others; you're the only Ø.
who will look down at them.
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Honeymoon Elegance
For your honeymoon, select a peignoir with the softness and elegance
just right for those special evenings when you'll want to look your
prettiest. Reveal your charms in this Val Mode peignoir featuring
wide bands of lace framing the entire opening. fiirtatrow"fsee
trims the sleeves which ar6 accented by soft satin bows
38••
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Brides see difference on extra-special wedding day
Here comes the bride.
all dressed in ...
GLASSES!!!??? Why, would
any bride want to wear
glasses on her wedding
day? Glasses mask those
sparkling eyes that a bride
wants everyone to see on

the day she says "1 do.Brides no longer have to
fret -about glasses ruining
their special day. Now there
are easy-to-wear contact
lenses for all types of vision
problems:
Soft lenses are by far thc

"Love is Patient,
Love is
Love Bears
All Things,
Hopes
All Things,
Endures
All Things.
Love
Never Fails."
I Corinthians 1:i
6, 8

Koinonia
Christian
Gifts and
Books
•Marriage/Wedding
Plaques
*Books On
Home & Family
•Wedding Cards
1600 Dodson &
Coldwater Rd.
Mon.-Sat. 10-5
753-7269

FOR THE BRIDE who wants to look extra-special on her
special day, soft contact lenses may he just the thing.
They're easier to wear than ever before, thanks to a wide
range oflens care products from CooperVision Pharmaceuticals. Photo reprinted from Brides Magazine, copyright
1983 by Condo: Nast Publications.

HONEYMOONS IN FLORIDA
Features included in tour packages:
•3 nights accommodation (2 people sharing a room)
•Rented car for 3 days including unlimited free mileage
•State map of Florida
Other features depending on destination chosen
Prices effective thru April 30, 1984
(Rates are per person)

410.4

Walt Disney World/Epcot
from '99
Miami ,Beach
from $69
Tampa/St. Petersburg Beach . - from $69
Daytona Beach
from $59
Sarasota
.from $69
Ft. Myers
from $89
Palm Beach
from $89
Ft. Lauderdale
.from $89

s

(Air Fare Extra)

.•
-‘ •
44,

EAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENC1
127 South Seventh Street
Mayfield, Ky. 42068
(502) 247-8747

502 Maple Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-4846

most popular since they car
be worn all day with no dis
comfort.
Brides also have more options for makeup application
with contact lenses. Cosmetic colors can be chosen
to match the bridal theme,
instead of to counter the effect of unattractive glasses.
A bride Can subtly enhance
her natural beauty with pastel colors or opt for a more
dramatic look.
Photographers will often
request that eyeglasses be
removed since lights reflecting off the glass can
ruin wedding pictures.
With contact lenses, the
bride and her groom merely
have to smile and say
'cheese.'
Wedding celebrations
mean eating, drinking,
dancing and irritating
smoke from cigarettes and
congratulatory cigars. To
ensure sparkling eyes
throughout the day, use
Clerz• 2 Lubricating and
Rewetting Eye Drops from
CooperVision Pharmaceuticals to remoisten lenses.
Clerz 2 helps remove particulate material that may
cause irritation or discomfort while lenses are in the
eye.
So. if a bride gets dust or
makeup on her lens while
enjoying the reception, she
can just use a few drops of
Clerz,2 instead of running
to the ladies room to remove.clean, rinse and then
reinsert her lenses:
What really makes soft
lenses ideal is their convenience and easy care. When
packing for her honeymoon,a bride wants to save
all the room she can for her
beautiful trousseau instead
of lugging around a bulky
heat disinfection unit to
clean lenses.

CooperVision's new
HeatCase- Heat Disinfection Unit is as small as a
lens case and plugs directly
into the waLl (there's no
electric cord!). HeatCase
has dual voltage (110 and
220), a handy feature for a
honeymoon abroad!
'To protect sensitive eyes.
use CooperVision's lens
care solutions without the
irritating preservative thimerosal, which may cause
a sensitivity reaction in
many soft lens wearers
over an extended-period of
time.
Try economical Unisor
4 Sterile Saline Solution in

Ili* pi

44

Ii
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THE GOLD WEDDING RING.. . more precious than the
moment. Available in 14. 18, 22 and 24K gold at rme jewelry stores, by Krementz. Photo courtesy of the Gold Inforii.ston Center.

•
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Our Bridal Registry c,i,
4
Is For You...

•The bride-to7be registers her gift
selections
*Selections are displayed
*Announcement is placed in the
paper with bride's picture
*Deliver gifts for parties
*Bride receives a keepsake from
The Bamboo Garden
New Line of Lead Crystal
Brass
Copper
Furniture
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convenient four-ounce bottles for long trips. Or pack
Unisoff Preservative-Free
Saline Solution in disposable single-use plastic bottles
for shorter outings.
But always use Pliagels
Cleaning Solution to clean
lenses, because it offers 15
times the amount of cleaning agent present in other
soft lens cleaners.
With lens care made so
easy and trouble-free, today's brides should have no
problem bidding glasses
farewell, knowing they look
more beautiful than ever before.

Pilgrim Glass
Clocfcs
Baskets

Candles
Pictures
'Kitchen Accessories

•pirtsur-Fraines

•1 4vilAme6O0 GAR UN
-Dixieland Center
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Advice on coping with last-minute beauty problems
Just when you want to
look your absolute best, an
unwanted beauty problem
seems to pop up. causing
your good looks to go
astray! Here, to help fix
those bothersome beauty
blunders, professional
beauty experts give you
some quick, emergency repair tips, to help turn these
common disasters into beautiful dazzlers.
•Shiny Face? Nothing
can ruin your bridal look
more than oily shine on
nose, forehead and chin.
Keep it under control with a
fluff of oil-control blotting
powder, whisked on with a
soft makeup brush for

smooth, even application.
For makeup that looks
fresh all day, super clean
skin is the key. So before
applying your makeup.
wash face thoroughly with a
good, non-drying cream
wash. Carry along astringent soaked pads during the
day for on-the-spot cleanups. Then for more control.
reapply a fluffoftranslucent
blotting powder.

emergency measure. it will
only make the problem
worse in the long run.
Instead, help fight
blemishes with a dab of hardworking Noxzema 12 Hour

Acne Medicine with 10 percent benzoyl peroxide, the
strongest acne-fighter available without a prescription. 12
Hour actually penetrates to
kill the bacteria that causes

•Pimple Appearance. It
seems to always happen before an important event —
unwanted pimples to spoil
your looks. Although you
might be tempted to
squeeze them as a quick.

Blush, eye makeup
essentials to bride
A new survey shows the
savvy woman ofthe '80s can
get along without her lipstick
if she has to, but her blush
and eye makeup are essentials. Ask any bride!
The '80s woman doesn't
spend hours in front of the
mirror but she does use
many more cosmetics than
women of earlier decades.
Most say their eyes are their
best feature.
The survey focussed on
the cosmetic preferences
and makeup techniques of
trendsetting women and was
conducted by Amy Greene
of Henri Bendel's Beauty
Checkers for the makers of
Q-tips, the country's best
selling brand of cotton
swab's.
A high percent of the 25
million Q-tips swabs produced each day are used for
eye makeup application and
removal.
If the '80s woman has
time to apply just two cosmetics, she reaches for her
blush and her mascara. In
the survey, 48 percent opted
for blush;46 percent for mascara. Lipstick/gloss was just
a runner-up.
The popularity of eye
makeup and lots ofit appears
to be the cosmetic signature
of the '80s woman.
In response to a query
about the use of eye makeup
products. 91 percent say

cp•

nail color, wait a few minutes, then brush-coat the
whole nail. To clean-up any'
smudges on still-wet polish,
put polish remover into the
bottle cap, dip polish brush_
in. stroke on lightly to
"melt" uneven edges, then
recolor the entire nail.'
•Hot and Bothered Hands?
Remedy the problem by
spraying a.little antiperspirant on't*Em. If that's not
available, splash hands with
a light cologne or hold them
under running cold water
for a few minutes.
•Quick Hair Fir. No time
to re -set a style that
flopped? Create new body.
waves or curls with setting
gel combed through damp
hair. Push hair into the
shape you want, let dry . .
and you're ready to go!

they use mascara,84 percent
use eye shadow and 67 percent use eyeliner. Kohl is favored by 18 percent.
Seventy-nine percent of
the women use black mascara, but their choices ofeye
shadow colors vary. Lavender. with 43 percent. was the
color favorite. Brown, beige
and gray each received 30
percent of the vote. When
eyeliner is worn, 31 percent
choose black; 29 percent use
blue.
When applying their eye
makeup. more than half(53
percent) of the women surveyed report using Q-tips
cotton swabs with their mascara; 48 percent use them to
blend eye shadow.
More than half blend two
colors ofeye shadow;47 percent avoid messy colors by
using cotton swabs as applicators when more than one
color is applied. Even more
use swabs to remove eye
makeup. When a soft, clean
eraser is needed. 62 percent
opt for cotton swabs.
And do these savvy
brides spend hours in front
ofthe mirror? Almost never.
In response to the survey
question,"How much time
do you give to makeup application for street wear?, 61
percent of these busy
women said 15 minutes.

4:[3 &
7. 4.)q

popc;:3

pimples fora full 12 hours,so
just two applications a day is
all it takes for 24-hour protection. And since Noxzema
12 Hour Acne -Medicine is
so lightweight, you can wear
it alone, or under your
makeup, so no one knows
how hard it's working for
your skin but you.
•Puffy Eyes. Some cures:
soothe and repair tired,
puffy eyes with a cold compress applied for about 10
minutes (cool tea bags or
raw potato slices work well.
too). Some causes: water retention (so try not to drink
or eat right before retiring):
sleeping with your face into
the pillow: or sleeping in a
hot, stuffy room.
•Frazzled Nail? To repair
a chipped polished nail. simply fill in with a dab of your

CZYCZ)

Put on your most
beautiful face...
Let us help you design
your wedding makeup.
FOR YOUR WEDDING DAY. help fight 111'11.• breakouts
and let your skin look its !want i ful best with Noxzettsa
12 Hour Acne Medicine.the hard-working blemish fighter
with 10 iwr('ent henzoy I peroxide. Wear this light weight Inalone or under makeup for all-day. rounil-the-elock
protect• .

MERLE noRmAn

Flowers Designed For You And
Your Special Day
•Free Consultation

Sugar. 'N Spice...1

'Fresh and Silk Flowers

Your favorite littleA
flower girl will be almost
radiant as the bride
erself in frilly fashions
from...

•Brats Equipment
Rental Available
at New Lower Rates

.74

Sal Air Center

04€44
Murray

Owner: Sharilyn Wisehart •
753-9514
609% S. 4th

•
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ored hues, the traditional
yellow gold circlet and the
popular trilogy ring of interlocking yellow, pink and
white gold hands
For the purist, wedding
bands of pure (241c)gold are
now 'offered by some trendsetting jewelry stores
around the country.

11

'Tying the knot' with a carved gold wedding ring
Marriage — it'. hack in
style! And with the increasing numbers of coupLes
heading to the altar, a trend
towards heavier carved gold
wedding ring styles has de-

veloped. in keeping with the
renewed consumer emphasis on quality and lasting
value. according to the
Gold Information Center.
Although most Ameri-

cans typically.. purchase 14karat ( 14k, gold wedding,
'bands. a recent "upgrading'• to higher ring karatages. particularly I8K. has
also been observed. (Note:
•

Watches join time-honored
tradition for bride, groom
It's traditional. . before
the wedding,the bride-to-be
and her intended usually exchange personal gifts, preferably gifts they can wear
on their wedding day, and

treasure in the days to come.
Fast gaining in popularity
are watch gifts. says the
Jewelry Industry Council,
which reports that, while
brides-to-be have long given

their future husbands dress
watches, the growing popularity of his-and-her
watches has started a trend
toward the loving couple
giving each other watches
— usually the beautifullystyled new matched dress
watches.
His and hers
These new his-and-her
watches are more than just
timepieces, for they are so
elegantly designed that they
are truly pieces of jewelry,
and something that can be
worn to enhance not only
apparel but lifestyle as well.
New quartz watches
combine split second accuracy with beauty and good
looks. In karat gold or platinum..the new timepieces
show bands that are truly
jewelry-like bracelets. Gold
is seen in yellow and white
in a tricolor effect on the
same watch.

"ss

Decorative effects

A TIME FOR LOVE — len today's young about-to-bemarrieds exchange personal gifts before their wedding, it
could well be his-and-her watches, reports the Jewelry Industry Council. The new quartz duos are gifts that will be
useful and treasured in the years the young couple will share
together.

Style.

Watch faces often show
gemstone pave, and bracelets and bezels are often
richly crusted with diamond
pave.
There's something very
meaningful about this watch
exchange between a young
couple who will soon pledge
the rest of their lives to each
other. — It's truly 'time on
their hands and nothing but
love in view!'

24k I. pure gold. Eighteen
karat is IX parts pure gold alloyed. or mixed. with six
parts other metals: 14K is 14
parts pure gold alloyed with
Kl parts other metals.)
Another significant development: The majority of
married men in America under the age 30 currently wear
wedding rings, unlike many
of their fathers. Today.
nearly 90 percent of new
grooms receive a wedding
ring, compared with virtually 100 percent of their
brides.
Gold wedding ring styles:
traditional to contemporary
Classic and updated wedding ring styles abound for
those intending to "tie the
knot.- Unmatched gold
bands for the bride and
groom are often preferred
over matching his-and-her
ring sets, yet both options
are readily available.
The past few years have
ushered in the acceptance of
two-tone and tri-color rings
of gold. as well as satin-finished and sandblasted matte
surfaces which offer interesting color and texture alterna t ives to polished
yellow gold hands.
Texture also comes into
play through the inventive
use of wrapped wire, woven
and braided gold. twisted
ropes and ribs. For the rugged Western look, there are
gold nugget patterns and
rough hark finishes.
A range of contemporary
rings features reflective, diamond-cut patterns ofshimmering surface treatments
achieved-through intricate
etching or Florentine work.
There are highly-polished
bands comprisetPof dimensional planes or faceted angles: clean, tailored
geometries; and sculptural.
freeform bands, often sold
with interlocking engagement rings, nicknamed "encagement- rings.

For !hose preferring a
more retrospective look.
there are wedding rings of
Old which incorporate a
sentimental antique pattern. stone accents or granulation:
Favorite classics include
carved and embossed,florals in yellow or multi-col-

Porcelain to cherish
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SOMETHING 0 • SOMETHING BLUE, something borrowed and something new ... Brides can now select a contemporary-design porcelain oriumient to decorate the top
of their wedding cake. Keepsake Wedding Cake porcelains
are cherished remembrances of a wedding day. The ornaments are inailable in three styles and a choice of colors.
The "Cherish- ornament. illustrated here, has a sculpted
white porcelain bridal couple framed with a porcelain plate
decorated with lilac ribbons and rings. Two other-plate designs feature borders of yellow wild flowers or pink bens and
floral*. The keepsake ornaments are available at Wilton
Cake Decorating Centers in department stores and specialty
cake decorating shops, and may be ordered from the 1984
Wilson Yearbook. They coat from 825 to 835.

WhyEveryBride Should
Visit OurStore..

Every meal
or
Company
Fare

I. Bridal Registry Service. An exciting collection
of informal as well as formal patterns of
china, silver and crystal
2. Great gift ideas for your attendants
3. Socially correct wedding invitations

When You're Ready To
Develop Your Own Style
We'll Give You A Gentle
Nudge Or A Big Push...
Stop by for a free spice chart and
sample our coffee of the day.

4. Personal assistance by Registered Bridal
Consultants free of charge
5. A free gift for you to say thanks for
registering your patterns with us.

Furches Jewelry
1135.4th _

753-2835

Member National Bridal Service
"•-••• Mow Com..
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Honeymoon packing priorities
"Pack lightly" may be
good advice, but packing
too lightly could cause hassles on your heavenly honeymoon.
Here's a list of items
bride or groom may forget
or decide to do without, but
can be essential to staying
comfortable and carefree:
• Bathing suit, cover-up,
tennis racket and exercise
clothes — even if you're
honeymooning in a cool cli-

mate. Indoor sports facilities abound everywhere.
S.,Jacket or sweater —
even if you're heading for
the tropics. Evenings can
turn cold, and so can air
conditioning.
• A blemish-concealer
to deal with stress-induced
pimples, and -hair spray for
last-minute emergencies.
Hair spray will also invisibly stop a run in your stocking.

• Electric razors you
don't have to plug in. The
Norelco Deluxe Rotatract
Rechargeable men's razor,'
for example,gives a quieter,
closer shave than ever, and
goes for up to three weeks
without recharging. The
Norelco "Chic" cordless
ladies razor works on batteries to keep you sleek every day. Each comes in its
own deluxe travel case.
• A tiny sewing kit and

safety pins. Also sheer
.sticky tape for instant repairs- to a hem.
• Belts and other accessories — easy to forget.
hard to do without.
• A travel iron or
steamer,essential for both
of you.
• A roomy water-resistant tote or beach bag,plus at
least one small handbag that
can cover casual-to-dressy evenings.
• Plenty of lingerie: bras
especially never dry as
quickly as you expect.
• Manicure touch-up
tools, including the same
color polish you start out
wearing.
• Sunglasses, collapsible
umbrella and fold-up raincoat; be prepared for anything.

A BRIDE can easily stay sleek and lovely throughout her
honeymoon when she takes along a cordless electric razor
such as the Norelco "Chic" travel model that works on batteries.

Little Feet Should Look Their
Best For The Wedding Too!

ROMANCE RETURNS — Olga's Designer Collection of trousseau treasures is a return to romance.
Her wedding night gown has a soft stretch-lace top
with a unique twist design for fit and flattery, plus a
sweeping skirt in a luxurious stain blend. About $78.
The matching fantasy peignoir is an all-lace affair
with inset,tie-front sash of satin.

TOTAL HAFIVARE

•

oasttoeoasts
Oster Kitchen
Center & Accessories

fit

•

—

'n Rico,
•Puree fruits and
vegetables in seconds.
•Recipe booklet included.
•163-1316
Purim

N4ollemeifiro','N.

For That Special Touch
That Means So Much"
aquimida'S Sir40,!et.1., arac.

947 word...4.fjood
aid
,
lidry

aty•

753-S88

•

Liniltod to Stocig on Ho r.

EVERYTHING SHE'LL NEED!
Ortor IC Pickett Ourotior

•lt's 5 appliances in one; blender,
grinder, stand miier/dougir maimsand food crafter.
•Stoiniess steel cutting blades.
•Universal motor has permanent
lubrication
•In almond color
•163-1274

Coast to Coast Hardware.

va4

Ceqtrol Shopping Center
f,
753-8604
Moo.-Solt.

11130-9:00
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How to select to right gift
What do today 's brides
and grooms want as wedding gifts? h used to be that
every couple needed a
toaster, or a salad bowl.
But now, with so many
young people living on their
own or living together before they marry,and with so
.many marriages re-marriages. this isn't necessanly
so. To pick a perfect gift
these days. a guest needs
the power of ESP combined
with an active imagination
— or some help.
According to Bride's
Magazine. this is exactly
what wedding gift registries
are for. Registries work by
providing a clearinghouse
where couples can record
the items they'd like and.
guests can look over the list
and choose the gift that
suits their taste and budget.
Over 65 percent of today's
brides and grooms register
for gifts.
NA'hat's new about wedding-gift registries is where
they're turning up. They
started in the 1930's in Jew-

elry and department stores,
but now they've expanded
to furniture stores, gourmet
food shops, liquor stores,
luggage shops and bookstores. You'll even find
them in museums -- the
Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York City
opened. one a year ago.
What if a guest can't or
doesn't want to use a wedding gift registry? "It's still
possible to sort through the
options and find a present
that will please." says Alecia Beldegreen. Gifts Editor of Bride's .
First, it's a safe bet that
anyone can use extra blankets, towels, linens or
breakable items like wine
glasses. Second, there's a
whole category of out-ofthe-ordinary gifts that
aren't likely to be duplicated, such as:
I. A gift certificate to a
class that the couple can
take together — anything
from cooking or exercise to
photography or ballroom
dancing. Busy newlyweds

often don't schedure
enough time together and
such a present can provide
an incentive:
2. The foundations of'a
home library. An encyclopedia,for example,is something people often don't get
around to buying for awhile.
Depending-on the couple's
interests, a beautiful art
book or a lavish cookbook
also make special gifts.
3. A Telephone Company
gift certificate. More and
more couples are buying
their own phones and this
present lets them choose the
one that matches their taste.
4. An evening out to a
gourmet restaurant. What
could be more fun than receiving a gift after all the
other gifts are in? This special night could be planned
for the week the couple get
bad( from their honeymoon, perhaps.
5. Additions to their bar.
Possibilities are a few good
bottles of wine in a wine
nick, or champagne to toast
the special occasions in
their first year together.

The Aston in Silveri after

Give the gift of quality utensils
The stereotype of the
bride who can't even boil an
egg is totally out-of-date.
Today 's brides not only enjoy cooking. they often re-

gard the kitchen as the most
important part of their new
home. Quality kitchen
utensils.are now on the
"most wanted list" of wed-

FOR'FRE BRIDE a ho %ants to carve out a reputation aa a
cook, quality luines are die perfect gift,

ding presents.
Good sharp knives, essential for everything from
slicing an apple to calving a
roast, are especially welcome. The best knives, like
Imperial's Mighty Oak collection, will be made of high
carbon stain resistant steel,
hold a sharp cutting edge
and be easy .to resharpen.
Their handles will feel
comfortable in the hand and
in action. All surfaces will
be well-finished and have
no rough spots.
The five oak-handled
knives pictured will take
care of most kitchen cutting
chores. From the top:
sharpening steel to keep
blades at their peak performance:8" carver for slicing meat, poultry. etc.: Tit"
chef's knife for chopping
and dicing fruits, vegetables
and meats: boning knife for
removing bones from meat,
fish and poultry: and parer
for peeling, trimming and
other small cutting jobs.
Appropriately named the
Homemaker's Set. the Imperial Nlight} Oak knives
and sharpening steel., about
$1011. are already gift boxed.

151.iis tun
us,figia-

Timeless Elegance

Mr Tuvetloo,

VISIT OUR SNOWIE00441
304 MAIN, MURRAY. 751-1073
PCNI TN,/ NEWEST DESIGNER STYLES
AND WEDDING ACCESSORIES.
Roillator for the W.d41.ip GIvoowey1

• Beautiful Rings For,
That Lasting Love

Lindsey's Jewelry
Court Square

HERE
mattter
trim. v.
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Spotcleaning wedding gown

HERE COMES THE HALSTON BRIDE — This Halston wedding gown. designed by the
master himselfexclusively for it:Penney.features white chiffon adorned with organdy petal
trim, which is repeated on the full-length illusion veil. The gown and veil will be available in
January at most larger J(;Penney department stores and through the Spring 1984 catalog.

It's every bride's nightmare: you're wearing your
dream wedding dress and
someone accidently
splashes you with salad
dressing or douses you with
wine. BR!DES Magazine
has this advice to make sure
a wedding-day spill doesn't
ruin your big moment:
• Learn about your
dress fabric beforehand.
Ask your salon owner or
salesperson what your dress
is made of and cleaning
hints for it. They may suggest dry cleaning only, but
you can fix up most spots
well enough yourself to get
through your ceremony and
reception.
• Act fast to keep a stain
from setting. Don't rub the
spill or expose it to extreme
heat —instead,a few quick
blots will take care of the
worst of the problem. What
to blot with? That depends
on the stain.
• Fight water soluble
stains with water. Champagne. wine, Perspiration.
beverages are common water-soluble spills. Their
cure: put a towel under the
fabric and blot top with a
damp cloth, preferably
wrung out in a light solution
of white vinegar or detergent and water.
Don't rub because it can
break fibers — especially
the delicate fibers of many
wedding dresses. As soon
as the stain is gone. blot dry
to prevent a ring. An extra
hint for wine stains: put

A Honeymoon
On The Beach
••••••.S••••••......

10404 AT THE

DIEI
CENTER)

-vet,

641 N
The Village
753-0020

V

F 7:00-I.:00
2:00-5:30
Sat. 10-12

solvent and a clean cloth.
working quickly from center to edges. To complete
the job, use some soap and
water. Then blot dry.
• Treat delicate fabrics
extra carefully. Taffeta, for
example. can wrinkle permanently or even split. Be
sure to keep taffeta flat and
smooth when removing
stains and tap or lightly
brush it. Silk can be cleaned
easily with mild adds or alkalies — water with a few
drops of ammonia or vinegar.

I

Wedding traditions
blend of old, new
Today. more than ever, traditions are what weddings are
made of. Yet. in the 1980s. tradition takes on a whole new
meaning. Not only is it a sense of retaining the customs of the
past. but also one of incorporating the values and ideals of
the present. thus blending traditions in the making with traditions of old.
Though the days are past when Early American newlyweds drank a brew of sack posset and hot spiced milk to give
them energy for the night ahead. also gone are the wedding
ceremonies of the 1960s and '70s when time-honored customs and values were tossed to the wind.
Young couples of the '80s
have found a comfortable
place somewhere in between. While keeping what
they find best and most
beautiful of past traditions.
they add to their weddings

personal touches that express their individuality..
For example.today mans.
brides have both father and
mother walk them down the'
aisle so that both parents
(Continued on Page 12)

For The Beautiful
Bride to Be

•••••••••••.•••••••••

That's what you've always
hoped for and now that special
'
time is only months away — and
you can't fit into your bikini or maybe
you've never even dreamed of wearing
a bikini. Well start dreaming! The
Diet Center can help make that dream come true.
No drugs, no strenuous exercise, just common sense,
helpful counseling and good
nutrition.
The counselors at the Diet
Center know where you are —
they've been there too!
Patty Mahoney lost 27 lbs.
Marlene Waldrop lost 40
lbs.
Sandy Fulton lost 70 lbs.
Call today for a free
consultation.

damp salt on the spot. Let
the salt dry, brush it away.
• Use cleaning solvent
on greasy stains. Lipstick
and other Cosmetics, perfume, salad dressing. chocolate, and various foods
respond well to dry cleaning
solvents or spray-on spot
removers. Sprays or solvents can be found in purse
size in any drugstore — it's
a good idea to carry one.
In a fix, a bit of hairspray
may work as well. To get
out a greasy stain, place it
face down on paper towels
and go over the back with

Bride-elects register for your
decorative accessories from our
complete selection.
'We will then announce your

I

;

k

registry in the newspaper and will
present you with a keepsake to
make this special time even more
memorable.
Choose from our wide array of:
'Brass
*Glassware
*Pictures

*Baskets
*Lamps
'Wicker

*Kitchen
Accessories
*Candles

4,1

•

•
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. Southside Shopping Ctr.
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Traditions.

PAGI

•• (Continued from Page 11)

may enjoy the pleasure and
the privilege of "giving
away their daughter.
Other changes in the typical "old-fashioned- wedding include changing ritual
phrases such as - love.
honor and obey- and "man
and v,afe- so as to he more

in keeping with today's
ideal of equality'.
In present-day ceremonies you'll more often hear
"love. honor and cherish"
or "husband and wife.Today's ideas of equality
are also bringing the groom
more into the limelight. Uri-

til recently. all eyes were focused on the bride on her
"big day- w it h the groom
himself often feeling like a
spectator.
Today's groom, however.
is taking on all sorts of new
responsibilities such as
helping-to pick the weddfig

limzdOley Ho
esvg con BaieeN
.14
I,.
Sensational New
Spring & Summer
Arrivals...

oast

•Large in stock selection of
bridal - bridesmaid & prom
• dresses.
*Tuxedo rental by After Six, Bill
Blass, and Pierre Cardin.

site, choosing china patterns, addressing invitations and writing thank-you
notes. Some men even wear
engagement rings and have
showers thrown in their
honor.
The quest ion of who pays
for the wedding has also
been affected by the present
day attitude towards equalit y.
Traditionally, the bride's
parents took on most of the
expense, but now there is a
definite trend towards the
groom's family sharing a
larger portion of the bill.

Though some of this
chipping in reflects the
economy, it is also a sign of
our times. We no longer
consider the bride's parents
to be "marrying 'off- their
daughter.'Instead, the wedding is seen as a celebration
of the joining together of
two people.
With fewer of the oldfashioned' rules" of etiquette applying to today's
weddings, creative additions to make the occasion
unique are unlimited.
They range from substituting carrot cake for the

traditional white sponge
cake, to honoring the bride
or groom's heritage by serving slices of Italian cheesecake_ or Irish fruitcake.
Music may be as unique
as having bagpipes play as
the newly-married couple
leave the altar. Or, the
couple may decide to have a
girl instead of a boy act as
ring bearer.
The choices are many,
"right" being determined
only by whatever combination of past and present
most pleases the bride and
groom, and their families.

SHOPPING FOR
A DIAMOND?
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maybe you should
look into it...
BEFORE you buy,
ask yourself these questions:

(Next To Reidland Clothing)

.
.•

5100 Reidland Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
898-7620
Open 7 Days A Week
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00-8:00 Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-6

GWEN'S

•%

11

MOTHER-OF
THE BRIDE
DRESSES
Selection Of Long Or Short
Styles. When You Want To Look
Extra Special For That Special
Occasion. Let Gwen's Friendly
Staff Help You With Your
Selection. Choose From Many Colors
Sizes 141
/
2 To 241
/
2. $54.00 And Up.

o Has my jeweler discussed the FOUR C's?

Cutting
Color
Clarity
Carat Weight
El Has he pointed out each of these critical characteristics under a speciallydesigned binocular microscope?
O Does my jeweler have a set of MASTER COLOR DIAMONDS to grade color? (Certified by the Gemologicol Institute of America as well as
the
American Gem Society)
O Has each stone in his stock been individuplly graded for CUTTING,A.COLOR,and CLARITY?
O Does my jeweler have an ACCREDITED GEM LABORATORY?
CI Does he have a FORMAL EDUCATION in GEMOLOGY as well as
EXPERIENCE?
Do I find that my questions are INTELLIGENTLY ANSWE
RED?
D Does my jeweler display the AGS EMBLEM?
• AGS stands for AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY..
and
QUALITY,INTEGRITY, KNOWLEGE,and VALUE that stands for TRUST,
!

DON'T MAKE A MISTAXE.••
AT OUR STORE THE ANSWERS ARE ALL YES! Come by soon for o visit.
ALL
of our stones are precision cut for maximum brilliance and dispersion.
And
every one of them comes with o full explanation of value and an APPRA
ISAL
CERTIFICATE stating quality and value.

CERTIFIED
•GEMOLOGISTS

ACCREDITED
GEM LABORATORY

FtiNE „JEWELERS
2302 IleffIlarl AVE.
NWT 14$ $0.01 MEN,N.
TOWN PLAZA 91111,11111 CENTER
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.
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MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
313 BROADWAY
PADUCAH, KY.'
Monday through Saturday 10:00 AM-5:00 PM'
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Celebrating festivities with bubbles
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The oldest symbol of
love, unity and celebration
is the raising ofglasses for a
warm toast to the happiness
of the bride and groom.
But, if sharing special
moments.with family and
,friends— intimate parties
and Chanfpagne occasions
— are taking too big a bite
out of your over-all wedding
budget, you can celebrate
by popping the cork with an
affordable alternative —
imported sparkling wine.
Wine has been associated
with love since the early Roman times: therefore.
there's no need to diminish
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your budget with expensively-priced Champagnes.
Champs D'ore, a. spark ling dry white wine from
France is a perfect alternative. It adds excitement to
every occasion once the
cork pops and the bubbles
rise:To make your wedding
celebrations memorable.
try these entertaining and
serving suggestions from
ths.sparkling wine experts
at Viceroy Imports:
• Sparkling wine should
be served in fluted or tulip
shaped glasses. Air is the
worst enemy of a sparkling

Swimsuit buying fun
Buying a honeymoon
swimsuit will be fabulous
--fun for the girls getting married in 1984.
Never has there been
• such a selection! From
sporty "racer" suits in
Olympic colors, through a
bevy of sophisticated
graphical prints in neon
brights, to sexy young designs in delicious ice cream
pastels. swimfashions for
'84 offer all this — and
more.
It's really a matter of deciding which category best
suits your personality, and
the special fashion style you
are putting together for
those romantic days which
launch a brand new life.
For the frankly female
bride, lover of delicate fabrics and feminine shapes.
Giorgio Sant'Angelo's lingerie lace one-piece (pictured above) might be the
perfect choice. In black lace
over blue tricot. or white
over white, in sizes 6-14, it
retails at $60.
But if you're an exotic

type, you'll probably go
overboard for the impact of
a dramatically realistic animal skin print.
Nlonika Tilley at Elon
does some of the best — like
the illustrated orange and
black tiger stripe on a maillot with a modified T-back.
In sizes6- ra, it retails at $40.
Whatever your choice
from the 1984 swimfashion
lines, there's one thing
these suits have in common-and that's the figure flattery supplied by "Lycra"
spandex.
Added to fabrics of"Antron" nylon, or the new
blends of"Dacron" polyester and cotton. "Lycra"
makes sure your swimwear
keeps its body-hugging fit in
— and out
of the water.
And for sunning and
lounging, take a look at the
latest crop of apres-swim
suits. Dripping with pearls.
glittering with diamonds.
dazzling with sequins.
they're designed to capture
— and keep,his adoring
gaze for no one else but

wine's bubbles: the narrower the opening the
longer the bubbles will last.
Saucer shaped glasses
should be saved for still table wines. If used for sparkling wine they cause the
bubbles to dissipate rapidly
because they expose so
much of the wine to the air.
• Once poured, you can
"dress-up" the wine itself in
the glass. Freeze strawberries,cherries,or blueberries
in ice cubes made from orange, cranberry or lime
juice and place these in the
wine.
Or, add
each slice to
each gla
sparkling wine
fora sher romantic effect.
Another treat is to add sherbet to each glass; this

creamy delight will melt into
a luscious foam.
• You can "dress-up"
the glass too! Dip a small
paint_ brush, in Champs
D'ore and,on the outside of
the glasses draw wedding
bells, hearts-,or the couple's
initials. Then roll the
glasses in sugar — white or
multi-colored — which will
adhere to the moistened
outlines.
• For a truly festive
touch at your bridesmaid
brunch, you can decorate
the stems of the wine
glasses. Tie ribbons and
bows in your wedding colors to the stems: add a sprig
i of lillies of the valley or another blossom that will be
used in their bouquets.

Wedding customs
Today's wedding ceremonial traditions are a unique
blend of many national customs. some dating back •
from centuries ago.
Today, a bride may sign
an ancient marriage contract originally devised by
Anglo-Saxons. She may
walk down the aisle in a
Gothic Cathedral to Richard Wagner's Lohengrin.
The bride may wear a medieval veil. a Jewish coronet
made of Pagan orange blossoms and her wedding ring
may be of Roman descent.
During the ceremony, if
she kneels at the altar, she
will be following the custom
of ancient Egyptian brides.
The following are a few
more explanations ofthe rituals we follow today and
their origins..
• According to the ancient Romans, weddings are
held in June. partially be-

cause of the warm weather.
but more importantly because May was considered
an unlucky month.
• Today's tradition of
exchanging wedding bands
is a throwback to the medieval times when people wore
signet rings to put their seal
on agreements.
•When the newlyweds
depart after the wedding
celebration they still pretend to flee, as though the
irate brothers and fathers
were still chasing after
them.
• During the most primit ive times, men acquired
their wives by stealing
them, and then hiding them
until the families anger was
lessened by the passing
moons. This time when the
couple was in hiding was
sweet, which is why the period after the wedding is still
called the honeymoon.

WEDDING BELLES... new spring French Lace pant-hose enhance wedding day romance. An all-over dotted
Swiss pattern on a gossamer leg is interwoven with a trellis of
delicate floral lace running down the side. hi Bone, %lite.
Jet Black,Ice and Pink Pebbles, French lace pantyhose are
found wherever Round.the-Clock fashion legwear is sold.
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Quality Photographs
At Affordable Prices
Call 753-8809
for appointment
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"Let Us Help Make Your
Wedding
Everything
You Dreamed
It Would Be"

It's
Your Day...

•

Well Help You Make It Special
Make an appointment for a
Manicure, Wax Arch, Pedicure,
Facial, Make Up Session
or Hair Style
•

Monday-Saturday 8:00-5:00
753-8282
1600 Dodson
-4,44

*Cascades
*Boutonnieres
*Nosegays
*Fans

*Table Arrangements
*Cake Centers
*Pillows
*Flower Baskets
.
S

Make And Arrange Your Own Flowers
For Your Wediling...Call About Our Classes

The Wild Raspberr°y
On The Court Square
Murray

753-0859
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More brides chose to have larger weddings
Planning a wedding?
According to
Showcase owner Shirley
Smith, several people
are indeed making
plans for those June and
July weddings. And
while it may seem a bit
early, there are many,
many decisions that
must be made between
now and then. And what
better time to begin
than now — when The
Showcase has over -500
new spring and summer
wedding gowns in stock.
And if you don't find
what you like there, that
special gown can be
ordered for you and
ready in about three
months.
Smith says brides-toare going with
be
everything" this year
and as she assits young
ladies in choosing their

gowns she is discovering that they are choosing
more and more
whisper taffeta — for
both the bride and the
bridal attendants'
gowns".
Short "puffed baby
doll sleeves" are
popular for spring and
summer gowns this
year and more and
more brides are choose
sweetheart necklines
and off-thdtshoulder
styles.
Ruffles and late, of
course, are still popular
choices in varying
degrees to suit th's
tastes of the bride. But,
Smith says a new
feature for gowns that is
gaining popularity is
self-fabric roses. Gowns
featuring this soft touch
are being chosen for
both the bride's gown

ourmet gariey

g

and her attendants'.
To top off the special
look, Smith says the
tiera flower wreath is
becoming the most
popular headpiece and
she adds "hats are still
very good."
Vibrant, strong colors
are appearing more and
more in weddings but,
according to Smith,
"It's always the trend
for spring and summer
to go with pastels. Dusty
rose, periwinkles and
lavenders are all
popular." Of these colors, dusty rose is probably the one most
chosen, she says.
Accessories are
becoming more
elaborate and she says
both hats and fans are
popular choices.
As weddings are tending to become more
formal than they have
been in recent years,
mothers of the brideand groom-elect are
choosing formal or tealength gowns. The

Showcase has a good
selection of dresses that
are popular with
mothers of all age
groups.
Choosing gifts for the
ladies in the wedding
party can be ta4cen care
of at the The Showcase,
which also offers
several small gift items.
Travel jewelry kits, ring
holders and crystal
boxes ranging in price
from $5 to $10 are all
welcomed and useful
gifts.
As The Showcase
enters into it's nth year
of assisting brides-to-be
they offer the experience and expertise
in wedding preparations
that most young ladies
lack. Realizing many of
the problems and decisions facing a young
couples as they prepare
to spend their lives
together, Smith recommends that the brideelect begin her plans
with a financial budget

in mind.
"We have gowns
ranging in price form
$130 to $650 with the
average price being
from $250 to $450. We try
to carry a range of
gowns that will have
something to please all
ages, all sizes and all
budgets," she explains.
While choosing your
gown and accessories
from The Showcase, inquire about their bridal
registry for crystal,
china and silver. A wide
variety of styles is
available and Smith
says many brides-to-be
are choosing one that is
appropriate for both formal and informal
dining.
During a visit to The
Showcase pick up a convenient wedding arrangement guide that
offer tips on who is
responsible for such
things as the cost of the
ceremony, flowers,
hotel accommodations,

It is considered the
happiest day of your
life. You spend months
planning for it, making
sure everything is right.
The church is full and
when you walk down the
aisle to meet the groom,
there he is — adorned in
a lime-green polyester
shirt (half unbuttoned of
course), a brown-check
double-knit leisure suit
and matching white
patten-leather shoes
and belt.
Maybe that's exaggerating the point but
consider — next to the
bride, everyone at the

Our bridal registry—
a must for a/brides-to-be.
Open
Tues.-Sot. 10-5
442-2254

wedding wants to see
the groom.
Trends in wedding
fashions are becoming
less ridged and grooms
are going most with
their own preferences
Instead of consulting
proper etiquette.
Personnel at Mr. Tuxedo in Murray agreed,
stating grooms exercise
"a great deal of
liberalism by wearing
what they want to. It's.
their day and they
Should wear what
makes them happy."
Today's grooms are
following brides in

selecting white outfits
for their weddings. The
cutaway coat
(sometimes referred to
as a morning coat),
tapering from the front
waist downward toward
tails at the back, is the
current trend-set,ter,
with top designers in
men's fashions including the jacket in
their formal lineups.
As with trends in
men's clothing the past
few seasons, pastels will
be popular for some
grooms although most
will stick with black,
white, silver and gray.

COOK'S JEWELRY

\ok

Central Shopping- Center/%1xx rray, Ky.
753-1606

All 10 KT-14 KT.
GOLD WEDDING BANDS

Wedding Headquarters
Proudly Features...
Minton Bone China

Royal Doulton China and Lainbethware

Pialuitraff Stnwevisre

Crtstal cl Argue

Fostoria

Oneida Silver. Gold•Dectroplate 'ef2 Stainless
Gorham and Towle Sterling. Silverplate. Stainless Z? Holloware .
eiwiursas

rho' Weft"theory

r Waring Acoesoones

...Party Goma

Wien yam ere moo. to void the very hot

Watfia For Our
Moving Sale &
New Location

V4,4

+te

You may be suprised
about some of these
traditions that have carried over to today
without many people
knowing their
significance.
The Showcase is
located on the 121
Bypass and there is also
one in Hopkinsville.

Grooms 'liberal' on wedding attire

Shop behind the blue door at
2119 Broadway in Paducah
for unique kitchen
items and unusual gifts.

Nontake-China. Stoneware and Crystal

reception costs and
marriage license. There
is also a helpful
schedule that suggests
the best times for choosing a photographer and
florist, arranging for
music, mailing invitations, placing an announcement in the
newspaper and many
other inportant details
that must be taken care
of.
Also, pick up the
brocure on wedding
traditions and customs
from the past and find
out why guests throw
rice or the reason for tying old shoes to the back
of the car.

Phu Mal Noss

42025

Hwy 641 S
Just Down From Walmart

527-1848

2Price

THE TIMELESS BEAUTY
OF REAL GOLD FOR
LOVE THAT WILL
LAST A LIFETIME.

Wingtip-collar shirts
are most popular while
a variety, of ties and
scarves are used.
The cummerbund, the
wide sash worn as a
waistband which had
fallen on hard times
because of wider use of
vests, is returning to
popularity. In fact,
around the winter holiday season, Scottish tartan plaid cummerbunds
are vogue with most formal outfits.
Gloves, suspenders
and top hats also lend a
touch of class to the formal occasion.
For the not-so-formal
ocassion when a tuxedo
may not be appropriate,
suit rental is the
groom's answer. A
nicely-pressed navy or
gray suit can make the
right statement for the
groom.
Most grooms chose to
be attired a bit differently than their attendants — outfitted
with different color attire, a different tie, colored shirt, or whatever
the grooms chose.
Often, a colored shirt
may make a difference.
- The groomsmen may
wear a culor to coordinate with the
bridesmaids' dresses
while ushers will wear
something different.
WHatever the outfit,
it's the time for the
bride and groom and the
should be attired the
way they chose.
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Contrary to popular myth, men are eager to get married
When it comes to marriage, popular mythology
has.it that women want it
desperately, while men are
"captured," dragged into it
kicking and screaming all
the way. This myth needs a
bit of updating, says an article in a recent issue of
Bride's Magazine.
In an ironic reversal of
roles, men today are eager
to marry, so eager in fact,
they often find they:re the
ones doing the dragging.

The 1982 figures from the
U.S. Bureau of the Census
reveal that about 70 percent
of American men today are
or have been married. And,
the much-touted 'Playbo
life aside, says the article.
of those men not married.
approximately 80 percent
wish they were.
Evidence of concern
Marriage counselors also
have evidence that men

place a new value on marriage. When a marriage is in
trouble, they say, the husbands are at least as concerned with seeking help as
their wives are.
This is a big change from
15 years ago when, according to Dr. Ray Fowler, Marriage and Family Therapist
in Claremont, California.
"less than 20 percent of.the
visits to therapists on a national basis were initiated
by men."
What happened? Why.
just as women are proclaiming their independence and
postponing marriage in favor of a career are men deciding that marriage and
family life are really important after all?

hanian, a New York City
discovered that marriage is
ence the gentle, nurturing
have been denied for too
marriage counselor and psyan opportunity to experiparts of(themselves' that
long."
chotherapist puts it,
"Women have discovered.,..
that they don't need men as
much as they thought they
did.
Men are finding that their
the original Family Haircutters
need is greater than they
were willing to admit." It's
like an elaborate dance that
No Appointment Necessar
must be kept in balance. If
,
:f
one sex says "no" the other
has to take over saying

Ci

EarLtasticSani's

•

Because many women
are finding satisfaction in
other pursuits and are no
longer solely devoted to getting married, marriage for
men is no longer the buyer's
market it once was.
With men having to pursue marriage, they've come
to have a greater appreciation of its worth. There's
also a greater acceptark$ of
emotion in society as a
whole. Men today can acknowledge their need for
closeness without feeling
like traitors to manhood.
The desire to bea father is
also a major motivator for
some men to marry. Carrying on the family line was always important to a man,of
course, but today's looser
sex roles encourage him to
get much more involved in
the day-to-day raising of his
children.

Effect of change
It's precisely because
women have changed that
men have changed too,says
the article. As Dr. Tilla Va-

Dollar-stretching tips
big help newlyweds
Today you see more and
more people shopping in the
supermarkets with a wad of
redeemable coupons.
Shopping with. coupons
has gone beyond saving a
few cents. Rising supermarket prices have made it a necessity. but have you ever
wondered how profitable it
can be?
You may be a, casual coupon clipper but, for many
people, refunding has become a profitable home business which they run from the
kitchen table.
Top refunders can save
up to 90 percent of their grocery bill each month. If the ir
grocery hill is $500 each
month and they receive
$450 in refunds, they are receiving $450 clear.
Being a supershopper

means knowing how to get
the coupons we're all so familiar with mailed to your
door. It also means knowing
how to get information on
loads of manufacturers' refund offers which we're not
so familiar with.
Foodmaster Publications
has published a guide which
reveals, in step-by-step
form, all the methods used
by these supershoppers.
Foodmaster also provides a
free telephone and mail consultation,service to help
anyone who wants to gct
started.
For information on this
guide, send a self-addressed
stamped (long) envelope to
Refunders Guide. Consumer Service Associates.
P.O. Box 9. Orangeburg.
NY 10962

Helene Curti Perim
Special
Helene Curtis perrn.a beautifully
manageable perm, is designed
to make straight or lifeless hair
come alive with new body and
bounce. Get a -perm with cut,
shampoo and styling

KLEINE
CUI\IS
Oitlit1.1

Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 753-0542 Special Expires:
2419 WC. Mathis Drive, Paducah. 442-4388 Sat., Feb,4, 1984
.Owned •Operated by Tom • Yvonne Key
um I he oriainal taniil iTairculicrs.
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Professional Wedding Photography...
for your most valuable moments.

thlrt
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Weddings Photographed Exclusively
•
by David and Jill Celayaa team working for you

Wells Studio

IT
E 'IRADMt)\AL as- shoes end rice, but the
cutaway takes on a freak new hook in the hands of the great
American designer. The color is flattering pearl
." that
coordinates beautinilly with any wedding party.
Blass.
hy

216 E. North Mayfield
247-1851

.4.44
.t
-

Orig. $27.50
(Style Cut Included/

New satisfactions
In the process, men have
found deep new satisfactions. Concludes the article: . .. "men have

$19.84
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Bridal Section

Wal-Mart's
Jewelry
Department
Has A Gift Registry.
Come register for the special gifts
of your choice. We'll keep on file
your personal gift selections and
will make the information available
to your husband, family and
friends.
The registry is especially convenient for birthdays, anniversaries,
Valentine's Day,Christmas, Mother's
Day, and other special occasions.
Visit our jewelry department for
further details.
Upon registration you will become one
of our preferred customers and will receive
special mailings and offers.
60

y. 641 North

Central Center

Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. Noon-6

